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PROBLEM STUDIED

The problem studied was the thermal and moisture regime of freezing

and thawing soils. The objective was to provide additional technology for

analysis and design of geoteci.Uical structures in cold climates. Such

structures include roadway embankments, river levees, airfields, and

embankment dams. Specific regions of emphasis were Alaska and Canada.

The basic approach taken was based upon development of a two-dimensional

model of coupled heat and moisture transport in soils undergoing phase change.

While several widely used two-dimensional models of heat transport alone

existed, there was no model of the coupled process of heat and moisture

transport. Although one has the luxury of assuming static moisture con-

ditions in a number of important geotechnical studies of freezing or thawing

soils, there is a significant class of problems where moisture transport

plays an important role; e.g. long-term moisture migration may change bulk

thermal parameters and frost heave is entirely dependent on moisture transport.

SUMMARY OF IMPORTANT RESULTS

The results of this three-year research effort have been published in

a number of refereed journals which are included in the Appendix. Additionally,

three theses/dissertations have been prepared by students who were partially

funded by this research project. Their work may be obtained through

University microfilms.

Important results can be categorized into four main areas:

numerical techniques, model strategy, development of a two-dimensional

deterministic model, and probabilistic/uncertainty concepts.
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Advances in domain numerical techniques were achieved during the course

of the research. The impetus for this advance was the need to accurately

calculate the temperature of a soil system so that the freezing/thawing,

isotherm could be precisely positioned. The need for a high degree of

precision is that there is a substantial difference in the strength of

unfrozen and frozen soil. Our research has lead to a unification of domain

methods into a single mass lumping matric. Through the specification of a

single mass lumping factor Galerkin finite element, integrated finite

difference, or an infinity of mass lumped domain procedures may be

selected.

The second area of advance achieved during the course of the research

was the verification of the concept that well established physics-based

equations of heat and mass transport could be employed for processes that

are well understood. Secondly, less well established processes, such as

the dynamic behavior in soil zones undergoing water phase change, can be

modeled by phenomenological relationships. However, such an approach neces-

sarily leads to a multiparameter model in which certain phenomenological

parameters can only be determined by calibration. In constructing such

models care must be exercised in the manner ancillary processes are incor-

porated into the model. As an example we found that the use of the widely

used apparent heat capacity approach led to model inconsistencies and unde-

sirable parameter restraints when incorporating both simultaneous heat and

moisture transport into a single model. For this reason we use a modeling

approximation based upon an isothermal control volume approach.

A two-dimensional coupled heat and moisture transport model, FROST2I,

written in FORTRAN IV, was successfully developed for arbitrary shaped domains.

' ... .... .. ..... ..i l i i,,....... ... ..___ ... ... .. . --2



Components of the model have been verified against linearized analytical

simple domain problems, laboratory data, and field data. The model has

been applied to several on-going prototype geothermal analysis problems.

The model includes a "front-end" data loader and is written to run on the

now widespread mini-computers. Some "back-end" graphics capability have

9 also been prepared. Because of the problem of soil interaction-structure

interaction during freezing or thawing soils in arbitrarily and possibly

complex domains, frost heave calculations are not permitted in the B-version

* of the program. A second version, FROSTD, for simple but useful geometries

(e.g. roadways) has been prepared for frost heave and thaw consolidation

estimates. This program includes an internal mesh generator and is applicable

to problems where it may be assumed that soil interaction forces are negligible.

Both programs are written for variable layer soils and include the ability to

deal with surcharge loading. The model is only applicable to low surcharge

loadings (i.e. less than 60 kPa).

In the course of our research, it has become quite clear that deter-

ministic models by themselves may not be adequate. Frost heave is apparently

highly sensitive to the deterministic parameters that govern moisture flow,

in particular, and heat flow, to some extent. The difficulty is in the wide

variation in parameters. For example, determination of the hydraulic con-

ductivity in carefully controlled field situations for homogeneous and uniform

soils may involve a coefficient of variation of 500 percent. Estimated frost

heave may vary over 100 percent with such potential errors in parameter

selection. We have developed and applied a point probability estimate technique

to evaluating the probabilistic nature of key model parameters, such as hydraulic

- conductivity, and these concepts have been incorporated into a one-dimensional

version of the model (primarily developed with CRREL funding). In the future,

these same concepts should be combined with the two-dimensional model.
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AVAILABILITY OF COMPUTER CODE

Line printer listings and/or magnetic tapes of the computer code may be

obtained from the principal author or from U.S.Army--Cold Regions Research and

Laboratory, Hanover, New Hampshire 03755.
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Numerical mass balance for soil-moisture
transport problems

T. V. HRO.NIADKA Ii and G. L. GLYMON
School o Enijiicrtiq. L'mer.sitY ol Calijornii. hIrtne. C.-I. 92717. L SA

The Galerkin finite element method coupled with the Crank-Nicolson time advance
procedure is often used as a numerical analog for unsaturated soil-moisture transport
problems. The Crank-Nicolson procedure leads to numerical mass balance problems which
results in instability. A new temporal and spatial integration procedure is proposed that
exactly satisfies mass balance for the approximating function used. This is accomplished by

r fitting polynomials continuously thrughout the time and space domain and integrating the
governing differential equations. To 'educe computational effort, the resulting higher order
polynomials are reduced to quadratic and linear piece-wise continuous polynomialI approximation functions analogous to the finite element approach. Results indicate a
substantial improvement in accuracy over the combined Galerkin and Crank-Nicolson
methods when comparing to simplified problems where analytical solutions are available.

INTRODUCTION where 0 is the dimensionless soil volumetric water con-
Finite element techniques have been applied to numerical tent: x is the horizontal spatial coordinate: r is time: and

solutions of moisture transfer in soils by a number of Dlt) is the soil water diffusitty.
investigators 1_. A substantial amount of work has been The finite element approach used to solve equations i I

done on the effic;ency and accuracy of finite element and 21 is the Galerkin version of the wetghted residual
Galerkin techniques 3" . In the case of moisture transfer process-. The solution domain is discretized into the

Galekintecniqus'- in he cse of oistre ranfer union of ni Finite elements by:in unsaturated soils, the equation of state is non-linear
and gerterally in order to apply the finite element method
the governing differential equation of state is linearized by L = u L, 131

*forcing parameters to be constant within each finite ,-
element. Hromadka and Guymon' investigate the
numerical effects of various approximations for determin- The water content is utilized as the state variable and is
ing the constant parameters. but assume that the time approximated within each finite element b,:
derivative term is approximated by the Crank-Nicolson
time advancement routine. In this paper the coupled O(. tl=,V, x, tiO (41
numerical analogs based upon the Galerkin Finite element
method and Crank-Nicolson method are examined in where N is the appropriate linearly independent shape
respect to satisfaction of mass balance in the governing functions: i. is the state variable values at elemental-nodal
equation of state. A numerical modification to the finite points designated by the general summation index/.
element analog of moisture transfer in a horizontal soil The Galerkin technique utilizes the set of shape fun-
column is presented. and extensions to moisture transfer ctions as the weighting functions. A hich indicates that the
in a vertical soil column and a two-dimensional soil corresponding finite element representation for the in-
system are included, filtration process is

TRANSPORT ANALOG ,Vdx-O 5,

Horizontal infiltration of water into a homoeeneous soil
column of length Lhavtng an initial water content 00 and Integration by parts expands equation t15 into the form:
suddenly subjected for time t>0 to a greater constant

water content 0, at x =0 is de:;cribed by:

-:-i |D_ x,- -:--Il
DWI=

0=0., • :) 04 x4L where S, is the external endpoints of the one-dimensionai
finite element. L. The first term within the braces nega:tes

ti= 11, >0 .x=0 I to zero Cor interior elements and also satisfies the usual

039- '08 S0 030107-08-02 00 .I ' itl.'," R.' ..'. I )H* ,,IUPltt .. S.'prcmht, 107
- ^ "180 :',L 0', ,carons
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R~tD 3  Q4

Fiwire 1. 0111L-dilpleir.'i)l til lo 'mu l dnmlm. I = 'i'sal s

;psisUn nuonbner I: R, = snuiaI domflaint nliuhcr 1. L - uintiI
lenyth\ R. ilo")-

specified ior flux t~pel boundary conditions of the pro- R =L R
blem for exterior finite elements. The remaininug i nteural
term is solvsed by substitutin- the appropriate element
approximations and shape functions into the integrand "here 1) is the 'salue oi.,tate %arlible t zpatial increment
and solvine by numerical inteuration. The non-linear and L is the redefined sIpatial length between nodal points
nature of the partial differential equation. however, I~ U, 0
anerahll introduces difficulties in integrating equation The solution of equation il within each nodal domain
6). It is customary to deal with this prolem by assuming determines ni equations:
the diffusi~ity function to be constant within each Finite
element durina a finite time interval. At (e.a. Guymon and
Luthin'). The Crank-Nicolson time advancement ap- D

proximation has been widely used:- to solve the time (JC

derivation of equation (61. The time derivative could also
be approximated by the Galerkin technique'1: however, it D(O) --- I= x :e R
does not appear to be advantageous". LX L C 19)

The Crank-Nicolson formulTation reduces equation
6). where values of soil-water diffusivitv are assumed
constant within each finite element, into a system of linear
equations expressed in matrix form as: Oj]=9xR

' S ~P - S1f 0 7) UsinLg a local coordinate system defined by:

where P is a symmetrical capacitance matrix and is a -- I

function of element nodal ziobal coordinates: S is a dx (10)
symmetrical stiffness matrix and is a function of elementJ
nodal ,Ioba! coordinates and constant finite element R <<
diffustvI Ftv coefficients idurinsE time step _W: -It is the Finite
time step incmin, and 0' is the vector of nodai state the system defined by equations in M9 can be integrated to

%arial approxmations (volumetric %ater content) at give:
time steps k:. I -I. -

Hrorr'dka and Guymon" show that the numerical JO[~~Ud.r dt
expressions of the combined equations (6 and results C'LP
in an incorrec, balance of mass for each nodal solution. To '.

correct the maSs-balance relations, the zime-integrated
influx of moisture was equated to the net integrated (70-
* . 1~DIM_ dtvdii -I A
spatial .ariation of moisture content. For the special case T(. Ii
of a Galerkin linear shape-function approximation iwith AI 1I R:

!he Crank-Nicolson time advancement procedure). a
modified f-inite element capucitance matrix mas de~e-
loped. ho%%e~er. a detailed mathematical analysis of the >~-

matrix modiFicutton waus not presented. The follokking H DoolJ 1 d~idi didt
aiscuisson addresses the mathematical de .clcpment oft'L ~ 1

the modified finite element capacitance matrix ifor so- "' -

!ut~on of eu uat~on i I and exten~ds the modifications to \% here the temporal Integration is assumned to occur over a

I.c:'Lde :he so-cilled con~ection-diffusion class. of equa- time-step increment of Ar Equation t 11 can be revrittert
tions ie. a ertical soil column problemi. and nal as

Pc ~ ~~ ~~ .4O ,"lpt, 1P-
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- 1.W The solution ofequation (161 where water content is
*' .. (; approximated by equation il5i results in increasing

! ,I computational effort as the time ,olution progree,. B.
, ,approximating %,atcr content both ,patiall% and temt-

, Iporall b .,cts of piecc% ise continuous po1%nomia the
numerical effort i, considerably reduced.

: - For discusion purposes. let the 1, be uniform throug-
,r dy 11u) hout R. and oil- .aicr diffuivit) held constant during

I). l .,.y= }dd i. ( timc step .%I.
0 4.1

I) D d W I. 0k: , t1 k-W

LJ {D dt 7. d
Then for water content characterized by parabolas both

where k is the temporal time step increment, spatially and temporally:
The state variable. 0. can be approximated spatially F40,

throughout R by the Ritz formulation: i.e. t ) - , + 2) -

)s h ro)= E . (13) o- -. ' J 300-'18

where .N4', is the appropriate polynomial spatial shape
function and O, is the state variable value at nodal points where (00. 0,. 0, represent typical nodal points separated
designated by the general summation index j. by the constant spatial increment _x: and (0'. 0t . 0-
Additionally. let 0 be approximated temporally by: represent typical nodal points separated by the constant

temporal increment At. The spatial gradient of water

0*-.x n= 5 m 114) content is evaluated by:

where ,I,, is the appropriate polynomial temporal shape - =10-
function and 0' is the state variable value at nodal points
designated by the eneral summation index Pn: m=O 0

indicates the initial condition, ,n=-1 indicates the L,.9

condition at time step (-At). 0
Equations 13) and 114) can be combined as: 0 O -

kv ) Njx)O7

(15)
j= 0" where the starred terms represent functions of time as

- i Jdefined by equation i IS). In order to coincide interpolat-

where the ,' are known values of the state variable for ing parabolas between nodal points, the average of all
time steps i - 1. 0. 1 ..... 0. nterpolating parabolas within a nodal domain are used.

Combini,,g equations 112) and i15) yields: Accordinal\. interior nodal points may have up to fi~e
( ad nodal points contributing to each nodal point's numerical

S"solution.

D,_ dt dvy

I 0 0 A1o11 NIMERICAL MODEL VERIFICATION
*~i -~ I.~ . z I The proposed numerical scheme was applied to the

D dr = j i d. normalized soil moisture transfer problem:

I16.' " I "(~~~~x- -""- (t O x l10

ywith boundar conditions

L*" C -) 010. 1)=1l, tt0 t> 0 ("11

4danc(' ! v tt'r'r R1',, ,. 10.'IZO. hIrmr I , S .S tr',nS, cr 109"



and initial ,onditon terpolating parabolas a defined nodal domain to
be coincident. Thus. for interior nodal domains the

OI,. 0= 1 122) appropriate integrated relations become:

The exact solution is the %%ell-known series expansion: At -11)e )+bO! -201, +Li j
I:IAx), " 2"

4 ,, sin 3 .x
)fx. t=-szf -x- -. (234

3 5NO -, 2- -+u 0A 0- 0--

For the normalized soil moisture transfer problem. the

numerical approach of equations 416) and (18) reduces to 10" +.22U, 1)"): t27
the following set of linear equations:

where the first and second set of braces represent the

0)1 - - -integrated moisture influx and integrated variation of
121ax) water content, respectively, between time steps At and 2At

(superscriptsj= 1. 2). For, = 2(At) (Ax)' and appropriate
0, .,integration with respect to space and time on column-end

_44)0 -. :-0 1 =I nodal domains, the global matrix system corresponding
to the numerical approximations of equation i20 by

-,, -60i 380i, -60, -0,; (24) equations 1164 and (IS) is:

The first set of braces equals the net integrated influx of F i 0 .3 0

moisture between time steps At and 2At (superscripts I ii -571 ,22-I0-1 0 0

and 2. respectively): the second set of braces is the 0 *i-S. , .. , .- -, 0

intearated variation of water content during the time f
advancement. For tl=-4itr4(Ax) 2 , equation 424) may be o 0 ,
rewritten as: I 1 o o . . "

-I,-L, •-/3.. . ...(3.. l~O-~4-f)-jI ~*~,
_ ') " '0 0 , II ) __ l-*~ .3-[ l ,l ''

- -,)4Oj-2-.) #)-O0J6.--8fi4-0.f38- 16/11- - I '* "-I 00, 
.3l 

6i 
i 22-I6 

- 167 
,

(- 25) 0 '0 o ,, o 0 1

where superscripts and subscripts refer to temporal and - .3

spatial coordinates. Appropriate integration with respect , 1 0 -
to space and time on column-end nodal domains Lives for o - .- 0.3

the global matrix system (with specified boundary I -:
conditionsi 0 ) ,

, , ,where specified boundary conditions are included.
'- 'i .."Li-5., :-,#) _, .3 . ' Equation 12S) can be further simplified temperall, b%

-, ,- .4,, , 01 6 -, ,- .5f -,l) letting:
I ' - 5I 1- jlil I.'I II 6-5/I - I '

0 5" -I 41-1O111 3- i2
,) '1 0 o I ¢t At

., ) . o ,) Then. combining equations (27) and 29):
-3 3M - 161-1 ihl - 901 - I CO 0 1

6.-- qi II ii- it..dl i -i .3 I

-I IS - 1i 41 - ', I N -

24 1
, 41 i I -- I () '

.,, -: , 'which results in the modified capacitance matri\
formulation':

I 1

*s here ut is the %ector of nodal water content values at time
- *,s I=. I. of At increments. To determine the numerical effecti'enes of" .l, mie :hv

Equation 1261 can be implified b assuming all in- normalized 5oil -ater transfer problem b% the frniu-

110 4,) apes in Il4iter Returcs. 198O. i0hime SPh,-hre

m



IH C-arar-in'it ,ioicikl~ ops,..Sd. rri'si a '. ~= 0.50 ximations for the same level of spatial discretization.

Fiie NdlFinite Nodal Additionally. thc numerical approach of equation 2si
~l~i.~n J~wn lcmni niet~iion produces similar approximation-, t those obtained by

Tillie mcthJ integration: olution error rPerror ij re~ ising the Galerkin capacitance matrix in accordance
with equations (7) and 03).

01~ U.SS7 0901 .Y9 It For further comparison, the nodal domain of equation
1002 o786 o.833 U.975 19 1510 a icitdb ie nodal points. Comparison ofo OY o.697 -0.763 UM0 wa dicr4ie by i

o.04 o-618 0.-00 0.846 27 17 numerical solutions by the Gakrkin finite element ap-
i00 11548 0.641 0. 72 29. proach. equations 17 and 032). the revised finite element
0.06 0.486 . 0588 .0.702 :3 16 capacitance matrix approach. equations (7) and 03)1: and
0.07 0.431 0.53S 0.637 32 16 the numerical approximation -,i~en by equation 1261 to
0.08 0.382 0.493 0.578 34 15
0.09 0.339 0.452 0.524 35 1 the exact solution at x = 0.50 are shown in Table 2. Auain.

*0.10 0310 1 0.414 0.474 36 13 the nodal integration approach provides significant in-
0.11 0.267 0.380 0.430 38 12 provement over the finite element method. From Table 2.
0.12 0-237 0.348 0.390 3'9 IIthe finite element matrix system revised by equation 13 1)
0.13 0.210 0319 0.353 40 10 aives similar rslst h oe feuto 2)frtm0.14 0.186 0.292 0.3120 42 9 reut totemdloIqato 21frtm

0.15 1)16 0.28 0.90 4 8 reater than 0.06. However. for the initial instability to the
0.16 0.146 0.246 0.262 44 6 numerical system idue to the boundary conditionsi the
0.17 0.1.10 0.=5 0.238 .46 5 numerical approach of equation 126) provides better
0.18 0.115 0.206 0.215 47 approximations.t0. 19 0. 102 0.189 0.195 48 3
0.20 0.091 0.173 0.177 49 2

Thre odl oit dscemtin.EXTENSION TO ONE-DINIENSIONAL
+ he Eqainl 05n2di). ~ tn CONVECTION- DIFFU.SION' EQUATION

Simnplified version of nodal inhegration usmng equaion 123). The second order linearized partial differential equation:

lations of equations (24). 127) and (30). a Galerkin Finite eC iL o Ii

element analog to equation 120) was also determined for k, = (X X . _ eR34
comparison. The Galerkin Finite element-matrix for-
mulation (for a linear polynomial shape function approxi- applies to a vertical unsaturaited soil column problem
mation) numerically approximates the normalized pro- where the k, are the appropriate h~draulic pariameters.
blem of equation 120) within each finite element by: Discretizin2 the domain intO Uniform nodal domains R, in

accordance with equation ~.equation 034) can be
I l A[ Ir j') integrated spatially %'.ithin ,ach nodal domain to give:

1(1 - -f oi

(32) kI, ."d 135

where 8 and P are element stiffness and capacitance
matrices and WL). 0,) and IL),. 0,) refer to the element nodal
and dynamic nodal moisture content values for an
element of length _,x. Tahle 2. C .. u. l 's' ...... I l I ,"*, a t k .0 )

By comparison, the modified finite element-matrix Finite RH;scd Nodail
system for equation (31) is: element -i~oi integraion Exacta

Time mtthtd4  matri,; rvr 1261 solution

001 11% 11. 999 .14
mdi i)d(, a X 0.1 )0, 1)9"I i 1441 .956 )

I.0 Ixs 1~ 0.887 0.918

(33) 0)05 1'l~ 0741
fit, 11( II,)l674 0 70

Results from application of equation I I I to the pro- ;5,I 2'I
blem defined by equation (201 are shown in Table L. The (l) 30 0 50 0
miatrix system of equation ( 28) is used to better compare 0 11 ().'l1[$) 04,10
numerical results to the linear approximating function t) i_' 0.79 0--.00
results of the Galerkin approximation (linear polynomial oi o 3KlSf'045 r

shape function) of equations (7) Lind (321). The numerical 04 K 1.4 .) ~
approximation was based on a three nodal discretization 0 it, I KSS .18
of the one-dimensional domain in which to of the nodal I". , , '. OZ15 .3
points are specified as boundary conditions: thus the '. 0.. _'I
matrix swsemns reduce to a iingle linear equation for btoh 14 1I 11 144 0 1 Q4 1.1(5

numerical approximat ions. From Table 1. it is Seen that"S0i' (

for this probiern the numerical approach of equation i -.. id '.

providcs inrcasingiy accurate resuits %hercus ziie 5ane-
-lement aipproximation progressioel ai~es poorer appro- I
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7,dseI, ( P .. nue.n'I ue.i i.unkl rvis~~ I,, a tet'. ii ''Iwli, A nujmericalI ad vant age of eq(J l~ i 117) it) a l inea r

Solution V -) '50 Error shape function finite element iGalerkmnt h'rrnulation %% tilt
-10 a Crank- Nicolsoi time step ad~anccment proces% Aas

found. The tvio methods were compared it) the :\.wt
Euct 1 0..76 0Y". 0 solution of the problem
Finite eicmn:, method 1 1).4!9 55.,, 1)

*Integratiion 1 0.342 24',, 0 o ) - I

with conditions.
Assuming the k, to be constant within each nodal domain
during a time step ~i. and integrating with respect to time ~(0. 1)f. t >0

(4x.1)=0 1>0

rhr rk1  Kdl r~±))t=ThdV 16 The well known souintoeuto 0,9 is the

whrer and r, are the spatial and temporal boundaries. exrsin

For 0 approximated spatially and temporally by equation _V F-ka1 x. F - ,
(13). and assuming coincident parabolic interpolation - ) erfic - +--- exp - erfc'
functions within each nodal domain R,. the resulting 0"o2t Lj4kirl k, j 4kt 7E;
expression for an interior nodal point 0,1 between nodal
points (10., 0'l is: 10

.410 -. 402 .4,0'= ,O,'+ B,1, B,01 +where k , and k. are assumed constant. Equation 0391 was
0 BL~4 solved for arbitrarilv selected values of k1 =2.5. k,

i) = 0.0625. A time step At = 25 was used and equation 14
C 100 +C-101 C30207) was modelled by assuming that

where Of 100. 1) =0. 0 4 r4 20 141)

.4, =k3 -Sk,iar Am -57.k, in order to obtain a finite one-dimensional domain. For
comparison purposes. a two element discretization of

4, = 22k,-- I 07k, element size equal to 50 was used. A linear shape function
Galerkin approxi .mati on in accordance with equations 16i

.3=3-SAA)-57k, and C) was used for comparison purposes. For a total
rime equal to 250. the numerical results are shown in

B, = 82k, - 8k,lAt, x k3  Table I. Comparison of both numerical methods in-
dicates consistent approximation improvement by using a

- - 16xk1 #22k 3  model based on eq'uation 3,7).

C, =- k i k, AtAx)The wo-imesionl mtheaticl mdelforhorizonta!

soi wtertrnsprtin rctaguardomain R. where

and where .7 An~f ,2 Ax 1  \J'Y)J - x.

Disregardingz the coincident parabolic interpolation fun- Analogous to the one-dimensional case. the domain
crion assumption. a soil-moisture transfer mass balance discretized into n rectangular nodal domains b. i noda,
would occur by averaging all possible parabolic in- points as shown in Fig..
rerpolations within each k,. Accordingl). for a typical
nodal point !o, interior to the sequence of nodal points if),. R = ' R.

- 1 0)-5, 5 1 04 IX Application of equation 21to each R, gi%es
*116 ha-S II 3  I) r-1 r) 1

'.%hereby ZqUation 1381 can be appropriatel,. combinedL
;uth cquation (S) to giethe complete mab balance
formula tion. Integrating .patiall% and temporall% on eac:n R ~
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II ,". -:. O~x't. ~0y- 148)

Assume 1) to be approximated spatiall. by parabolic
I interpolating~ functions, and LCMporalk b% 'a li near in..1 - W ,"T terpolating function. The temporal term of (46) is wjen

4 R W numericall. by considerine Fiu. 2: i.e.

,~ ~~~~~ -- ] / ("1xv (, "1 XA , ,-,--, 221)2- 22,

220 149),

Fiqure 2. Two-dimesional nodal domain. 1=nodal The integrated x-direction influx is:
/,it 1. R, =nodal domain number 1: AX- x-direction

bicine, :, AY. y-direction increment: R = ud R, 2 4AX ., 7 20) - 0- + . 0" "

(501

i'[ 4L-  d + F [ 01d Similary. the integrated v-direction influx is:=- D(O)a--dxdvdt + 'J D()=- Id dxdt " " ".U ,-x 0x 1 +. 0 3t +Y ". + , -2 - : , - 2 , - 0 4 ,(45) 2 4-201- 4 40 s

= )dtdxdy i- 1,2....n 51-Ct
W- .MCombining equations (50) and (511. the net integrated

or influx is. for AX =A Y:

.{D) !, }vd. jSX r, 146d 156 )

= I S0.. dxdv i- 1.2 .... For identical constant spatial increments. the solution0 dd , i 1.2. -.,IT-diensinalproblemi~~~ ~i of equation 1461 reduces to the one-mnsoaprle
Ax D r, of equation 120) for zero v-directional influx. From Fig.

ments respecti elqandions.149) andreithe)spatialranblssumptionsyirewhere IAX. AY An are the spatial and temporal incre- and equations 491 and re:. the problem simplifying' ~~~~merits respectively and i,. I-r, r,) are the spatial and asmtosae
temporal boundaries respectively. For a finite element
domain discretization. assuming soil water diffusivitv - =0
constant within each Finite element during a time step Ai. Cv
equation 146) can be written as:

*- r.1~v .dr. a " -.L

,03 = = I.; ;53) Deo d + I L dS

O X+ lIDCi d By' substitution, the matrix system defined by equations,- cYx ' c.' V 149) and (52) reduce to the matrix system defined by0 r r, equation (301.

Ax 3) r,
CONCLLSIONS

A numerical analog can be derived by considering the The mathematical analysis leading to numerical analogs
normalized tw o-dimensional horizontal moisture transfer that preserve mass balance in a horizontal soil transport
model similar to equations (20). (21). 1., problem is presented. Extensions from the one-

4dvunces in lWter Resoiurces. 19S0. toIm:011 3. Sepremher 113
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A note on time integration of unsaturated soil-
moisture transport

T. V. HROMADKA Ii and G. L. GLYMON
Schoii o1 Eninieermini, Lriersi.. ol Caliornwa. Irrte. Ca 92717. USA
(Received 29 February 19801

The non-linear soil-moisture diffusivity model can be approximately linearized by using values of
diffusivitv assumed constant for small intervals of space and time. By a series expansion of the
duffusivity function and integrating the resulting series of differential equations with respect to time.
an improved numerical model is developed. Results from application of this new approach to a
sharp wetting-front soil infiltration problem indicates that a 67",, saving in numerical effort is
achieved at comparable estimation accuracy levels when using the traditional finite timestep
Crank-Nicolson approach.

INTRODUCTION MATHEMATICAL DEVELOPMENT

The study of numerical methods for the approximation of The one-dimensional horizontal soil-moisture transport
non-linear soil-moisture transport in a horizontal col- model for an unsaturated soil column is:
umn has received recent attention. Hayhoe compared
the numerical effectiveness between the finite element and
finite difference numerical methods in modelling a sharp x I_,j0R ER
wetting-front soil infiltration problem. A special Finite CXL 'xj. =
difference analog was advanced as the best numerical (I)
approach to the problem studied. Hromadka and R--,x,.0<x <1,
Guymon3 further studied the sharp wetting-front pro-
blem and developed a modification to the finite element %here 0 is the volumetric \%ater content it less than the
method which resulted in an increase in model accuracy soil's porosity): x is the spatal coordinate: r is time: D is
for a linear soil-water diffusivity problem. For a non- the soil-water diffusivitv and is a function of soil-,ater
linear diffusivity problem. the traditional Finite elementformlaton cve uperor esuts t Hahoe' Fiite content: and R is the spatial domain of definiton.

formulation gave superior results to Hayhoe's Finite The domain R can be discretized by n nodal points
difference approach when the finite element analog used Q4i= 1. 2. ii into a disioint subsets:
constant element diffusivity values as determined by a
spatial estimation procedure'.

In this paper. the non-linear soil-water diffusivity R1 MXi0<.<xC<XOQ -xtlfoj:.:
problem is re-examined with respect to the finite element
modified procedure which we call the *nodal integration R. 'xlxL), -xt-lIl : <- \ 2
method" By expanding the diffusivity function as a Taylor
series time expansion. the governing equations can be
temporally integrated. This procedure results in a numeri-
cal analog similar to the nodal integration formulation, R. x'.Vf), , I-xi'),11 < x < x10.)L
but with a constant element diffusivity value determined
by a temporal integration. This new numerical approach
enables the Finite timestep increment to be increased and
yet retain similar numerical approximation accuracy. where vit),) is the spatial coordinate associated to nodal

SAlthough the quasi-constant values of diffusivity used to point 0, and
linearize the mathematical model require additional

* computational effort, the overall computer execution R= LR
costs are reduced. Reduced costs are achieved because of 0 1

reduction n ,he number of finite timestep advancements
of the problem's giobal matrices. Equation I!) must be satisfied on each R,. Therefore. a

The mathematical development of this numerical pro- equations are generated by solving:
cedure is presented hercin. As acase study. the ntegration
procedure is used to approximate the numericall. difficult -" -,
prorbiern prevously studied by Hayhoc: and Hromadka ,-i D' _ v ,xeR,. V,

and Gu .mon'. A_ I
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D=D(O) ,=o/ i! C. . ,

(5) ° )D = D10)z

Integrating equation (4) with respect to space gives: =O: ,dY (13)r

{DeK- = f.dx: xGRJ. V, (6) The soil-watercontent function is approximated spatially
it, tand temporally by:

where r is the spatial boundary of region R, Integrating
equation (6) with respect to time gives: /k

.X f { d tO dx (7) where N, and M are the linearly independent spatial and
A U, temporal shape functions, and

where r, is the limits of temporal integration between 0"= )(xM=x(O,). r=m At) (151
timesteps kAt and (k - I)At. Equation (7) can be simplified
by using the linear transformation: where the 0',are known values for time steps m =0, 1. k.

The spatial gradient of the soil-water content function is
t = kAt + s approximated by:(8)
0 At 6606 6.N,

JX CX O(. .mO

Thus.
U ; Substituting equations (14) and (161 into equaton 13)

'.1 gives the numerical approximation:
edr = i,

D y I kAt) 
oN

The soil-water diffusivitv function can be expressed Ik1 .

with respect to time by the Taylor series:

D(x=xo, kAt-s)= " D"(x=xQ kAt)e (10) 0 - kAt) ,f -- cN 1  .'- i: (1O ,-- '7' -f >  0

-0 0

where i is the ich order temporal differential operator: and d.
X is a specified spatial coordinate. Combining equations = , .0 .19) and (10) gives: 0

The unknown values of nodal 'points , can be iohcd
Se) - ,,by equating:

DKK0 D(~ cl )>k~~c d&=J Ofl dx (11) A0 r. e r, D)(v 1, kAt) I

For a spatial local coordinate system defined bv
k___ t__ ( ,-,-. , ],

dY'-dx o

',=V (.? , dx=

Equation 11I) can be expanded as: '
___,",__o. "~fl (:iN,,

D .- ! 'cL  t.... --.. t 4 (.A:l D ( 0. kAM j ;,-x ..

0

182 4,aranc's in ltjte' R, ,oirct!, 1P' . . h, ipte 3. Dvconber
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NUMERICAL MODEL
The temporal integration of equation (221) is evaluated by

The space-time surface approximated by equation 0-0 isolatin the time-integrated function as:

can be simplified by assuming that the functional surface

can be described by sets of piecewise continuous poly- -

nomials. For a parabolic spatial shape function approxi- _._____ 0 ' ) -)
mation for 0 between nodal points 10, , . 7. .L

~'D"(v=ll'-'1.]
- ii 1L"- -

0

-I =(Oj-- (191 a,

1 _ 1
. " I~~ ~ ~t , d - . LJ'

0 dy 2 14[1)J- 1 2201 - 0.],
,:o a~~(. D'"l =og _____ ,

where for discussion purposes it is assumed that in I.
equation 19) 2-0 _ - - __ t ) ] 123)

I ~ ~~~~~~~~xl0Q _- - x)O)=.,:t ?) -. ,(0; - I) = / h oa xresoscnb

Rearranging terms. the nodal point expressions can be

dx = dY isolated by:

For a linear polynomial function approximation for the ,

time curves between time-steps ik. k + 1) where ik + 1) is [0f. d- D v " i d-

the time step to be evaluated, '3 1.1,
0

[ 0 , 
=I 0

kAt< t <lk- l) At 2)01

dF.= dt A ,). I
, [ol_ - , I( - 1 a)- )

Combining quations 119) and 120). the spatial gradient [0 ,l'J i...t

approximation during the time-step At is given by: 0

-0 .- 0lgl~t.-10 t-0J~ [,i) H ]'D'"lY=O)0l t:

-0l.X -I !E II

.At 24

A., here superocr:pts I and 2 refer to timesteps kAr and i&

- .:. repec:ieik. Combining equations I IS. 11141 and ,jrr'in,-, Out the ndicatcd Integration in equation t"

21, .,'.es: .1 es

I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~r ,.. ..t '. ,..- 'w ,i,,;/. ,.,... I,:
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D' = I/)) r where %, =the appropriate linearly independent shape
' ,..functions. 0,=state variablc %alues at clement-nodal

points designated by the general summation index I.
D"' =yOA) The Galerkin technique utilizes the ;ct of ,hape fun-

, )o .(32 ) 2)__ - + ctions as the weihting functions. Mchih indicates that the
corresponding finite element representaton for ihe in-
filtration proces, is:

.0 iI U [dD=0 1)NA

'- 0' ," i u- I--2)= Integration by parts expands equation 51) into the form:

-, [0!-_, - -'+!. 1] (25) D)Oj d N- =0 0121
24 -X

L,

In a different notation, equation (25) can be rewritten as: where S,= external endpoints of the one-dimensional

I finite element. L,. The first term within the braces sums to
5"-D[02O-] 07 )- -202002 zero for interior elements, and also satisfies the usual

specified (or flux type) boundary conditions of the pro-
blem for exterior finite elements. The remaining integral

-,4t -2 ' J 1 term is solved by substituting the appropriate element
approximations and shape functions into the integrand

(261 and solving by numerical integration. A convenient
approach to deal with the non-linearity of equation 32) is

where to assume the diffusivitv function to be constant within
each finite element during a finite time interval. At. in4- ~.. D'~) lA "  ~order to carry out the integration. The Crank-Nicolson

,=" i!.i-2) I time advancement approximation has been widely
used"' to solve the time derivative of equation (32).

L . D")y=inlAtY '  The Crank-Nicolson formulation reduces equation
,.- 1-.)l2 1321, where values of soil-water diffusivity are assumed

constant within each finite element, into a sy6stem of inear

Since the space-time surface is assumed to be linear equations expressed in matrix form as:
with respect to time. the temporal differentials of soil-
water diffusivity in equation 127 are given by:=S r ,

. = 2) where P is a symmetrical capacitance matrix and is a
' 0 " function of element nodal global coordinates: S is a

where the temporal water content gradient can be appro- symmetrical stiffness matrix and is a function of element
ximated from values of water content during time step k. nodal global coordinates and constant finite element

Hromadka and Guymonb determine a complete for- diffusiity coefficients (during time step At): At is the finite
mulation for a parabolic spatial interpolation function time step increment: and 0" is the vector of nodal state
which involved five nodal points rather than three in variable approximations (volumetric water content) at
order to estimate nodal point values: however, the time steps k=i. i-1.
idditional computational effort did not significantly For a linear polynomial shape function, the element
increase the approximation accuracy. In their study. the matrices determined from equat:on 2 are gien b%:
linear interpolation shape function) Galerkin analog toK equation (I), was determined and modified to correspond 1 - .- = I I F 11(i)
to equation 126) for the special case of i=0.0, L- 0)I 6L I,.)jIL I  . ,

The Galerkin version of the weighted residual process
can be used to approximate equation i I by the finite
element method. The solution domain is discretized in'o where D, is the quasi-constant diffusa,.it, within element i:
:he union of I? finite elements by: S and P are element stiffness and capacitance matrices.

respectivel%; and Ill. 0)1 and 1,. '. . refer to the element
Z9) nodal and dynamic nodal moisture content %alues. re-

-L 4(29) spectieely. for an element of length ,..
For the linear temporal interpolation :unction. cqua-

The vater content is utilized as the state .ariable and is tionsi2'iand (2)can be vritten analocousi., toequations
1pproximatcd %ithin each finite element by: i33) and 341 as:

x I V i", 130) P-9 0- P-S,O'

,9 I, . ' ¢

A1
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,,,r..l.4 nui -swl( i)J cy,i c.*l at ime 1 0I4 5 mtowcq,' it ,,fues ois atir ~OIiel
E.%act AI I i n ASi-0Ii min 0ti1 minl -it 4r1in al-is' mm i~..m

,m) Harhot i-0 A5 min

10 t.0 1.0 ..0 0 .0 0
o 0.99 194) o)99 1)9 4941 099

.0 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.97 09 97
1 5 0.95 0.95 1).95 i.ll9 05 .

200.92 093 0.92 0)92 ).92 1)93
2.5 0.88 0.90 0.89 U 59 055h 091)19
3.0 0.84 0.87, 0.85 0.85 )4 )~

3.0 0. 7 .207 0.78 4)2 3 02 Xs
450.67 0.30 0.03) ~ 4.5U3 040

where the element Matrices Composing the -lobal S model represented by equation (31_5 can be used to reouce-
matrices Or equation 035) are eiven by: execution time by approximately tWo-thirds. That is. by
* expanding the time series Or equation 1:7. the time Icep

magnitude At was round to be capable of a 30',increase
~f2 2]and yet retain the same level of a'pproXiMatIOR accurac.

Table I contains various values of time step ra-nitudes
f At (in min) and time series expansion terms in the

36) numerical model of equation (Il b% I-3-) at time r= 16.5
min. For the numerical model, a !,patial discretization of

and 0. cm was used where the total column leneth was set at
5.0 cm to correspond to the model results -of Hav hoe-.

The test results indicate that the Iumer:cal accuracy
(37) achieved for At =0.1 min i\'thout the temporal Tdylo~r

series expansion for diff~usi'. ts is aiso matched ,or a At
=0.3 min time step where tincmornoral Ta. br series is

.')IODEL APPLICATION included through the fifthi term. Sin c.- the integration of
the diffusivity Series ex pansion insioles ne-aii1ble com-

The numerical model given by equationsS5i. 361 andG 7) puter execution time wh~en compared to :.ne solution of
was applied to a sharp wetting-front problem of soil- matrices durnng the time &' iiccment. Curther increases
water infiltration into an air-dry horizontal column:-. in time step sizes ma% be possihie -,or less 4difficult mooeis.
The analytic value of soil-water diffusivity for Hanford
sandy loaM4 was selected in order to provide a sharp
wetting front through the soil column, causing the OCU OS
numerical analysis of moisture flow in the soil to be
difficult. The ,3uasi-analvtic solution advanced by Philip 'A new numerical approach to Soil water difflusitit
and Knight' and utilized by Hayhoe: wvas used for this inltaon rbem dnc'.Busofaoiid
study. finite element analog, to thle .!o %ernin! equations. a Ta,,lor

Equation (D)was solved subject to the initial condition: sert.es of soi water diffuLI11 11 ith respect to time can be
Integrated. -%poiCatIon tO a caise stud% indicates a re-

0(x.n1=0: t=0, 0-<x<L (38) duction in execution costs due to the capability of
increasina the finite timec step and yet retain compar'able

and the boundary conditions: numerical ac c.
The Inclusion of ihe Ta'.lor series exransion for

910, t) = 1. Of L r) = 0: r> 0 diffusts:z :0i n [ic ,%iditionil "inite -lemnent mnatrix
formulation 1.41 %,as found to produce less desirable

-Ahere the soil-water diffusivitv fcm2 min') is givnm by. results. Using the itumericafl model for equation ill) gien
in Hromadka and Guxmon5 . the addition of the temporal

Di )= f0.9 x 10 - expi .360i). 0 > 0 140 Ta. or series modification produced an increasing Lo\er-
0.9 X 10- . 0=0 estimation of the \kettinau front ad'-ancement itm the

horizontal Soil column. That is, as the number of the
and 9 is the dimensionless volumetric water content. diffusiit :'unction Tivlor series terms %\ere increased in

0O, m2 to the nature of the soil-water diffusivit% equation 1 '- the numerical solution indicated an increas-
uncin of 0.tetmoa att of difTusiv 'is iv1 inaccurate penetration of moisture into the horizon-
ixtremel%:.mportant during the At time step. As such. the tai soil column This numerical beha% tour is probablN due
ztemporal dtffustit Tavlor series f-inds good use in sharp :o the 'inite: elemrent zapacitince matrix over-estimation
k'emimnz :ront infiltration problems as presented herein of mean moisture, content within the nodal domains .
F 'r moisture !ratisport problems 'Ahere the Jiffusi. ty A ohs c: fzthe pronosed :niegration iee hnique

~r,;.i,)n Ce.ISC, ess diffICUlty, in numerical esz:mation, the is, to u,,, '. cher order poilnmial Interpolation Functions
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ABSTRACT and Luthin (1974). More recent modeling efforts of
coupled heat and soil-moisture transport in freez.,no

Phase change effects associated with freezing soils soils include Sheppard et al. (1977), lame (1978),
dominate the thermal state of the soil regime. Taylor and Luthin (1978), andGuymon et al. (19801.
Furthermore, freezing of soil water influences the soil A comparison of these vanous modeling efforts mdi-
moisture regime by providing a moisture sink which cates that the approaches used to sinulate the soil
tends to draw mobile soil moisture to freezing fronts. freezing process differ. Guymon et al. use a so-called
Consequently, it is critical to general purpose models "isothermal" approach where the governing heat and
that soil water phase change effects and the inter- moisture flow equations are solved independently and
related problem of estimating the moisture sink soil-water phase change is modeled within freez:ng
effects ILe., conversion of liquid water to ice) be soil by returning below freezing temperatures to the
accurately modeled The choice of such a model will freezing point until the available soil water is frozen.
not only influence the precision of simulated The other referenced modeling efforts all assume that
temperatures and water contents in a freezing soil, volumetric water content, 6, and temperature, T,
but also have a significant impact on computational are functionaly related within a freezing region of
efficiency. A review of several current models that soil
assume unfrozen water content is functionally related 6 = 6 T<OO)
to subfreezing temperatures indicate that within a
freezing soil the soil water flow model and heat and numerically iterate between the coupled heat and
transport model parameters are restricted in spatial moisture transport relations until values of 9 and T
gradients according to the spatial gradient of modeled are within a selected tolerance to the scdil water
unfrozen water content. .4 freezing soil model based freezing characteristic curve approximation; if tern-
on the concept of isothermal phase change of soil peratures are above freezing and the soil is ;ce free,
water is proposed as an alternative approach. then the functional relation of eqn. (1) is discontin-

ued (Taylor and Luthin). Sheppard et al.. however.
used an alternative statement of eqn. ( 1) to eliminate

INTRODUCTION the soil-moisture variable component by a voiumetric
water content to temperature gradient, and math-

The possibility of numerically modeling the com- ematically combined the coupled equations into a
plex processes which occur in simultaneous heat and sinale relaton based on temperature. This reduced
soil-moisture transport in a freezing soil has received formulation incorporated the so-called apparent heat
much attention dunng the last decade. Early math- capacity defined by
ematical models for simulating the soil freezing pro- C = L, 30/aT
cess were proposed by Harlan (1973), and Guymon

0165-232X,'81/O000-)00)i 02.50 : 1981 Elsevier Scientific Publishing Company
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where Ca is the volumetric apparent heat capacity; and the usual soil-water diffusivity can be modified
C, is the volumetric heat capacity of the sod-water- by an ice-content correction or scaling factor in order
ice mixture; La is the volumetric latent heat of fusion to accommodate ice formation and its effect on soil-

0 of water; and the density of water, pw, is assumed to water flow. Additionally, the classical heat transport
be unity. Equation (2) was apparently originally relation is assumed for heat flow within freezing sods,
presented in terms of volumetric ice content, but and heat transport due to convection by sod-water
more commonly volumetric water content is used in flow is assumed negligible in several models. Ice
eqn. (2) (Williams 1968 and Anderson et al. 1973). formation within freezing soils is modeled by an

Although Jame, and Taylor and Luthin numerical- appropriate soil-moisture sink and heat source term
ly iterate and adjust solutions of the governing heat based on the time rate of change of volumetric ice
and moisture flow equations until eqn. (1) is satisfied, content within the freezing soil.
the underlying mathematical result is the solution of The second objective of this paper is to present an
a single differential equation incorporating an alternative modeling approach based on the previous-
appropriate apparent heat capacity term. ly mentioned isothermal concept. This second

The Sheppard et al. mathematical model assumes approach is based on the assumptions of an analogy
negligible gravity effects in their vertical soil-water to unsaturated soil-water flow theory and the classical
flow model, and relates soil-water pore pressure head heat transport relation (with convection), but some-
to absolute temperature in order to combine both what relaxes the volumetric water content to tem-
transport equations into an apparent heat capacity perature functional requirement. Soil water in excess
formulation including eqn. (2). Jame, and Taylor and of that predicted by the soil-water freezing character-
Luthin, however, simulate coupled heat and moisture istic curve is permitted, but further soil freezing is
flow in a horizontal freezing soil column and use modeled isothermally until the soil-water content
volumetric water content as the governing moisture corresponds to the freezing characteristic curve.
transport variable.

In this paper, the two governing heat and soi-
water flow mathematical models used in a honzontal SOIL-WATER PHASE CHANGE EFFECTS

freezing soil column problem will be combined into a MODELED AS AN APPARENT HEAT CAPACITY
single transport model similar to the vertical column A horizontal freezing soil column will be discussed
model of Sheppard et al. Using the volumetric water due to the extensive numerical model development
content to temperature functional relationship and laboratory parameter estimations given in the
assumption, the resulting combined transport model literature (e.g. Jame 1978).
can be written in terms of either the moisture trans- Soil water flow in freezing soils is generally

port or heat transport variables (i.e. volumetric water assumed modeled by an analogy to unsaturated soil-
content or temperature), with the apparent heat water flow theory by
capacity term (or equivalent) included in the formula- .a' Pt l
tion. From the resulting combined model, it will be + - - + ____

shown that severe limitations on the transport con- ax ax at ,wr13

duction parameters of thermal conductivity and soil- where D is the appropriane freezing soil-water dif-
water diffusivity must be satisfied in order for the fusivity. Equation (3) is based upon the assumption
model to describe the soil-water freezing process. that soil water pnmarily moves as a liquid, driven by

The objective of this paper is twofold. The first hydraulic gradients. Vapor movement and thermally

objective is to evaluate the mathematical consistency driven moisture flow is assumed negligible (Fuchs
of combining the assumptions in eqns. (1) and (2) 1978, for example).
with coupled heat and moisture transport models. Neglecting convected heat effects, heat flow in
A number of investigators assumes that soil-moisture freezing soils is generally modeled by
transport in freezing soils can be modeled by an
analogy to unsaturated soil-water flow theory where a T T ae
soil moisture driven by hydraulic gradients dominates, ax 'T ax at p, at

It
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where KT is the thermal conductivity; 01 is the be temporally and spatially discretized for numencal
vulumetric ice content; La is the volumetric latent solution as follows:
heat of fusion for liquid water; and p, is the density
of ice. A third major assumption in several current 21 d1 "Dd

models is that water content and temperature are ni = P D dt

functionally related for below freezing temperatures P 1

(Sheppard et al., Taylor and Luthin, Jame) Ow

S 6 9(7), 6ER(T) (5) p f 8 ,x (9)

where R(T) is the domain of functional definition we ni it
for ubfeezng tmpeatues.where At is a numerical time step increment, 2i and

for subfreezing temperatures. 1o, are spatial domains and boundaries respectively of
From eqn. (5), th hermal gradient of water sod column region,i. Appropriate basis or trial func-

content is defined by (lame. Sheppard et 3l.) ~ tions are substituted into eqn. (9) and indicated

/= a a, 6 ER(7) (6) mathematical operations are carried out, yielding a
matrix system very similar to that resulting fromTherefore, eqns. (3), (4), (5) and (6) may be cam. sn h elkonfnt-lmn ehd

bined into one governing equation similar to the usnthwelkonFie-emtmtodbinedlatin on S erg eatin s r tSome theoretical implications and problem limita-
tions as posed by eqn. (7) can best be developed by

a[L a KT 30] examining a simulation of horizontal freezing in a soil

ax D ax 6 3 column. Laboratory data obtained by Jame (1978)
are used as a case study. Unsaturated sod-water dif-

L+ Cm ae fusivity, D(O), is assumed described as shown in

L + 6 R (7) Fig. 1, and water content is assumed to be a function

or in simpler notation,

0 = (7) (8)

= LaD + KT/O ,C) i/

La +Cmisd
-- !for Ca ICU t Io

where a3 is the corresponding apparent heat capacity *
term equivalent to eqn. (2) for volumetric water
content used as the primary variable in eqn. (7). -
Thus, the 0 = O(7) assumption leads to one equation 2
incorporating an apparent heat capacity term (or =
equivalent) and ancillary relationships between •
parameters. Although from the above it is necessary 0oC (0) Aoto, t rune Sand -

to numerically solve only one equation, Jame (1978) ElnrC. :963)

and Taylor and Luthin (1978), for example, ) .NwCon9,i, ,,- S6 ,
numerically solve each equation of state separately, / () Maya.n Sandy *,arm
and adjust solutions by an iteration procedure for an (W,,,,, of al .1968)

assumed 0 = 0(7). !o 0 0.2 3

To determine the ice content profile, considera- VOIvmU, C M O,,t.,,r content
tions of mass transport may be used as outlined in Fig. 1. Soil-water diffusivity versus unfrozen moisture
Hromadka and Guymon (1980). Thus. eqn. (3) can conient jame 1978).
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0.4-. Luthin which is based upon unfrozen soil water dif-
fusivity is arbitrarily selected for study purposes.
For region R 4 (Fig. 1), eqn. (7) may be examined in
the limit to be

- . a [(TDLa) =0(C- + L.) LO

a rI T C LT

(KT =Cm , xER 4  (11)

where the thermal parameters are functions of soil.
water and ice fractions. Within regions R, and R3,

the magnitudes of (DL.) and (KT,') generally are

R2 such that neither term can be eliminated from the

> 0.11- formulation.
For significant diffusivity values, difficulties may

arise in attempting to model a zero moisture flux

R3 boundary condition while maintaining a freezing
R4 1 thermal gradient: that is, for9 = 8(T),ao0 aT

0 - -2 --4 - = (DO)- 0
Temperoture (IC) ax ax (12)

Fig. 2. Liquid water content versus temperature relationship a T
showing expenmental data and the approximate curve used KT- = 0
in the computations (lame 1978). ax

would be the boundary condition. Accordingly. dif-
of temperature as shown in Fig. 2. These data are fusivity must be set to zero at the column boundary.
generally similar to data from frost susceptible soils. Another difficulty is possible accumulation of soil
From Figs. 1 and 2, it can be shown that within moisture above the water content value predic:ed by
region RI of the diffusivity curve, the magnitudes of the characteristic curve, 0(7). For the horizontal
(CmiO) and (KT/9) are less than one-half of one freezing column problem (Jame, for example) where
percent of the magnitudes of (La) and (DL,), respec- zero moisture flux occurs at the column boundaries
tively. Accordingly. within regionRI eqn. (7) may be at x = (0,L), the 6 = O(T) assumption necessarily
numerically approximated for the given assumptions implies that the thermal and moisture gradients are
by positive. for the freezing front advancing from x = 0.

Also, a closed system freezing column problem can
D =46only have a depletion of unfrozen sod moisture, since

a (10) an increase of moisture implies an increase of

D = D(,0 1) = D(0)/11001 temperature by the 0(T) assumptions and eqns. (3)

xCE),and 
(4). Hence, the governing relatons within regions

of freezing soil become
where D0,91) is assumed defined by an adjustment a KT xOl Cf  )O
to unsaturated diffusivity as described by Taylor and , + DLa = + L.) 0 <x <L

Luthin. Because data on hydraulic conductivity of ax a ax
frozen soil are not generally available, an estimate of 3O/a I O. t 0
frozen soil hydraulic conductivity is usually assumed
for most models. The approach used by Taylor and 0 = 9l T)

-.-. . ... - .. -. -".-
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For aeat0, War < 0(o,)~Wa >t, 0,o
a KT L, a  (D (14)

ax a x ax ax 3/ax:, o0 (19)

which results in a specific formulation for thermal aKT/ax C 0

conductivity in a steady-state moisture content region 3Dfax > 0
for the models considered From eqns. (18) and (19)

KT = a Da a[(-K e T (LD) o(:0)

(aTaax) a iS) x ax ax ax

6=9 0(7) which when expanded gives (for below freezing tem-

aelat a 0 veratures)

For some region, A. of the soil column where is set a a IK aea
to the constant value do, Ao can be evaluated such L a x) _ - j .- D I/)- (:1
that eqn. (18) becomes

3T' In order to avoid moisture accumulation at a
(K.+LJ.D) constant temperature and preserve the 9(T) assump-

KT =l-L
1 BoD; xER (16) tion. eqn. (21) must be satisfied for every water con-

DT( tent profile. Thus. for the given model assumptions,
(T) the transport parameters are limited in spatial gra-ax /dients according to the spatial gradient of water

content. Especially important are the initial condi-
where primes indicate known values. An approximate tions of the problem which also bound the parameter
spatial gradient relationship is given by spatial gradients as given in eqn. (21).

a - aD For example purposes. consider a stnctly freezing

xax horizontal soil-column problem with initial condi-
tions given below (Fig. 3):e 9 (7) (17)

o = 6(T) (Fig. 2)

(aT,ax)'(aT/ax) 1(x = 0, t 0) =
O~x=sL, t0O) = 0o; Ob<Bo<i

where kT denotes that thermal conductivity function

which satisfies the steady-state moisture content ( =0) = (Oo-0b)x/L+

relationship of eqn. (16). (x=L. t>) = 02)
For the dynamic case, in a freezing soil, eqn. (13) ax

can be rewritten as 8 +O = o; t=O, O<x<L

[- L +=a e + L. a  PW
ax ) a> 0. a 6>0 O<x<L

ae T(x)<0C0Ox L
- < 0, 0<x<L

at where 17 is the porosity. Thermal :onductivity is

9 where for unidirectional freezing in a soil-column assumed given by the DeVries (1966) equation

(freezing front advancing from x 0) the various KT = KwO + K01 KS (23)
, gradients are generally given byrnwhere (K . KI. KS) are the thermal conductivities of

--- - *- --- - - -
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ae1  Pw a0 aO[x ax ax
,0

aK-r a0 a
... ax (Kw -I.IKI) 7 < 0 (31)

eaD(0.
1) ae

- = 50.91D -
ab O ax ax

S. For the initial conditions of eqn. (2:), the statement
L of eqn. (7) is rewritten in terms of temperature as

Fig. 3. Geometry for example initial condition problem. +(L,.\aT" -[T

ax axao+T~ a~G m (32
water, ice and soil. Other pertinent parameter estima- and from eqn. (2),
tions are obtained from the laboratory data shown in
Figs. (1) and (2). The unsaturated diffusivity shown T (
in Fig. (1) is estimated by [La 6 + Cm] Ca (33)

D(O. 01 = 0) = 0.278e ' s5, 0.11 40 40.26 (24) Equation 32 is expanded as

Taylor and Luthin propose an ice accumulation cor. V2T a a T
rection factor, I. for freezing soils, such that (La DO + KT) w + (LaDe + KT j

D(O8t) = D(O)II ( BT
I = 10101 (25) = (34)

Thus, for below freezing temperatures For 9 equal to the constant o per eqn. (30), the

D(0.0 1) = 0. 278e(2SS8e-:3.°38t), 0.11 <8<0.26 (26) initial condition modeled temperature profile is linear
and

The spatial gradient of diffusivity for below freezing Ca

temperatures is given by the chain rule a atBD(OOI aD 0 D Oi - (LaD~o + KT)I ?(5

aD0,01) _D + 5D 216 (27) ax - (35)
ax o0 ax o, a, ax

From eqn. (23) aT/ax > 0
aKT 30 ae1 but from eqn. (4), the initial condition of the test
ax = KW -x + KI ax (28) problems implies

From Fig. 2, aK T a 3 - a e P f1--- =Cmt-La - -- (36)

9(7) = 0.325 + 0.55T; 0.11 < 9 <0.6 (29) ax ax t Pw A

thus, Thus,

aT P, aO1
= - 0.55*0o, 0.11 0 <0.26 (30) O>Cma--t -L ataT 3 w p ta\ (37)

For the initial conditions of eqn. (:2) and 0.11 < 0 aKT < 0

4 0.26, ax

i I
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Since convected heat is assumed negligible in this (41) must be satisfied for any moisture content
example. it can be assumed that initially profile. The results of eqn. (41) can also be derived

from eqn. (21) by considerations of linear water
content profiles. A major implication of eqn. (41)

but is that for the 0(T) assumption to remain valid, the
aT a e Ta soil freezing front must essentially continually ad.

T<03c (39) vance into the soil column. The requirement of eqn.

at a8 at (20) implies that the net heat efflux must never be
Thus, for the initial condition of the test problem exceeded by the net influx of latent heat (influx due

to moisture transport). Since the assumed initial

S38/at 0 (40) condition ice and water content profile are arbitrary

Therefore, from eqns. (18), (35), (38) and (40) for the problem of Fig. 3, the 8(7) assumption and
resulting apparent heat capacity term formulation

aDL, 4 a KT  (41) indicates that the models that incorporate these

ax ax ( are restncted to a limited class of soil freezing
problems.

is a necessary condition to preserve the O(T) assump-
tion for the freezing soil test problem. From eqn.
(34), the restrictions of eqn. (41) also apply in a SOIL-WATER PHASE CHANGE EFFECTS
freezing soil where temperature (or moisture) gra- MODELED AS AN ISOTHERMAL PROCESS
dients are linear. The conditions of eqn. f41) can also
be determined from eqn. (7) by a development Guymon et al. (1980) propose a mode! of simul-

similar to the above. taneous flux of heat and moisture in freezing and
For thermal parameters assumed given by thawing soils that assumes latent heat effects can be

Kw = 4.8 cal/h cm OC modeled as an isothermal process. The concepts
employed in this model are discussed below.

Ki = 19 caL'h cm OC (42) Consider the heat budget IQ required to alter a
La = 80 cal/cm 3  unit volume soil-water-ice mixture by a temperature

change of d Tin a time interval of d t,

eqn. (41) can be evaluated for the initial conditions ae

of the test problem as IQ = Cm dT -La L -81 d t (45)

DLa 0 8 
w at

- = 4072.8 D - cal/h cm Equation (45) can be rewntten as
(43) aT '01 a01

a (K a) AQ = Cm dt-L,-- - dt (46)! = -29.3- cal/h cm' at Pw 3t
ax 9ax

where temperature is a differentiable function of

but ae!ax > 0 by Fig. 3. Thus, from the initial condi- time.
tion of the test problem and eqns. (41) and (43), a Application of eqn. (46) to problems where the
necessary requirement for preserving the 0(7) water content of the soil can also be assumed to be a
assumption is differentiable function of temperature permits the

D0,61) 0.0072 cm2/m rewriting
(44)

0<x <L =Q L. (47)
- a T)/at

The conditions of eqn. (44) cannot generally be satis-
fied for the considered domain 0. 11 < 9 < 0.26. which establishes the apparent heat capacity formula-

For modeling purposes, it is assumed that eqn. tion of eqn. (2), where applicable.

i~
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Assuming that the convected moisture enters the 0() = 1 + T (54)
soil system at approximately the temperature of the
freezing point depression, a small drop in temperature
AT (in time At) of the soil-ice-water mixture is where 00, are constant soil parameters, and
modeled by a heat budget of WO(T)/aT = 01 (55)

AQ = L1 [8' -0(To)] -L ATCm AT (48) Thus, for a small change in temperature AT (AT
aT negative), eqn. (48) and eqn. (55) are modeled by

where 0' is the volumetric moisture content at the AQ = {La[O'-O(To)] -L, 0 AT" -C, -AT (56)
beginning of the process; O(To) is the volumetric where the term in brackets represents an isothermal
water content described by the thermal soil-water freezing process.
characteristic curve for temperature To, T is the The terms within the braces of eqn. (56) may be
initial temperature of the system, AT is the tempera- apoiae ueial ydcufn h cture drop (assumed negative), and AQ is the heat lost approximated numerically by decoupling the ice
f dro t sse dnegtime), step A istheformation terms from the general heat transfer equa-from the system during time step At.

From eqn. (48), three macroscopic thermo- tion and allocating the subsequent heat evolution to a

dynamic cases are accommodated in the lumped iso- latent heat budget. As the ice content increases, the

thermal model for a strictly freezing process thermal and moisture parameters are adjusted. Ice
formation is interpreted as a moisture sink in the

La [0'-9(To)]= .AQ (49) moisture transfer relation. Only when the necessary
L, [B'-6(T0)] > AQ (50) heat evolution has occurred, is a soil mixture's tem-

(e0'-8(T)] < aQ (51) perature allowed to recede below the freezing point
depression. hence modeling the isothermal phase

Equation (49) is associated with isothermal freezing change process.
in a static thermal and moisture regime. Relation (50)
also indicates isothermal freezing (i.e. no temperature DISCUSSION
variation) but additionally indicates possible moisture
accumulation. Equation (51) occurs with a tempera- Although there are no apparent theoretical
ture change of the system .AT (during time step At) problems in applying the apparent heat capacity con-
determined from eqn. (48) cept to numerical models that deal only with the

thermal resme of freezing soils, there may be
La [9'-9(T)] - AQ problems when using this concept to numerically

_AT (52) model simultaneous thermal and moisture states of

La + CM freezing soils. This is particularly true in regions
where the thermal (or moisture content) spatial g-a-

The ice accumulation term is calculated by dients are approximately linear, resulting in invalida-
tion of the water content to temperature functional

LAQ relationship as shown herein. In the literature.
p1 8 t = - if AQ La ['- (T)] numerical models employing this approach require
, t -d (53) small time-steps (on the order of centimeters). Using

[0'- 9(To)A - -'AT, currently proposed numerical modeling approaches

I > T shows that assumptions imbedded in these models
if AQ >La[6'-8(To)] lead to inconsistencies when these models use the

*, apparent heat capacity approach in its present form.
Assume 8(7) approximated by a set of linear func- Either an apparent heat capacity formulation based

tions defined on a discretized thermal domain per upon open freezing situations where moisture is
Fig. 2. Then for an appropriate temperature sub- mobile will have to be prepared or alternative means
domain for Ta < T<Tb of accounting for latent heat effects are required.

9
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An alternative modeling approach is proposed DeVnes. D.A. (1966), Thermal properties of soils. In: W.E.
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Improved Linear Trial Function Finite Element Model
of Soil Moisture Transport

T. V. HROMADKA 11 AND G. L. GUYmO.N

School of Engineerin g. Lni ersit v of California. Irvine. California 2: -I

Two methods of modeling a higher-order approximation function of soil moisture transport by an im-
proved linear trial function approximation are presented. The first approach considered is based upon
use of the alternation theorem and a finite element capacitance matrix that incorporates the Galerkin fi-
nite element. subdomain. finite difference, and proposed nodal domain integration methods The second
approach extends the first approach by developing a temporal relationship for element matrices sucn that
a higher-order approximation function can be modeled by a linear approximation function Comparison
of model results produced from a nodal domain integration model incorporating these improved linear
trial function approximations to the finite element. subdomain, and inite difference methods indicates
that this approach may lead to a generalized modeling method for soil moisture transport problems.

INTRODUCTION requirements but incorporates some or the benefits of a

The study of numerical methods for the approximation of higher-order trial function approximatton set.

linear and nonlinear soil moisture transport in a one-dimen- We call this extension of the subdomain version ofthe finite

sional domain has received some recent attention, Hafvhoe element weighted residuals method the 'nodal domain in-

[19781 compared the numerical effectiveness between the fi tegration method.' For the class of problems considered, the

ite element and finite difference numerical methods in mod- resultine element matrix system determtned from the nodal

cling a sharp wetting front soil infiltration problem. A special domain integration procedure is a function of a single param-

finite difference analog was advanced as the best numerical eter 77, which may be variable with respect to both space and

approach to the problem studied. Hromadka and Guymon time. Thus 17 may vary between finite elements and also

[1980a] further studied the sharp wetting front problem and change as the numerical simulation progresses in time. As spe-

deeioped a modification to the finite element method which cal cases of the nodal domain integration element matrix sys-

resulted in an increase tn model accuracy for a linear soil wa- tem. specified constant values of 7 correspond to the Galerkin

ter diffusivity problem. For a nonlinear diffusivity problem finite element. subdomain. and finite difference approxima-
:he "raditional finite element formulation gave comparable re- tions. Consequently. a computer algorithm based on the re-

suits to Hathoe's i l9781 finite difference approach when the fi- suiting element matrix system derived Irom the nodal domn
nite element analog used constant element diffusivity values integration method will also represent these other specified

a, cEtermined by a spatial estimation procedure. A procedure numerical approaches for certain specified values of the pa-

to determine which numerical idomain method to use for rameter '7.
tmulation of all moisture transport problems. however, is not MATHEMATICAL DEVELOPMENT
ad anced.

In this paper. two approaches for increasing numerical The one-dimensional horizontal soil moisture transport

model accurac,, by modeling a higher-order or a more corn- model for an unsaturated soil column is

plex family of trial functions by linear trial functions are pre- a ae --D .- -- .x
,ented Such modeling procedures would benefit from the ax ax at
:ower omputational effort associated with smaller matrix ar- a- aI )

rays and .et incorporate some of the increase in numerical ac- 2- fxO _ .r :s L)

curac usually provided by higher-order trial function ap-
proxmaton sts.w here 9 is the volumetric water content 48 less than the soil'sproximnatton sets.

B,, tie of the alternation theorem for determinin a 'best' porosityl. x is the spatial coordinate, r is time. D is the soil wa-
ipproxination of a lower-order polynomial estima-tor to a ter diffusivity and is a function of soil water content, and , is

higher-order poi, nomial or function, an adjustment error dis- the spatial domain of definition.

trtbuticn is determined which is a function of the discretized The domain C can be discretized by n nodal points into n

domain nodal point set. Use of this error distribution function dtsjoint subdomains:

in a subdomain integration procedure aids in incorporating ,* {. 0 .a _X ., -i ,

,ome benefits of a higher-order approximation function set
irto a lower-order approximation function set. . * .X, - r:t, < r .x: - S"l

-\nother possibilit, is to define appropriate correction fac-

:crs .as a functin of time) which equate the various oil mois-
ture transpor terms as modeled by a family of higher-order r- . - < .. - LY

:al turc:tons :, :he rirst-order trial function modei aprro i- .rere r L :he <patial coordinate associated to nodal point
mattor. Like the alternation theorem approach. tne resulting %alue t6 and
-iumerncal model has the reduced matrix computer memorn

Cor:right C : I. bv ;he American Geoph.sical Lion .)..

Pire .1,4 •i. .'
-  -

~.t~4 '17
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Equation (I) must be satisfied on each 0,. Therefore n equa- #x, t) g(.1. 1)

lions are generated by solving

. ... X E ( 4) 40. ) -14)
ax a8X at

where where N, and W. are the linearly independent spatial and

D D# temporal shape functions and

* (5) e,- - #(x - x t mat) (1)

where the 8,' are known values for time steps m - 10. 1,.

Integrating (4) with respect to space gives k) and x. is the spatial coordinate of node r. The spatial gradi-

O - 0 , (6) ent of the soil water content function is approximated by

t ax JI at .a 
ad i 3 . '

where r, is the spatial boundary of region 12,. Integrating (6) T" 'x - a, -,

with respect to time gives Substituting (14) and (16) into (13) gives the numerical ap-

I D -r d, ( 1 d (7) proximation of the governing flow equation in nl:

o,-,,, r, D'€( k 1, ..8,
where r, is the limits of temporal integration between time ,..de 0 (Ze x V--" I,

steps k.1t and (k + I)A.. Equation (7) can be simplified by us-
ing the linear transformation_ D 0

(y - 0. kA) f' 9 A, 4' . d

t- kAt - e Jo a~ x

0_e5at (8) " V, r8 o
Thus ,0 ti j i r. 7

8{(kAt l e) SJ The unknown values of nodal points 8"" can be solved by

D(k.%t + e) Ax r d- d = dx (9) equating
ax I 1r, a I Jr.

The soil water diffusivity function can be expressed with re- I D"'v..kAt)

spect to time by the Taylor series

'(x - . (10) A ~ D"rY- 0. k.1t)
D(x - x kA - e) .(10) "- ax

where (i) is the ith order temporal partial differential operator,. / E' x , d -/'V .VO,* dx

and x, is a specified spatial coordinate. Combining (9) and r ax x
(10) gives f% s

d. A- f9) 1 dx 0ax
(' I-t '(AIta[ktii x ,-, 1 ' ' I

For a spatial local coordinate system defined by 1
V 'm' d- ' V,O9; dx 18)

y a (x0 :_ y - x E 12, (.: ,  " " l .0...

dy- dx (12)

1, - (X,-, - x-)/2 APPROXIMATION IMPROVEMENT BY USE OF
ALTERNATION THEOREM (NODAL DOMAIN

(11) can be expanded as INTEGRATION METHOD)

D"'(y-I kat) e" {ft.kAt e) 1 , The space-time surface approximated by 1141 can be sim-

,- E 8x plified by assuming that the functional surface 0(x. n can be

described by sets of piecewise continuous functions. For a

- Y - 0. kA:) n a9(klt first-order polynomial spatial rial function approximation
"n )L ' I Ax d for 9 between nodal point values (8,. 9. 9).,.0 0! ax 11 -)

1" 0} dx (13) ax 1_,  - (8"',- ./I

The oil water content function is approximated spatially and - 18 - I

temporally by

_: ... . ... ... . . ' ,. " - ' -, -.-. -, ,<;.
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/i-- dy - [8,, - 6, - ., (19) Combining (23b) and (29) gives

where for discussion purposes it is assumed that in (19), 1- t { - 4o: sin" (r/2a))' 2
x r ,  - X , - X , - x - - 21 C o s 2 a S in i ' / 2 a ) ( 3 0 )- 2a X., 1 o s ant-t (30)

dx - dy T

A major problem in the linear spatial approximation of a In (30). a - I corresponds to a quarter cycle of the general si-
between neighboring nodal points is that 8 curvature is not nusoida curve, whereas a - c corresponds to a zero-curva-

modeled. Thus a higher-order polynomial approximation or a ture approximation (straight line). For a given value of a - a'.
more complex family of trial functions may be useful. How- 08
ever, additional computer memory is usually required due to
the increase in the resulting matrix bandwidth incorporating Therefore for Z e 11
additional nodal points (degrees of freedom) in the higher-or- Z
der approximation. Another possibility is to approximate the #Z) - (, - 0:) - + 8, - ev0, 8,-, (32)
more complex or higher-order trial function approximations r(

for 8 with linear trial functions 6. That is, determine the best Comparison of (32) to (19) indicates that the spatial gradient
linear approximation # to 0 between consecutive nodal points. terms remain similar, but the integration of 9 differs from that
For example. let of in (19) due to the e term. Thus anagolous to (19),

8, + 1 in- Z e n (20)-(sin (-r/2a) , 21'a Z Ox
ax'

where a local coordinate Z is defined by
XI, S (0, - 8_,)// (33)

[- xlxy x <-x,_ .,..

S- S Z OSZ-t'  
(21) dY J dy f'

and

1, - X,- X, The selection of the approximation in (20) is arbitrary. An-
other possibility is to dit a polynomial to all nodal values in f2

a - 1 (22) and solve for e8. 9,..,) for each At time step.

The best linear approximation 0 for 0 on 0 is given from the TIME INTEGRATION APPROXIMATION
alternation theorem [Cheney, 1966, p. 751 by setung For A time steps a linear polynomial function approxma-

#(0) - 0(0) - e (23a) tion may be used to model the tune vanation of *x. t) be-
tween time steps (k. k - 1). where (k - 1) is the "ime step to be

#) - 0Qi) - -e (23b) evaluated: thus

() - 0( ) -e (23c) (A t -- E

where e equals a constant error and IkAt - ," Al) -(9.... 34)

#(Z) ,- Z + ,8 0 -S Z5 r (24) k.11 :5 k.- I)Ai O_5SaZ

Solution of condition (23a) gives Combining (33) and (34). the spatial gradient apprcximatior.
during the time step At is given by# (o) - 9(0) - 8 - e=--e (25)

Solution of condition (23c) gives -, ',..: -, -,)/A, - t,' -'), i

4(r) - am - Ar + 8, - +e (26) (35)

From (25) and (26). ( - i - a,- + +.e/IAt " (9, -
O)X -0

#(Z) - 8 Z -1- -,- e Z e n (27) where superscripts I and 2 refer to time steps kAt and (k
l)At. respectively. Combining (13). (33). and (35) gives

Solving for e, (23b) is differentiated and set to zero: D'(y - l, kA ,. -"- , Bo,..,' -.t 2 .'-e ,; a-
d Y7Z_(AM - 4(z)), o 0 Z E (8

dZ -(I.., de- t £y"Lv0. kai) "

givingIi .

2 /r a - " a s9 ' 6 ',' a '_9 ) W 9d
- s -_,')Id
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dy (36) spect to time the temporal differentials of soil water diffusivtty
dy (36) in (41) are given by

The temporalintegration of (36) is evaluated by isolating the wD" 'h - - (42)

Lihe iteprale ucinsW a

D/ 1where denotes the order of the differential operator.

SD" 8_' 9 MODEL APPLICATIONS (ALTERNATION THEOREM)
e' d . tThe normalized moisture transport problem for constant

diffusivity [Hromadka and Guymon. 1980a. bj is given by
- D"I- 0) ( ,-) -(8, - 8, ,,-

0 .Z - - XE .2 (43)
L ' -, .- D "(y ) 8'  - 8 ,
e1 de. - e e where

, ' 1- ( xi0 _ x _ 1}
f, 6 dy (37) 0 xs X :54)

(X, I(~ -0) X E 2 44)

Rearranging terms, the nodal point water content values can 9 (x - 0. 1; 1 > 0) - 0
be isolated by The problem domain (2 is assumed discretized into two finite

,-U D"e ) ' elements ('2,, !22) of equal length by three nodal values (8,, 8.,
, 2At o 93) where (x,, x2, x) = (0. 0.5, 1.). Because of the boundary

conditions of (44) the resulting system of modeled linear
S[92 - 9,._, ( - O) e" de equations reduces to a single equation of one unknown. 02. In

, , t f order to evaluate the effectiveness of using the alternation the-
IY' (y- [) f, orem approach to modeling (43) and (44) the finite element.

- (.,' - 8],'. tf I t (Ale - C) d4 finite difference, and nodal domain integration solutions will
, ,- also be determined for comparison purposes.

D ",y - 0) A e The Galerkin version of the weighted residual process can
- [0 _,I' - ,. ~ .-& J° (Ate" - e"') de be used to approximate I) and (43) by the finite element

method. The solution domain is discretized into the union of

A (38) (n - I) finite elements (21) by

d'385

Carrying out the indicated integration in (38) gives = - , (45)

- "0y - A (.It)" 8 The water content is utilized as the state variable and is ap-
2)., 1 -) ,,3 proximated within each finite element by

* D''1(y 0) (AIy*' [0.. ) D"(y O (x. t) - V,(X( op~) (46)
P.1 2) ,..o 01 "

_,_t___ _ D'tv - 0) fat) .  where N, is the appropriate linearly independent shape func-( - D)[9,' -9) (,t'2 " tions and 9, is the state variable values at element-nodal points(,- 1)(i-2) . I (i + I )(i + 2) destgnated by the general smmation index j.

A 1 ( The Galerkin technique utilizes the set of shape functions
dy (39) as the weighting functions, which indicates that the corre-

sponding finite element representation for the infiltration
In a simplified notation. (39) can be rewritten as process is

- f 2- Dg e V X 47/ (ax ax at I,4)

-,,' -] + D,' - 9._,'] { rd (40) Integration by parts expands (47) into the form
+r "1(8 r, V I,-o

where O)' T DI D) N Y- .048)

14l) where S. represents the external end points of the one-dimen-
S- (At)' sional finite element I2,. The first term within the braces sums

, ,l- 2 - 0. 1 to zero for interior elements and also satisfies the usual speci-
fled Itux) boundary conditions of the problem for exterior fi-

For the -t duration space-time surface assumed linear with re- nite elements. The remaining integral term is solved by sub-
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stituting the appropriate element approximations and shape where the Galerkin approximation in t49) leads to
functions into the integrand and solving by numerical in-

telrazion. A convenient approach for dealing with the nonlin- 2 1
earity of (48) is to assume the difflusivity function to be con- 6 - 1 2
stant within each finite element during a finite time interval %I' The nodal itegration approximto with a -o lead$ to a
in order to carry out the integration (Guymon iand Luijhn. tyeo udm prxmationw

19741. Hromodka and Guv~non [1980a) examined some ap- tp fsboa prxmto

proaches in determining appropriate values of diffusivity for 3 (3 -(6

use in this method of linearizing. The Crank-Nicoison time P 3 I 3 (6

*advancement approximation has been widely used [Ha "vhoe,-
1974; Dema. 19791 to perform the time integration of (1) and The finite difference approach is given by

(43). 1n - o 0
The Crank-Nicolson formulation reduces (48). where val- Lim P( 1) -j: (57)

ues of soil water diffusivity are assumed constant within each - 0 1

finite element. into a system of Linear equations expressed in Application of the alternation theorem to the stiusoidal es-
matrix form as timate of (20) for 8 in the normalized problem of (43) is made

P+ As #I,- P LI S91 " (49) for a- i. where

{ 2+Tsr flP 2sj1 (49 J- 2 sin Wx 0 Sx :S (58)

where P is a symmetrical capacitance matrix and is a function The best linear approximation # for 0 in subdomain q~, is
of element nodal global coordinates. S is a symmetrical stiff- found from (32). For 0 < A < 0.5 and x 6 q,, solution of (29)
ness matrix and is a function of element nodal global coordi- gives (for a - 1)
nates and constant finite element diffusivity coefficients (dur- -1 2 -
ing timtestep It). At is the finite time step increment, and &I is s-Cos' *- -0.28 (59)
the vector of nodal state variable approximations (volumetric - -

water content) at time step k. Thus the maximum error e in the linear approximation J for
For a linear polynomial trial function the element matrices on nZ, occurs at .v - (0.;L, f). This error is evaluated from (23b)

determined from (48) are given by as

D I -G 2 (sini~s-j~0.lS8 2 (60)

- ~ 'Thus the best linear approximation J for 4 on t "2-) is

1, 2 14 4 AX) - 28'1 ~- X).4i.058, X

where D, is the quasi-constant diffusivity within element i. S
and ar elmen stffnss nd cpactane mtries.resec- Selection of other values of a in (20) would result in a differ-

tively. and (8,, 6,) and (0,, #,) refer to the element nodal and enliarpromton9n t.

time derivative of nodal moisture content values, respectively, From (19). solution of (43) and (44) gives

for an element of length I,'.a#
For the linear temporal trial function the nodal domain in- ar- - -t8. (62)

tegration approximation of (40) and 141) can be written analo-
gously to (49) and (50) as a f*x-a'-0.2.5(3

(* )r,-( S)r(51) it 2" at a(75 (3

where the element matrices composing the global S matrices where the e term in (63) serves as a type of weighting factor to
of (51) are given by the 8, nodal point approximation in'the nodal integration for-

- - mulation of (19).

-1 I main numerical solutions result in the expression [Hroniadka

- I l -(52) and Guvmon, 1980a, 61

*i &-I- un9(r) -exp -8 1~ 14M 64)

and for a --

3 1 where 17 is the entry in the capacitance matrix P(?) of (54). So-

8. 3 53) lution of (62) and (63) gives

Hromadka and Gu> mon [1980al rewrite the capacitance ma- -8()-0.4:75 1651

:ru Ptn St as I -therefore 8

1)i 71 8.(t) - C [-9.357)(1 1 Z 0 ( 66)
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TABLE I Domain Solution q1 Values for Test Problem the alternation theorem to approximate a higher-order trial

Approximation Equation Equivalenti7 function approximation 0 for 0 increases numerical model ac-
curacy (for the problem studied) in comparison to the stan-

Nodal integration-linear dard Galerkin finite element and linear nodal domain in-
shape function (56) 3 tegration approaches. The finite difference numerical

Galerkin-hnear shape
funcion (55) 2 approximation. however, gives the best numerical estimates

Finite difference (57) 00 for 0 during the initial test problem solution. After normalized
Linear approximation to time i - 0.12, however, the finite difference approximation in-

parabola (72) creasigly overestimates the analytic solution for 0.
Linear approximation to

sinusoidal esuimate (66) 5.9 The above results suggest that the parameter q of the ele-
ment capacitance matrix in (54) should vary as a function of

Reference text equations (43) and (44). time in order to obtain a more accurate numerical approxima-
*Referenc text equation (54). tion. The following section develops such a numerical model

which determines 77 as a function of time for each finite ele-

As a second selection for the 8 approximation. a second-order ment.

polynomial for 8 on 3 in the solution of (43) and (44) is
APPROXIMATION IMPROVEMENT BY USE OF ADJUSTED

(x) =- 4#(x - x:) x e - (67]) LINEAR MODEL (NODAL DOMAIN INTEGRATION

Analogous to the sinusoidal approximation, the best linear ap- METHOD)

proximation for the parabola d function on 1, is In this section a second method of modeling a higher-order

Ax) - 29. 4. e X e (68) or more complex family of trial functions by a linear trial
function approximation is presented. For the one-dimensional

where gt and e are soil water transport problem studied, this approach assumes
that the matrix diagonal entry 1I (54) is a function of time and

(69) that the spatial integration and gradient evaluation of a
e 9,/S higher-order approximation 0 of 8 can be equated on a. to an

approximation based on an adjusted linear tnal function sys-
The maximum 9 error to the parabola 8 in C2. occurs at x = tem 9.

(0, . ). Therefore Let 0 be an approximation function of a higher-order ap-

e, proxunation 0 of 9, where the spatial gradients of 9 on I, are
9(x) = 20:x - x E 0, defined by

(70) 
(6tal 8 .) (6 - ',_,)

Combination of (6) and (70) gives where I,' is the length of finite element j.
A spatial gradient adjustment function olx. t) is defined by

-482(t) = 16 at (71) c(x. I) - (Wlax)l(8Iax) 0 < c < W

01 - c(x. ) - I otherwise

li 9Ot - 7exp t t 0 (72) Therefore it is assumed that

Table I summarizes computed or equivalent values of 71 corre- D - - Dc
sponding to (64) for the various domain approximations of ax ax

(43) and (44). Table 2 gives values of the tested domain soiu- where
tions for comparison to the analytical solution of the example
problem at x - 0.50. fD - Dc

From Table 2 it can be seen that a numerical model using I r e,

TABLE 2. Numerical Solution of Normalized Soil Moisture Transport Problem

Time , - 2 v1 - 3 ? - 5.9 q.7  q - c Exact

0.01 0.887 0.889 0,911 0913 0.923 0.999
* 0.02 0.787 0.808 0,829 0.833 0.852 0 97'

0,03 0.698 0.726 0.755 0.'760 0.787 0918
0.04 0.619 0.653 0 688 0694 0 "26 0,S,6
0.05 0.549 0.587 0626 0.633 0.670 11-2
0 O 0.301 0344 0.392 0.401 0.449 0474
0.15 0.165 0.02 1.'24 0..2!4 0301 31.90
0.20 0.091 0.118 0.154 0.161 0.202 0 1-7
0.25 0050 0069 0o0% 0.102 0 135 0 108
0.30 0.027 0.041 0.060 0 164 0.091 00e

One variable nodal point.

, i1
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On r, define - 9D ( L' c aD MO 8

Dc -A() t s t s (k + 1)4t (77)- at at ,.1

such that and for small At. (9/1t") - (ac/t) 0 0. Thus analogous to
(51), (52), and (53).

A(k.U e)+ - ,41"(kA) -. 0 e S At (78) r I -L-

where (i) represents the ith order temporal partial differential -.
operator. Then i -I

D , .4 (k. ) } (79) L. (87)

A function Y(t) is defined by 2" 1)

dx 2 r) 0 2(+ 21) 1)l + J

where for modeling purposes 71(t) is restricted to values where I -7(kAt + At) and j - ).

(t) 2 (81) From the above the soil water transport problem may be
modeled by an appropriately defined linear trial function ap-

The value of 3 in (81) corresponds to a first-order polynomial proximation set which incorporates some of the benefits of a
subdomain approximation for 9. whereas i7(t) - 2 corresponds higher-order family of approximations. Thus additional nu-
to a linite element (Galerkin) approach, and 7(t) -. corre- merical accuracy may be achieved while retaining the symme-
sponds to a finite difference approximation. tnc matrix formulation characteristic of a linear polynomial

The J approximator is also defined to have the property approximation of 9.

#dx I # dx tI(t) z 2 (82a) MODEL APPLICATIONSL,. (LINEAR APPROXIMATION ADJUSTMENT)

as defined by (80). The normalized transport problem of (43) and 144) is reana-
tyzed using a five nodal point discrenzation of .1 with ix,, x:.

[ dx [, .,- 69, - 8,.J 71(t) < 2 (82b) x,,.. x,) - (0, , ). A Galerkm finite element or finite
, difference numencal approximation model for this problem

Substituting (79) and (82) into (36) gives the nodal domain in- follows from the preceding sections.
tegration statement For 0 assumed to be described by a second-order poly-

nomial such that

A."(kAf) -' L# + X r- ,88

= I,[8,, + 26. TtkAt + A) + 8,.,] then from (74) and (82)

2 +7(R'A q At) I] c(t1) - I (39)

SI [8, - 29, n(kAt) + 0.1 (83) "7(t) - 11

21i7IkAt) + I) As another example of a higher-order approximation 0 of a

by

rnk. e) - -,1(kAt) 0~ s l: At (8) *V, x £290... .VO, x e P (90)

Analogous to the development leading to (41). For the fourth-order approximation. (87) is determined for

S A, ( I Jt (0, each .At time step by solving (74), (80). and I82). For a normal-
.- i.u 4~i 2) ized time step of At - 0.01. nit) and cit) were modeled as a

(85) constant during each tune step. ignoring the time variation of

4(D (At' 0 both adjustment terms.
, Z 2)! Computer simulation results for numerical models based on

the Galerkin finite element method in - 2). linear subdomain
where for modeling purposes a is assumed that second-order method (7 - 3). finite difference method i7 - ooi. nodal do-
(and higher) temporal differentials are negligible and main integration using 89) (t? - II). nodal domain in-

tegration using an adjusted linear approximation of a fourth.
A, [cDlK, order polynomial approximation, and a fourth-order pol.

" dD 60 ac- nomial subdomain approximation for the test problem are
el, - c a at D at" (86 given In Table 3. From Table 3 the true fourth-order sub-

-9 ddomain approximation gave the most accurate results. but the
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nodal domain integration model closely matched these results
2 7 3-2Thus the numerical accuracy produced by a fourth-ordey ap-

o o 0 o proximauon is closely matched by a first-order approxlma-

tion. significantly reducing computer memory requirements.
Additionally, the computer computation requirements in solv-

_ ing (74) and (82) are offset by the reduction in a higher-order
, o o € o 0 ,00, approximation matrix computational effort. Values of 7(t) and

c(t) computed for the (fourth order) linear adjusted model
were approximately 10.5 and 1.0. respectively. This may ex-
plain the good results obtained by the linear adjusted model

using (88) and (89).
J, APPLICATION OF LINEAR APPROXIMATION

ADJUSTMENT APPROACH TO

A NONLINEAR PROBLEM
The numerical model given by (83). (87), and (89) was ap-

plied to a sharp wetting front problem of soil water infiltration
into an air dry horizontal column [Hayhoe, 1978: Hromadka

g 0,A and Guvmon. 1980c). The analytical value of soil water diffus-
S0 0ivity for Hanford sandy loam [Reichardt et a., 19721 was se-

2 lected in order to provide a sharp wetting front through the
soil column, causing the numerical analysis of moisture flow

n- - ,,, , in the soil to be difficult. The quasi- analytic solution advanced
i 0 by Philip and Knight (19741 and utilized by Hayhoe 119'78) was

* used for this study.

Equation (I) was solved subject to the initial condition

- 0(x t)- - 0 0 :s x----L ,91)

00000000 0 and the boundary conditions

8(0, t) - I L. )- 0 t > 0 (92)

Z 4 where the soil water diffusivty itorn min-' is given 'by
- *000000000 D() -0.9 x 0-' exp ,8.36) 6 > o

~D(8) - 0.9 x 10- "  9 - 1)93

00000 ~and 8 is the vaimericwatr conten. difivtfucnZ z Z 0 Z Because of the nature of the soil water diffusivity function

of (93) the temporal variation of diffusivity is extremely im-
portant during the At time step. Table 4 contains various val-

_ ues of time step magnitudes %t (in minutesi and time series ex-
I = =eo o pansion terms in the numerical model ofW) by (83) at time r

< , 16.5 min. For the numerical model a spatial discretization
of 0.5 cm was used where the total column length was set at

a p r o i m t o CONCLUSIONS

Two techniques of modeling a higher-order trial function
-approximation of soil moisture transport using an improved

l linear trial function approximation set have been de, eloped.
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Both techniques retain the smaller symmetrical matrix sys-

* tems associated with numerical models of sod moisture trans-
P Za .port based on a linear polynomial trial function but increase

Q - the numerical accuracy of the model by incorporating some of
1 I . the benefits of a higher-order approximation.

• . Because the various numerical methods considered ifinite

S, dirTerence. Gat-rkin ,nite element. subdomain method) are
_ C- available in the proposed model. it is concluded that the pro-

0 posed numerical approach may lead to a generalized mod-
0 0 0 0 0 =" - - elina method for all soil moisture :ransport problems. The

' 2 - computer code used for each simulation is identical except for
2 _,a variation in the capacitance matrix entr 77. Therefore a

, 0 0 0 0 0 0 : =comparison ot numerical ecxenc. between the tinite jiffer-
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TABLE 4 Companson o1 Numerical Model Results at Time r - o 5 Minutes

t - 0. 1 min. A - 0 rnm. .- ' Im. t -) 3 min. .-4 3 min. I, 0 3 min.
A .em Analytic' 1-0 1 - 5 ,.

0.0 1.0 t.o 10 1.0 10 10 10
0.5 0.99 099 0.99 0.99 0 91 0.99 099
1.0 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.97 097 0.97 0.97
1.5 0.95 0.95 0.95 095 094 095 0.95
2.0 0.92 0.93 0.92 0.92 092 0.93 093
2.5 0.88 0.90 0.89 0.89 0.88 090 0.90
3.0 0.84 0.87 085 0.85 0.84 0.87 0.86
3.5 0.78 0.82 078 0.78 0.82 0.82 0.82
4,0 0.67 0.39 0.63 0.64 0.05 0.37 0.40
4.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
5.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Values of water content. The i ts the number of temporal Tavlor series terms idiffusivity functiont included, and It is the ttime step magni-
tude.

'Results from Harhoe 11978).

ence. Galerkin finite element. subdomain method, and the 2. nodal domain j.

proposed nodal domain integration approach is provided. , finite element domain j.
Or, boundary of 2.

NOTATION P global capacitance matrix.
A llux adjustment factor. P finite element capacitance matrix.
a sinusoidal curve trial function adjustment factor. P nodal domain capacitance matrix.
D soil water diffusivity. Pi77) finite element capacitance matrix as a function of .

I,\.,j3) coefficients of " linear function approximation for 0. S global stiffness matrix.
c gradient adjustment factor. S finite element stiffness matrix.
e local time coordinate 0 _s e :s At. S. nodal domain stiffness matrices.
e alternation theorem error of approximation for i.
.4 point of relative maximum error of tT approximation

for 9 in P. REFERENCES
(0 partial differential operator (order. Desai. C. S.. Elementari' Finite Element Methods. Prentice-Hal. ..

k time step tncrement number. lewood Ciffs. N. J.. 1979.
L length of one-dimensional domain. Cheney. E. W., Introduction to Approximation Theory. McGra-i ....

New York. 196&.
1, length of nodal domain j.NwYrk 96
1, length of nioeeeetal domain .Guvmon, G. L.. and J. N. Luthin, A coupled heat and moisture "r.I ' length of finite element spatial domain. p .on model for arctic s;oils, Water Resour Res.. J00) . 49)4-!,

I length of nodal domain for constant element dis- 1W4

cretization. Hayhoe. H. N.. Study of relative eiciency of finite dirTerence and ,,.
.f, temporal shape function. lerkin techniques for modeling soil water transfer. Water Re,,.

Res., /q(I. 97-102. 1978.
,X spatial shape function. Hromadka. T. V. I1. and G. L. Guvmon. Some effects of itear: .
n number of nodal points in Q. the unsaturated soil moisture transfer ±hffusivitv mc'del. Wcie,

,7(t) integration adjustment factor as a function of time. sour. Res.. 16(4). 643-650, 1980a.

0 unsaturated volumetric water content. Hromadkia. T V.. 11. and 0 L. Ouvnmon. Numencal mass baianr
6 value of 9 at node , soil-moisture transfe problems. .4dvan Water Resour.

tQf806
1 trial function approximation for 9. Hrortadka. T V. 11. and G L. Guymon. A note on time ntezr-'

9," x - x_, I - mAt). of unsaturated soil moisture transport. AJan. Mi,' erA ,,

i linear polynomial approximation for 1. Il-186. 1980c.
71 element capacitance matrix diagonal entry. Philip. 1. R.. and I. H. Knight. On solving the unsaturated Po,, c.

lion. 3. New quasi-analytic technique. Soil Sc:.. " -, - -"
x., spatial coordinate orodej. Retchardt. K.. 0 R Nielsen. and J. W. Biggar. Scaling ot hor:z. -
At time step (constant). infiltration into homogeneous soils. Soil Sci. Soc .4m. J..

Stime. :45. 19'.
r , limits of time step integration.
Z local spatial coordinate in finite element spatial do- (Received Jul.V 16. 1980:

main. revised November !0. 1980:
2 domain of problem definition, accepted November Z^. 19R0.i
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Nodal domain integration model of one-dimensional
advection-diffusion

T. V. HRO.NIADKA 11 and G. L. GLY.MON
Deparrnient of Cit:I Eiqinceriny. School oJ Enqineermq. L niersitjv of California. Ir int. Ca
9.717, USA

The nodal domain integration method is applied to a one-dimensional advection-diffusion
mathematical model without a source term. Comparison of the resulting numerical model to the
well known Galerkin finite element. subdomain. and finite difference domain models indicates that
a single numerical statement can be de.etoped which includes the Galerkin finite element.
subdomain, and finite difference models as special cases.

INTRODUCTION higher order or more complex family of trial func'ions

The determination of an optimum numerical method to between nodal points by a linear polynomial trial function

model problems analogous to soil-moisture transport in a approximation. This technique would incorporate some

one-dimensional domain has received some recent of the benefits provided by a higher order state variable

attention. The primary numerical modelling idomain) approximation between nodal points and yet retain the

approaches has generally been either the Galerkin finite symmetry and smaller matrix bandwidths resulting from
element or finite difference methods. Pinder and Gray °  a linear trial function approximation. Both approaches

present a comparison of these two modelling approaches resulted in the combined matrix system statement
or a linear one-dimensional advecion-diffusion identified above but with the element capacitance matrix

problem where the advection component is large: the diagonal component variable ,kith respect to rme and

finite element method is concluded as superior. Hayhoe' T space.
deroonstrated that a finite difference analog produced The purpose of this piper is twofold. First, the

desinstrtedad veczion -diffusion equation is analysed to deiermine an
better numerical accuracy than a finite element model for
a non-linear soil-water diffusion model problem in which appropriate element matrix modelling statement hch

a highly sensitive soil-water diffusivity parameter caused incorporates the finite element. inite difference. and
subdomain integration modelling, approaches. The

a sharp wetting front, making a numerical modelling
effort difficult. Hromadka and Guymon5 re-examined the second objective is to model a higher order spatial trial

front problem with a finite element function approximation between nodal points ,ith asharp wetting fron arblasitant element linear trial functor approximation n a d:ffusion
numerical midel using a quasti-constant element soil- dominated process. This linear approximation effort is
water diffusivity computation scheme: the numerical baeupndtringahhrodr a fcin
model results were found to be comparable to Hayhoe's based upon determining a higher order tal functon
finite difference analog results, but gave a better approximation of the state variable between nodal points
prediction of the w etting front penetration. In a more using information provided by the spatial distribution of
detailed study. Hromadka and Guymon' integrated the the time derivative of the state variable. For numerical

detaledstuy. Homaka nd Gymo 3 itegrtedthe model development. a Fickian dispersion process of a
soil-water diffusivity parameter with respect to time and
determined another modelling approach (nodal domain conservative dissolved species with solute concentration

integration) to the sharp wetting front problem. In this C within pure %ater is considered as a case study.
later study, other comparable numerical methods (finite
difference. Gaierkin finite element, subdomain NODAL DOMAIN INTEGRATION MODEL
integration) were rewritten into a single matrix system DEVELOPMENT
modelling statement of nodal point values and equation
parameters similar to the element matrix system The one-dimensional form of the advection-diffusion
generated by the Galerkin finite element method. This equation for non-reactive dissolved constituents in

* resulting element matrix formulation is strictly a function saturated, homogeneous. isotropic materials under
of the element capacitance itime derivative) matrix steady-state uniform flow is:
diagonal entry as determined for a linear polynomial trial
function approximation between nodal points. FI DL- C,
Consequentl%, numerical iefficiency n i mocdelling , L  xJ
a one-dimensional diffusivity model of soil-water fII
transport could be ,,ewed as a function of a single element f x0 )L
matrix s-,stem parameter. In order to better estimate the
soil-wAater content function spatially. Hromadka and where x is the spatial coordinate "tken along the floline
Guymon'. examined two methods of approximating a direction in spatial domain r. L' is the mean linear flow

- . . -',_ _ _ ..7,-I i. , -- " "t ' . .... . . ,: . .
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f,,,lic e ,ficiint of hydrod,.namicdispersion in The diffuasity and adsection parameters can b

(he -dircetion: and C is the olute concentraion. expres,,d Aith respect to time b% !he T.a.:or Neries

I hclicial. h1logical and radioactle elTects are neglected.

In eqju~iioi l. the parameters D and ' are left . thin the - - i.
,,pttiljj r.,i'lient terms in order to provide a more generai = ,

nunierieal model dc\elopment.
The domain Q c:,n be discretizcd by n nodal points C,(i 'A here III is the ith order temporal partai .- rCnt,".
1.2 ... . ni.o it disjoint subdomains: operator: and x. is a specificd ,p.,uai :oorcinatc

Combining equations 9 and (I1i gpics:

Z , '\'xO <r<,).2, -k: .,., " )

a x- x-lx,. < x)l)2 <1 x<_x. -- L; o r a r

where x is the spatial coordinate associated to nodal ,,
point value C,. and| .. d.

0

a= .(3)
For a spatial local coordinate system defined by:

Equation 1I) must be satisfied on each . Therefore. n ,
equations are generated by solving: . 0 < ., ,

d/=dx 112,

%here it is assum.: d Equation Ii ),can be expanded as:

D=DIC)
C = C(xr. D"'.. .,.kAt) ",'C,, -lt

Integrating equation -±) 'Ath respect to space ites the
subdomain model:i a,

.xe2,V, t ~ .D"'fv =0k <C 'C
L jC-).~-C

,~X t._oc .

r o r
A:

,A.here F is the spatial boundary of region Q,. Integrating c: dv- " '"',r- C& d-
• J.uaUon 161 with respect to time gives: ,0 "

k-ilo t time k-give

dz= C; dx+ ,C dt (71 U ' Y-=O.kt)
JJr 'C r rC .=o , c- : .Ko

r U .0

'.\here T, is the limits of temporal integration between
timesieps kAt and lk - lA. Equation 17) can be rertten To this point, equation ill) is an exact statement of

b 'ing the linear transformation: equation (1). and to proceed to a solvable numer:calalgorithm the foilo ,ng nexact approx:matbon is made-

C=:C
Thuls. C =-V-.i _XI.C<: ,

'C'tk Lit- E) I %%here the solute-concentration "unction is approximated

DikA-i I - dr.= C dx- patially and temporally and xrert .\. and Al, are :he

a " I inearl, independent spatial and temporai shape
functions. and

C A -,;C kAt- :i dz C.=C'i.='- .=t Atx r It

Sr ,91 here the C,' are known %aiues (or :.mesrep, pr

il .

&+ - + + + ,,i. ... ... . . .. . _ __.. . . - -__ _ ._ .... . . ._ l L .. _ .. .. ._r_ . .. . . . . .II _ _, ._ -- 41 . .. " -''
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- '0.I .... a..nd x, is Ihe spat ijIcoordinate of node r The

; gti radient of the soil- ater content function is U. I"  d -I ..AtI

pprox:matcd by: , " C' .... ..

CX C- -0 c ) d:-
c - Cx ,7"1 i \ .w c

ubsticuting equations 114) and 116) into equation 113)

%c s the numerical approximation:
IL

.U C-1 I.:, OkAtinc
(Y~~ -- Ao7 1, ('

J= I=. (,,_ 
0 ' 

.* 
.

0 t, C d0

DISCRETIZED DOMAIN NUMERICAL MODEL

.. Dfy=O.k'~tl " '. V. ( ,' \Cj' 1  d,: The space- time ,urface approximated by equation I14)

- . "can be simplified by assuming that the functionai surfaces
.o Clx,rt can be described by sets of piecewise continuous

functions. For a first order polynomial spatial trial

(~/k~ifunction approximation C for C between nodal points
. ,C ,,, ." dy'- (17) (C,- IC.,C . )

0 r,

- C

= , = IC.-C I,

CX
x. U'(y=.~c I k- i

0 , f dEc,h dfor9

ihenkonausofndlpt , an e ole tiese tobvautdtu
0~ -c

=i.vC.idx-Y :--

= . =1C._,-C,_:!

- 9 I I( ---MC, , di.- rI

C hr ombnn eqsuationpuss i and assumted :patia ,r'i
approx imtduin ohe testep A8 sml a funcionof

*-'', 0.kAtl I f" ". " c. * doytimeis: fnunaprxmunmybeue o a

.0X

U ... (Y UA I-(9

a. - C .

The ,nnor values VI of noda poime C'v canv be :esssoikvehred-~sh

-- ____ ,__ c -.j*, ;j;Ctimstep to be evaluated-Cthu

.0 (X j
where fdt i'.assume hat

Fo tzretp o q ain (8 sm ll :ina

Y. ,im ste to beeautetu

At- IA

t','/ - , , 1  d'. - o,--d,

,3 '" ) Combining equatons 1191 and (20. the spati raci~en-t

.,approximation durig ,,he time-step At as a tfunction oI

-U'"v~Ica'.~ I' di:"1 tim e is:

.-o ". " 'VI. " "- = " .-- I C - c, - C . c
Xi

( C .= C - C - , C _ w, A t - !(c , C . '!

_D-1I = kAt i  .

, . < , -%<A;
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,ihcr% tupcr',crrtpi I and _ refer to ttmestep> ,..: and 6,- C_ c! c c i
ik - I).i. rc p,ct i cl, Com bining equatton 118). 119). L -, -: - ,

.I'Mnd 121) ,,cb a typeo of ubdomain integration model
inkorporatne the c.xpanion of the non-linear terms Di(C 1241

and Lid) over the timestep At: % here

-. D'"l.=() " 2 C ,-c-c -- , "  .=. a,- =.
"- )i"C- 

- *

(CJ.- J .dE D"'- y = 125

I. a= . L'""ty = ;.Kxr'
roo

-! - C I , = 0.,,

=-[C1-,-C1 +> 1 J-[C> -6C - K 1J-,- For the advectiv'e and diffusivity parameters constant in
fl2 and for a linear polynomial tal functon

approximation of solute concentration between nodal
At points with respect to both space and time. equation (24)

I' Ly I) if 6- reduces to.
- , C" 1 1 ()_1 -C- )d

, c= -c -i! -c' -- o ;-cIct -c,-C:_ -cK

.1eo

AtA

!OC I2 : C!

Carring out the Indicated integration in equation 22) C
gives: -C- 6'-C,18 -C_ 6I-C

- ,~~. Div=~i')(~trPinder and Gras " ae..loo a inite 'ziterence arid
C 12, I 'J ! 1-2) Galerk:n 5lnite element numer:cal analoiz !or ecuatton,

in order to compare relative numer:cal ic:enea beteen
. " these to common modeling approaches. te Fnite

I! 12 element, finite differerice. and subdjomain integration
formul-tion of equation .261 can be represented by a

Cn osingle modelling statement ,or a Crank-Nicolson time

i! 1i Li32 advancement approximation:

CC _: -1J I

i'es:- -6C- - C7_, =g[C-,--6C ' C C-,C: , - C C

,___ __-Inc: -c -ill [!r equano -l!

where in equation the iinpe element. subomain

-- C"-],' I U -"f em interation, and finite difference methods are determined
I -r byuion respect) veto Equati.on 27) can bererten

C0 :- ] yan element matrix sstemn
In a different notation. equaton 123) can ae rewritten as:

.. ~0 rC-cxJ--C;1 - C% L-I c. LY i I jIC,l:

3rCI[6CcC%.J=--)CI- -C- -c-- - - - -C . -
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1,,cre the so-called capacitance matrix (time derivative such that:
rnpoeit)contains all ,q-ierm information similar to the

.,% vatcrdciffusivity model matrix system determined in .4 (k
lloak n uyrnmon'. For a Crank-Nicolson time uA

.1d~ancement approximation equation (28) may be
oritten as: where mi represents the ith order temporal partial

differential operator. Then

hr ,lare t he element nodal points at timestep k. and CXJ i~

S= DI~ 1l-4fI 1 (30) A function )Ilt) is defined by

P (17 (311 iicd~f ttll -2Crw C_ -39

LINEAR MODEL OF HIGHER ORDER SHAPE where
FUNCTION (NODAL DOMAIN INTEGRATION
MODEL) 1(=l40)

Hromadka and Guymon 6 examined two methods of The value of 3 inequation (40) corresponds to a first order
approximating a higher order or more complex family of polynomial If function subdomain approximation for C,
trial functions by a linear polynomial trial function

apprximtio. On mehoduse theAltrnaion whereas ntt)=2 corresponds to a Galerkin Finite element

theorumn in order to determine an *optimum' linear model, and qt)= x determines a Finite difference model.

polynomial estimate of a higher order approximator. A The C approximator is also defined to have the

second approach was the definition of an element matrix prety
system that approximated the integration and gradients
of a higher order approximator C of C within each nodal
domain. Q,. This second approach is reviewed in the Cdx~ dx. qlr) I (
following,. and another technique of determining I as a
function of time examined in a followingz section. A
constant diffusivity diffusion process (without advection) For a diffusion process without aoivection. U0 =0 in
is used for model development purposes. equation (1), Therefore. substituting equations 1.8) and

Let C be an approximation function of a higher order (4 1) Into equatton (IS) gives the modelling statemnenti 'for
approximation C of C. where the spatial gradients of C on U, 0 )

rare defined by:

ec} i C -C1 ) XC-'I~ 3) V4kAt.$. de=IC -C n t.t-.

2VClit - I] 2[1 --Ati- )

cx~t = CX (3 where

1.otherwise (3

Therefore, it is assumed that: =

eC C Analogzous to the dev.elopment leading to equations i_'4)
D D-X--eD- -- (34) and(5:

wxhere 41= 4.i z1(A t)I

)D~ DCl (35) 10.h~i.-) = i

r r 1 41 %)

On r,.. define
The nodal domain interration element mnatrix s-stem

eD =,4 At 1 k.~r <t - I Ar 061 sim~iar :o equation C'91 is written as:
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Sthe time dcriati,, of C. Thus. or some intant in imc
,- "it may be assumed in 2.

' -here, t

~I t'Xolire -,(x: -t'. 5
5A 1  1i where C, is a finite difference estimate ot the tirn,

derivative of C at the ,ariable nodal point Integratin-:

[1 .. i~equation (50) with respect to space gives for Q2..

(46) C.-4x.t = to) X 2,5

+ P I] A finite difference estimate of 'C fx at node 2 determines
the value 2. Integrating a second time.

_J1. . 1.
e(xjt r o) = le X.'"" -I 8€;

where 7 = PlikA t. t = tkAt).

Evaluating equation (52) for C gives in 22:
APPLICATION OF LINEAR .MODEL

The approach to be used for determining a higher order Cex.: = to) =C x-x- ,- C. 531
approximation C of C in 2 is to determine C as a function -

of C it spatially distributed within each 2. The problem
of a one-dimensional diffusion process with constant For the approximation CofC in.Q. given in equation 53).
parameters where the solute concentration is initially C.
and the concentration is decreased in stepwise fashion to C,
C, at both ends of the one-dimensional domain Q is used dx = - , t54)
in order to compare previous modelling results' to the 19 2

proposed approach. The diffusion problem can be
normalized as: From equations 145 and 146). for e= 1. the modeiling

e2 C iC statement similar to equation 1491 is:
[_ XEC2 117)

where ctL9. - -
fl- IxO<x< l} C~lt)=l -01123 7)e9 ' 913 - ,1.1 2Z37)e- 3 0 3 : '. >0 J
Cix.r = 0) = 1. xcf2 148) 55

C(x=0,l r>0)=0 Table I gives a comparison of the analyticai solution to
equations 147) and 1-18) to the considered domain

The problem domain 0 is assumed discretized into two solutions of 49 ifor ,--2,3. and the proposed modei of
finite elements i ,fl,) of equal length by three nodal equation 155). From Table 1. a significant increase in
points (C,.C,.C 3) where ixi.X:.X3)=0..5.1D. Owing to accuracy is provided by the proposed modeing
the boundary conditions of equation (48), the resulting
system of modelled linear equations reduces to a single
equation of one unknown. C. In order to evaluate the Taie / .%umer:calsoiuion of "ormaheditifusionproientione rarlabie
effectiveness of the proposed numerical approach to ,odel point)

modelling equations 147) and 148). the ,Jalerkin finite Analyti
element, finite difference. subdomain. and nodal domain Time ?7-" n= x :/=x Linear model** soluion
integration solutions will also be presented for
comparison purposes. 0.01 0_887 0.889 0.923 0.9"1- 0.909

For the study problem of equations t47) and 1.18). the 0.02 0.7s- 0808 0.852 0.913 0.975
*0.03 0698 0"-:6 0._87 0.846 0,918considered domain numerical solutions result in the 0.04 0619 065 0.76 0 -_9 0+1.46

expression : 0.05 0.;49 0.581r 0.670 0.715 0.,-2
0.10 0.301 3.34,4. 0 ..9 0461 4

0.15 0165S 0.201- 0.30t 019- 0. , ?0
lim C.1t)=exPL( - r 0 49 0.20 o091 0 11 0.202 0141 0!'1
%f- 0 025 0050 )069 0135 0i23 :09

0.30 0 02" 0 0 00 t 0 U80 0 060

where I! is the entry in :he capacitance matrix P''t of
,qua ion ",I) Gaierkin ite eement mneihod

equation (31j. + Suhdomain model
Within :,, an approximation if of C can be determined Fnite difTerence model

from equation 147) by integrating twice ilth respect to xl No mairnn ntc'r., n ii'dei

I I . ... . .. : , -. - - . - -S,,- "..., "r " - '
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approximation. Diffusivit.% (Dolwas iet to 1.0whereas the
parameter L, was varied from 0.0 to 10.0. More than '00
separate simulations were made in order to ealuate PI js a
function of uniform element size A-x. timestep size _%. and
advective parameter U. Results of this en~tisity stud%
indicates that with respect to relative error. the use o" a

J constant 'I value throughout the simulation e. ',

I"" =2.3,. provides varying qualities of accuracy iFig l1.
1' 0 1 That is. for each assumed constant q-value, the resulting

Inumerical analog produced good results depending w here
".Ii ,, , in time and spacethe model solution is examined for error.

/7 It was noted. however, that for the smaller U, values
-- .- tested, better results were obtained for small ? 6alues t

=2,3), whereas for large U, values, large I values (?I= :;r )
r,,@ 0t 0,.,,1- produced better results. Additionally, it is noted that these

Figure 1. Typical mean relative error from numerical determinations are based on a specific advection-
model of dijsion-dominated process IDo = 1.0: U0 = 0.05) diffusion problem: another class of problems may produce

different conclusions of modelling trends such as found in
approach. As another example. a second order Hromadka and Guymon5 where ?I was found to be
polynomial estimate of C, x.=to) is possible using the somewhat dependent on the spatial gradient of the
information provided at all three nodes. Thus in Q_' problem's solution profile. From the above, varying 1 as a

function of time (and between eiements) is suggested. Two

= ,-4x , -4x 56 methods of determining values of mt) are given in
. -"=-Hromadka and Guymon8 where the approach used is to

determine a linear polynomial trial function
Similar to equations (50H-55). for xe-, approximation of a higher order or more complex family

of state variable approximation functions. A third
if ( l \[.to),)1 - approach in determining ,,t) is given in the previous

J 16 -section where a str:ct diffusion process is modelled.

giving CONCLUSIONS
A method of modeilin2 a higher order riai "unction

C, =(-0.I086)e-"96"', (U.1086ie-1-_36% r _>0 approximation of advection--diffusion b., an mproved
158) linear trial function approximation set has been

deveioced. This method :etai.n :ne smailer symmet"c
Comparison of equations +551 and t5i snows that little matrix system associated 'o numenca: models of
advantage is gained by the extra computational effort n a ad',ection--diffus;on based on a inear potvnom:ai trial
higher order estimate of C in 2. by the proposed runction. but icreasethe numer:ca: iccurac, o,'he moel
technique. by ;ncorpora;nL ome the enetits ,: a niher orcer

approximat:.on
APPLICATION TO ADVECTIVE-DIFFUSION Since simiar'.ties bet-,een :he .arious zonsIcered

PROBLEM numertcal methods tfinite ,ifferencz. Gaterk:n. :nite
eizment. subdomain interationi are used in ne proposed

The advection-diffusion element matrix system statement model. ;t is concluded that the proposed numer:cal
of equation 129) is a function of the eiement capacitance approach may lead to a generamzed mooe:ling metnoc: :or
matrix diagonal entry. ??. For constant parameters. the man% classes of ad'.ection-d:ffusion probiems The
following problem as analysed in order to evaluate the computer code used for each simulation .s dent:ai expt
sensitivity of eqution 129i tO .ariations of ' for a variation in the capacitance d:agonai entr%. Pt

Therefore. a comparison of numerical etTiczenc-, betA een
j

2
C "C C the finite difference. Galerk:n finite element. iubdomanDo ,-- - L' - - -:-. .x~f (o19)

cx Y t integration, and the proposed variabie , term ,nocai
domain ntegration) approacn is provided .% the results

,,ith initial and boundary conditions obtained herein.
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Results from a Mathematical Model of Frost Heave

G.L GUYMON. R.L. BERG. T.C. JOHNSON. ANO T.V. HROMAOKA II

A one-dinionstnl model for simulation of frost heave in a vertical soil column 'many situations a two-dimensional or even a three-
ispresented. The mool ibased onsinmultneousaomp niatonofheat and di "enxional process is involved, a one-dimensional
moisture transport in a freezmngor thawinq soil. Thermal processes at the approach was tailen in order to simplify the computa-
freezing front are soproximated by a lumed isothermal approach. The model tiona problem and concentrate on demonstrating the
acliately simulates frost heave. soil pore-water pressures. and temperatures validity of the modeling concept. in fact, at the
when Cmpredwithalaboratoryfreezingolumn;however. toaecseveadequae time the research was begun in 1975, the modeling
oawrelatjon certain model perameters must be determined by calibration. Be. approach was regarded as a relatively hiqh-rtsk re-
cause the model, like the frost-heave Process itself, is highly sensitive to en.
ironmental and soil parameters that are variable in both tm and space, search effort. At that time, only Harlan (5) and
Purely deterministic simulations will not provide sufficiently accurate predic. Guymon and Luthin (6) had shown modest success in
tions. Consequently, further development of the model is required in order modeling coupled heat and moisture movement in
to indude a statistcgal-probabilistic approach for estimating from heave within freezing soils. They assumed moisture movement in
specfied confidence limits. freezing soils could be approximated oy unsaturated

flow thteory, and they did not consider ice segrega-

tion and associated frost heave.
Since July 1975, the Federal Highway Administration Our model is based on the one-dimensional equa-
()FWA), the Federal Aviation Administratiot (FAA), tions of moisture and heat transport in a vertical

and the U.S. Army Cold Regions Research and Engi- soil column. Assuming Darcy's law applies and in-

neering Laboratory (CRAEL) have been engaged in a serting it into the continuity equation yield

jointly funded project to develop a better under-
standing of freezing and thawing processes in (3/ax)(K ,2s).- 6aacr'-M, (1)
soils. The main thrust of the research has been the
development of more suitable methods for analyzing where

and simulating potential frost heave and thaw weak-

ening in prototype embankments. The component of x = vertical coordinate (positive downward);
the research reported here is the development of a KH - hydraulic conductivity - K,
mathematical model of frost hesve. The other ao- - otal hydraulic head = I - x, where i equals
ponents of the research are the development of a the pore-water-pressure head;
one-dimensional laooratory freezing and thawing soil iu - volumetric water content;
column (1 and a paper by Ingersoll and Berg else- t - time; and

where in this Record), the collection of field data Ms - a moisture sink due to ice formation = oiaoii
on frost heave and thaw weakening (7), an evaluation 0wat, where 0 is ice and water density and 9i

of soil frost-susceptibility index tests (see the is ice content.

paper by Chamberlain elsewhere in this Record) , and
an evaluation of thaw weakening of soils (see the The coupled heat transport equation for a freet-
paper by Cole, Irwin, and johnson elsewhere in this ing soil column is given by

* I Record).
has been recognized for some time (2) that (a.'X)(XT6T/ax)-Cw v(3T,'2x)= Cm(aTit) - Ll, (2)

frost-heave-susceptibility criteria for soils and
associated laboratory test methods in current use where
ace unreliable. Soils that meet established cri-
teria may experience frost heave while other soils KT - thermal conductivity of the soil-ice-water
it!at do not meet the criteria may be free from frost mixture,
ntave (3). The original purpose of the mathematical T - temperature,
.modeling research was to develop a tool to correlate Cw a volumetric heat capacity of water,
results of laboratory tests of frost susceptibility v - liquid water velocity flux,
with pavement frost heaves measured in the field. Cm - volumetric heat capacity of the soil-water-
The development of a mathematical model was seen as ice mixture, and
a practical way to integrate most of the complex L - volumetric latent heat of fusion of water.
soil thermal and hydraulic Characteristics with the
environmental factors that influence a given soil The linearized moisture transport and heat transport
profile. Part of our initial objecti've was to equations were independently verified for simple
identify the most significant parameters that influ- equations (2). The equations of moisture transport
ence frost heave in a given soil in order to assess and heat transport are coupled through the parame-
and develop improved laboratory tests of frost-heave ters that arise in their derivation, and these
susceptibility. As our study progressed, it became coupled nonlinear equations can only be verified by
apparent that the mathematical model has usefulness comparison with laboratory or field data. Parame-

beyond the original objective and can probably be ters such as thermal conductivity and volumetric
applied directly as a design aid or tool. It is em- heat capacity of soil-water-ice mixtures are com-

phasized, however, that laboratory tests will still puted by using the DeVrfes relations (7) or similar
be required to characterize the parameters of the methods. Solution of the moisture transport equa-
mathematical model. tion requires a functional relat:.on between pore-

water pressure and water content [e.g., Gardner's
BAS:S OF ".ATHE--ATICAL MCOEL relation (8)].

A significant aspect of this model is the manner

Guymon and others (4) briefly review the current in which phase-change effects are handled and ice

literature related to modeling frost heave and heat segregation is assumed to occur. we have assumed an
and moisture transport in freezing soils and present isothermal freezing process in which a heat budget
most of the details of the development of the mathe- for a finite volume of freezing soil is established
matical model. Although it is recognized that in (9). The soil is considered entirely frozen only
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when latent heat effects are satisfied for the 4. The unfrozen zone is nondeforsaole.

amount of water present in excess of an unfrozen 5. Soil pore-water pressures in the freez:ng
doater content factor (9n ) ; i.e., the water that zone are governed by an unfrozen water content
would remain unfrozen at a preselected subfreezing factor.
temperatuce (10). This method of handling phase 6. All processes are single valued; i.e., there

change is tantamount to computing small changes in is no hysteresis.
h eat evolution rather than solving the heat trans- 7. Heat transport in the entire soil column is
port equation for small changes in temperature. Be- governed by the sensible heat transport equaton,
cause phase-chanqe processes dominate the thermal including a convective term.
process, this manner of computing phase-chanqe ef- 8. The frozen zone is deformable for determin-
fects provides certain numerical advantages by per- ing thermal parameters.
mitting large spatial discretization and large com- 9. Salt exclusion processes are negligible;
outational time steps. Ice segregation is assumed i.e., the freezing-point depression of water is con-
to occur if, within a finite volume of soil, the stant.

frozen water plus the unfrozen water content factor 10. Phase-change effects and moisture effects
exceed the original porosity of the soil. Figure 1 can be modeled as decoupled processes.

shows the computational algorithm and the formation 11. Freezing is an isothermal process.
of segregated ice (8s ) during a certain time 12. Constant parameters are constant with re-

level. spect to time.

The On parameter establishes the pore-water
pressure at the freezing front for the solution of Numerical solution of the govecning equations
.me moisture transport equation. The lower hy- discussed above, subject to their respective boun-
draulic boundary condition is usually the water dary and initial conditions, is by either the suo-

taole. Overburden effects (
1

o), which tend to domain method or the finite element method (3,'.
:estrain frost heave, are modeled by adjust ng the The one-dimensional solution domain is divided into
pore-water pressure at the ice segregation front by a number of va:iaoie-length *finite elements., where
the weight of the overlying material and surcharge, parameters are assumed temporarily constant but may
t'lereoy limiting the amount of water drawn toward vary from element to element and from time to time.
the freezing front. The state variable in each element is assumed to be

This model of the complex freezing and ice segre- described by a linear basis function in such a way
gation process is a macroscopic lumped thermodynamic that the state variable is continuous throughout the
model that ignores the complicated and poorly under- solution domain (3). The time domain solution is by
stood microprocesses that occur in the freezing the well-known Crank-Nicolson method (12). The
zone. Such processes as regelation and problems as- governing equations are reduced to a set of explicit
sociated with water-ice film pressures are not in- algeoraic equaticns that may be solved on the mini"
cluded in our model. In summary, the model is based class of computers (e.g., the ?DP 11/34). One of
on macrophysics equations. Specifically, it is as- our main objectives is to provide a mathematical

sumed that: model that is efficient and capable of operating on

readily available small computers.

1. Moisture transport in the unfrozen zone is Application of the model requires the following
g overned by the unsaturated flow equation based on soil hydraulic and thermal parameters:
Darcy's law.

2. F oisture flow is via liquid movement and I. Relation between water content and pressure
vapor flow is negligible. (unfrozen soil),

3. Moisture flow in the frozen zone is negligi- 2. Relation between unsaturated hydraulic con-

ble. ductivity and pore pressure (unfrozen soil),
3. Hydraulic conductivity correction factor for

partly frozen soil,
Figure 1. Typcal model simulaton retult at give smulaoen time leved. 4. Soil porosity,

_<D- -5. Soil density,
Mop 6. Relation between subfreezing temperature and

09 Iunfrozen water content for the soil,
- 7. Soil thermal conductivity,

L 1 Frozen 8. Soil heat capacity, and
Limped 9. Soil-water freezing-point depression.

2 Lent
Thermal parameters for water and ice are included in

2 the model. The above-reuired parameters must be
I ~ '~:determined in the laborato'ry, or values must be as-

sumed in order to use the computer model. In addi-
l | themoln y tion, the model requires the following auxiliary
Et me conditions:

I 1. Initial conditions for pore pressure, ice
content, and temperature,

2. Soil-surface boundary conditions for pore
pressure and temperatures (may vary with time); and

3. Loer boundary conditions for pore-water
pressure and temperature (may vary with time).

To conduct a computer simulation of frost heave," a

column length must be specified (e.g.. I m), and the
total enqtn must be divided into sublenqths (finite

**or -0-% FLelements) that are on the order of 1 cm. Time solu-

S*0 | ew tion factors are specified, such as time-step sit*
and total simulation time.
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VERIFICATION RESULTS Table 1. Comoaison of simulated and measured frost-heave data for 3.4.kPa
surcharge.

Preliminary verification of the model is discussed

elsewhere (2,4) . The model verification work will Type of Data 5 Days 10 Days IS Days

be expanded on here, and additional results will be
presented. LaboratoryFrost heave t¢mi 1.6 2. 4 0

The primary emphasis of our verification has been 0Ciot evdeplh(cm 6 I II

to compare simulated values of frost heave, soil 0oistur niron 4-cm .00 -00 -. 

pore-water pressures, and soil-water-ice tempera- depth Icm o(aterk

tures with corresponding actual values measured in a Simulated

laboratory soil column. Berg and others (1) de- Fros heave(cm) L. 2.9 3.9

scribe the soil column and present data for Fair- 0C isotherm depth (m 100 -0 (4Im
Moisture teionar 4C 0 130 IS0

banks silt, which is the primary test soil conaid- depth cmofwater)
*red to date.

The test column filled with Fairbanks silt was
sub]ected to various boundary conditions, and frost
heave was measured while a 15-cm length was frozen. critical parameter. Sensitivity analysis disclosed

The lower portions of the column were unfrozen with that the model is highly sensitive to pore-water

a water table initially approximately 45 cm below pressure versus water content and ydraul.c conduc-

the top of the column. Laooratory analyses of Fair- tivity parameters and is less sensitive to thermal

banks silt were conducted to determine soil hy- parameters. A fairly substantial variation in ther-

draulic properties. These parameters and boundary mal parameters. does not significantly affect simu-

conditions were approximated as input data for the lated frost heave because the thermal process is
mathematical model simulations. Two cases were used dominated by the phase-change process and sensible

for comparison. The first case was a 110-day simu- heat conduction and convection do not play predcmi-
lation for nearly unrestrained heave in which a nom- nant roles. Processes occurring in the freezing
nal surcharge of 3.4 kPs was applied to the top of zone dominate the soil-heaving process where the
the soil column. This case was also used for an ex- supply of water and the rate of heat extraction are
tensive sensitivity analysis of the parameters. The the most significant factors.
seCond case considered was a problem of restrained In an effort to comoine the sensitivity of van-
heave in which a 34.5-kPa surcharge was applied to ous hydraulic parameters into one parameter and also
the top of the laboratory column, to improve the accuracy of model predtction, a cot-

Figure 2 shows a comparison of measured and simu- rection factor for hydraulic conductivity in the

lated heave for tne small-surcharge case. Pore- freezing zone was included in the model. -his fac-
water pressures and locations of the 0*C isotherm ton accounts for the decreased hydraulic conductiv-

were also compared (4), and good agreement was ob- ity due to ice formation in soil pores and is de-
tained between the model and the soil column (see fined as
Table 1). The simulated frost heave shown in Figure
2 was achieved before incorporation of a correction K 4,, 8)-K(q') I0- i (3)
factor for the hydraulic conductivity in the freez-
ing zone. Slight (within 10 percent) adjustment of where Eei > 0 and K(I) is determined from
the laboratory-derived soil moisture characteristic the relation between hydraulic conductivity and pore
curve (soil water pressure versus water content) was pressure for unfrozen soil. Currently, the E factor

required in order to achieve the results shown in must be determined by calibration for a given soil.
Figure 2 and given in Table 1. As Figure 2 shows, When we have more experience wit:% application of the
the rate of heave during the initial 25-day period model to a range of soils, it may be possible to se-

is accurately ccmputed. Total heave is simulated lect a suitable value without calibration or testing.
relatively well for thhe entire test. The laboratory Figure 3 shows a plot of frost heave versus time
soil column had essentially ceased heaving when the for the small-surcharge Fai:oanKs silt case (also
test ended at 40 days, and the model also exhibited shown in Figure 2) for the first 25 days. With no
no additional heaving after aoout 40 days. Paname- tuning of the various parameters, and with E se-
tes in the model were varied singly and in pairs to lected equal to 8, the simulated heave almost *x-
test their sensitivity for the early 25-day period, actly duplicated the experimentally measured heave.
which showed the maximum heave rate. For Fairbanks Figure 3 also shows the effect of varying the £

silt, the unfrozen water content factor was the most parameter. When this parameter is included. other
parameters such as K() and 8n show less sen-
sitivity. The sensitivity of thermal parameters re-

Figue 2. Simulated remits measured heave in vertical column of Fairbanks mains negligible.

nilt wit nominal surcharge. Figure 4 shows the results of a 25-day simulation
of restrained heave (34.5-kPa surcharge) compared
with laboratory heave data. As can be seen, simu-

-- Sta- f rest lated heave closely approximated the laboratory
- - data. Exact comparison is somewhat difficult be-

Z cause of the need to use approximate boundary con-
L -'to'y ditions in the simulation.

6r'- "fa Model simulations were also :ompared with data

r~niq Oe P~smle'from the Tomakomi field site in japan (13). Soil
, properties determined from laboratory data, together

with approximate boundary conditions, were used to

E simulate frost heave, which is compared with mea-
vd of ?eS eured f:ost heave (Figure 5). The first five days

of the heave process were used to calibrate the Z

parameter to a value of 5. As can be seen, fair

agreement was achleved without ad~usting the other

0 20 4C ic sc , parameters. Further attempts to more accurately

0me days, compute frost heave and frost depth were considered
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Figure 3. Sanulatens versus meaureed front heave in vertical column of Fairbanks Figure S. Simuiacted versus measured frost hteave anda frost lisfinaC. to,
pilt vsii nominal suchanrge showimng effect of :20 percenlt vansaton in E field tonic withS romiatcoi ii.
sarameler Idols" lines).

- a -

2- Dat

2~~~~~Tir -- (doursvreirn)

Figure 4. Simulated vrsmus mesrrstrained heave (34.S-kPasucagIin 2
otical column at Fairbanks %sit

30

511imalot d"obohtacnsldinad thaw depth.. The dif-

(ottr ln'lii fcult inaccuatey Siulaingthe entire record
is protably due to the fact thtthere were a number
of freeze-thaw cycles dur:ngq the year. cy'cl-C

/ I freezing and thawing causes parameters to change
with respect to time, but the model assumes parame-

Oats/ ~ters that are invariant with respect to time.

LosDevlopmen of t:5thec frost-heav model has progressed

0 0 to the point where at retrained and unrestrained
Tirimofays) heave can be simulated in relatively well -controlled

cases. Further study is, however, required to im-
prove or extend the model.

unwarranted because the upper temperature boundary The sensitivity problem needs further study. The
conditton was not accurately known. Very limited tact that the model is sensitive to certain parame-
sensitivity analyses for this case were performed. ters should not be a surprise, since the frost-heave
It appears that the Tomalcomi silt is much less Sen- process itself is highly sensitive. S! ight differ-
Sitive to hydraulic parameters than the Fairbanks ences in environmental and/or soil conditions cause
silt,. markedly different results. More complete physics-

TO further verify the model, it is also being ap- based information on the ice segregation process may
plied to other field data. Several sets of field reduce aome of the Sensitivity. If such information
data were obtained from the Winchendon test area in should become available, it can be Included In the
northwestern Massachusetts. Figure 6 shows measured model; hnowever, it is probable that purely determin-
end computed frost heaves and frost depths for istic simulations will never be adequate no matter
ikalanian Silt during the 1978-1979 winter. tabora- how Complete our knowledge. It therefore seems in-
tory-determinerd values of hydraulic conductivity and evitable that some form of a probabilistic model
other *arameters required by the model were used in must be associated with the deterministic model. In
the simulation. Boundary conditions and Initial other words, a deterministic simulation can be per-
conditions for the 1978-1979 winter wereit estimated !ormed and then simulated frost heave would be pre-
cco determined from the field data and were applied seanted in terms of confidence bands based on given
to the uodel. Periods from 50 to 70 days were used or anticipated variations in parameters; and boundary
tO Calibrate the Z paranseter. An Figure 6 shows, conditions. Research on this aspect of the problem

* computed frost heave does not Compare with measured has already commenced and will 0oe reported at a
frost heave as well as in previous simulations, later date. I
Simulated frost depths are about the same as those Thet model needs to be extefded to include thaw
measured in the field except during the spring thaw weakening. We will develop an algorithm for esti-
period (day -0 and beyond), when predicted frost sating temporal variations in the resilient modulus
penetration is too shallow. That discrepancy msay be (or Same other parameter reflective of the strength
due to rather large elements (10 cm) used on the of the pavement system), especially during periods
bottom of a I-is simulation column. Several periods Of thaw weaKenIng.
of thaw during the 1978-1979 winter art also approx- The third area of concern is the dissemination of
irsted by the model. In partic-ular, the spring thaw t"e model and its use by enqinecra. The model is
from day 30 On was approximated acc-irately in terms somewtat complex and will not be readily understood
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Figure 6. Simulated verss meaured frost heave, frost T
penetration. and thaw deoo for Ikalaeftml silt duflng s
1978.1979 winter t Wingandon. Masachusetts. Z I-) measJured Frost HGOSe o Fineralion

a (a) Measured Thaw Te0ty
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by many practicing angineers. We are attemptinq to Transport in Partially Frozen Soil. Water Re-
simplify tr e code to provide a model that is versa- sources Research, Vol. 9, No. S. 1973, pp.
tile and isaole on small, readily available comput- 1314-1323.
era. During the next year or more, a major effort 6. G.L. Guymon and J.N. Luthin. A Coupled Heat
will bie to mae the model more readily usable by the and Moisture Transport Model for Arctic Soils.
paciticing eniqneer. Water Resources Research, Vol. 10, No. 5, 1974,
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TECHNICAL NOTES

Numerical approximation of linear tri o-dimensional adi ection -
diffusion processes in rectangular spatial domains

T. V. HRO.NIADKA 11 and G. L. GLANMON

Ca 9~2717. U SA

INTRODUCTIO.N w here D and U are the diffusion and ad'.ecton parameters

Numerical solutions of iwvo-dimensional linear and non- respci'.ely: 0) is the State 'uniable: .. r are Npatial and
linar artal iffrenialequtios sch s ocurin he temporal coordinates: and Q2 is (he spatial domain of
linar artaldiferetil euaton suh a ocurin he definition. For constant parameters. equation iIi caun be

theory of advection--dif'fusion processes are generally rewritten into the linear form:
limited to solution by the Finite difference or Galerkin
finite element methods. Finite difference approximations. 2 ) ' -

such as described by Spalding. can be deriedfor recua ,,-= x
and irreaular rectanitular two-dimensional subdomains. X- X
The Galerkin finite element approach" can also be applied
to irret~ular rectans.ular domains. Both numerical Discretizing the spatial domain Q~ by mn nodai points into
methods are often compared to each other for numerical mn ubdomains. R .. Hromadka and Guymon' use the
*efficiency* or other descriptions of superiority'sbo.nvrino h ethe eiul ehdt

Recently. Hromadka and Guymon: " have developed develop a one-dimensional numer:cai statement ior each
a new numerical approach called the nodal domain nodal point value:
intesiration method which has been applied to one-DF,1
dimensional linear and non-linear problems. From thisD., 2  - )-; -i -- - -

numerical model, the finite difference. subdomain. and-
Galerkin finite element methods are included in a sine
numerical statement. , - -.

In this note, the nodal domain inte2ration method is -- '-.

applied to a two-dimensional irreg--ular rectangzular
element domain. As special cases, the Galerkin finite
element. subdomain. and Finite difference numerteal =qo £iii - Wpi
models are determined by the appropriate specification of-- n5  '
a single parameter in the resulting nodal domain om henoavlu = ,= Ai ashon ti
integration numerical statement.%hendlvu,)=r:ta at

The first objective of this note is to present a basic the qterm in equation i c.an %ar. betwveen R. and th

description of the nodal domain integration procedure as respect to time in order to approximate a higher order or
apidto the class of partial differential equations more complex trial functionfor -,he state -.artable. -. It was

applied.ilso showkn that for a linear pol~nomiai :iil ClICtiOrs forzeneral~v encountered in the theory of advection- U ad a Cak-~oo ie a'acmn
iffusion processes. Detailed mathematical derivations
and applications of this numerical approach for at one- approximation. equation i.i represents the Gaierkin finite-
dimensional problem are contained in other papers' ele mernt. subdomain inieeration. an~d finite ditference
The theoretical foundations of this numerical method are nueia prxmtn ociran'..ue0!..I
based on the wxell-know n subdomain technique of the Ine.i) o n...eoedmesoa nmr;
fi nite element weightied residuals approach.st

The second objective is to develop a simple numerical tmn feuiin.iiit \edd: h ae.
statement which can represent the finite element Galerkin tw'O-ienso reua etaglrsboan h
statement. ,ubdomain numerical statement. finite proIle domain. Q. ;s ec:ze :nto a set ;,( nodal
difference inteerated control volume statement, and the dmis eIne ~tene~cino ~nt lmn
nodal domain intecration numerical statement. b\. the co\er. .Q, and subde'main .):'Q2. lntegraiing the

specfictionof sinle araeterin he rsuitnu oda )%ernin2 partial differentual equations wvith respect to
specificatto olc an siime onamte inc thea rsmatin rnodit r.n

domain ;ntegration numerical approximation, l numrca d tibution shch nan be omined wsithn
Hromadlka and GLIymo1n" u~ed the nodal domain ntmerinoal omaribun -,ch:au~n~ bo fom aineJ ite

!rtegration approach t o numericaily approximatce nc ,e difrnea doatman orr ii e een matrx i Fite

~ne-ime~io.,l.id.cct'n iffsio pree~Similar to the one-dimenoionai case. the rcsui;:re nodal
c',main inteuration nmerT:Ca, tltement w%:; he show-n to

-] - ao repre'ent the Gaierk:n !:nite ement. surooma~n
S:-- .~ atOri-. and itie icfL.rnec. numerical 'tiements h.%

:,,e .r.-mrriate .peii:~ai:or t ;n,e n~arameter

.. .r.. .. ...



NODAL DOMtAIN DISCRETIZATIO\ OF residuals approach appro-kimates equation 141 % oliniz
SOLLTION DOMI%1% the 'n equations:

Consider :he partial differential operation:

41ipl=t .EQ. .= Q-)F 41o-i% d=

with boundarN condition t~pes of Dirichlet or Neumann
specified on boundlar, F. A trn-nodal point distribution v. here
can be defined in Q %%it.h arbi trar% density, i Fig. i) Such that i . e
an approximation p ior o is defined in 0l by: = .(XIR

(P (, ~ E25) A second cover of Q~ is defined bv the finite element
JS method with:

where N .v) are linearly independent global shapeQ
functions and q) are assumed values ol the state variable.

~at nodal point,1. In equation i~l it is assumed that: where n~, isthe closure of Finite element d;omutn n, and t,

urn = lm ~ ~ = . l.)Ef 61 boundary F,.
- Let S, be the set of nodal points deied by:

x, ,eR,; ix,. t e R,. j = k S SJ: 0, ' ;

A closed connected spatial subset R. is defined for each Te e fndldmisf sdfndo atmt

noda pont suh tat:element domain k by:

Q=UR 7) nR= R~. }ES, !5

The subdomain method of %kei-zhted residuais is
with supplementary conditions of: exrse cyeutinI cnb r itte nterms ofthe

subdomain cover of Ql by:
x,.,)ER,. ixYa)e R,.j k (8)

where ix.. are the spatial coordinates of node: and B is
the boundarN of R. It is assumed that ex6ery subdomain is WVith resoec: to the f'inite ciement discretization of C1
disjoint except along shared boundaries. i.e.

R/)R, = B, ' B, 110) iA (( -i dA = 4 Ao I- Kd.A I
The subdomain method of the finite element Ae!!zhted

where for each Finite tlement domain £

i.4io)-,1dAI= 1.41q) (D .;S Il

From the aboxe ubset definitions and set co'ers otf
application of the usual subdomain method to the
go'.erning partial differential operation of equation 141 is

r * accompiished by an integration of the governing
*equations over the nodal domains interior of . each fi1nite

element. resultiniz in a finite element matrix Sszsem simliiar
to that determined b% the Galerkin Finite ceement method.
The sp~atial definition of each nodal domain n, depenes

* on the definition of both the finite element and subdomain
co,.ers of 0. and is therefore somewhat arbitrar%
convenient zriterton is to define the nodal domains such
that !he :esulting! finite element matrix systemn is
s'.mmetric. Thts ,. mmetrN property is used for the
definition of finite element nodal domains in the follom ina,

F: qitre a' . i io lodlp ii r - ieii'"I model development of a two-dimensional ad'.ec tion -

j,t i% ir hoiindarv t ditfusion proctss.

LM4



\OI) \L I)() ~i.\l INI.(GRA lION PR()( EDL RE e 
\ lw\ -dii ii-d ifl al a d iii.* d flion pro¢cN l r to

ciquai ol ( I~i is i by:S

_- ) - (fP/ =-t ,f) -) 
0,t)

", k .I V,:L ( : t

hcrc Q is a two-dimcnsional rectangular spatial domain -100

Of dcfinition; IL', are ad',ection parameters in the ix.:-

directions respecuvely: and D Dix.:.). eoo
An operator relationship for the two-dimensional

adi.ection-diffusion process of equation 119) is defined by:

Substituting equation 2'01 into equation (MS gives the 7/7e7 / O
finite d:tement matrix system for Q, iFig. 3).

D L  .-- D WO j )A 0
ajeS. 121)

Expanding equation 21) gives: Fiqure 4 Subdomuin R. as the inioti ,atl ,ioda, joinain,,.

associated to n,.iua point j

L ( DCO0- U) ds - UdC ds' Integration of the _-oerning flow equation on eacr Q
It. ... . r, i nvolkes the definition and integration oi non-linear! r r',r. r I".t.

parameters D and C. Hromadka ano Guymon" xDand

the non-linear parameters by Taiior series and ntegrate

=/-d, jeS. ,22) the expanded infinite series expressiot' resulting in an
f tequLalent numerical approxi.nation as a Cunction of :he

aassumed trtal function nodai point values. Another
approach to handhng the non-hnearity probiem :s to

where the first term of equation 22) cancels due to flux approximatelk inearize the 2o'erning low equation b%
contributions form neighbouring finite elements iFig. 4) assuming the non-linear parameters to be uniform m the
or satisfies zero-flux natural boundary conditions on F. finite element- for small durations of time. A: Some
and where ln.si are outward normal and tangential vector methods of determining quasi-constant values for non-
components on B, F and r', and C is an advection linear parameters are examined for a one-dimensional
parameter notation for iU.W) in F. problem in Hromadka and Gunmon:. Lsing quasi-

The finite element discretization of.Q is assumed to be constan: values of D". Cie) for :he non-linear parameters
composed of rectangles with vertex-located nodal points of :he governing flow equation f'or a small time step A
associated to each finite element domain n, i.Fig. 21. simplifies the finite element matrix system of equation122)

to:

( D" I - io'J ds 4: 0 "o,*
Gn r -r t. aI

S, 23

e The nodal domain :nte2ration method solves equa:ion

e i23 for each , b% defining functions for a At timestep5

I0 dA -- 'y . d 4 .

E_-o_ E)oo

F:quur .'. Fi,,,te clement "' ,iti cerrex io(ated iJ, - r - , --



tieidfinite clement D.,AZ I) o, _0~

.:L utcIt ~Ik0 t1ie: Jnd Iis a hinear trial function for 0 in

t.Tile ilio~c lmictilon dein1itions are extension,~ of , 1 0
iiuilai .et )I i uncion defiiions determined for a -n. I I - Y. I( \

,1i11ieIiNi01hii 10%% Problem' In the ,t ud .t !one-
ji niiial problems. :I Aas concIluded that thefI )ji
;uii...ioin. had fI r ureater effect on model .tceurazv'han s '
j d thle , fu I.Lnc:tions and that the implik)ing definitton A x.X

c:ould he mlade:

AXA

for many problems. ThiN Conclusion is %alid for both first
aind second order polknorniul trial functions %here the 3 i tf)d~J~

*Ftnite element diseretization is composed of nodal
domnains satisiying the matrix s~ mmetr% criterion.

For the asumed , eetangular finite clement . 0 3
*discretizution oif 12. a definition cif nodal domains Qs

reuquired tn order to evaluate thle f i~)unctions, Lsing I

matrix symmetry as a criterion, element niodal domains
are defined by thle intersection of Derpendicular bisectors D ,.AZ /f: 0111 1) - I
Fi. 31 pitrtitionin-, the rectangte into tour equal areas. x~ Iii( -____

The definition of i ji),,tl used for each nodal domain Q2. is
zi~en by, extendinu tile onc-Jimensional function adtend~dmi icatnsaee' s
definitionsb to obtain:an e ic! oan;P.tu

*.i nere 4' is !he ara iirectanm.le Q,. In order to nroside - I * - A -

-lernent matri\ symmetr%,J4.V A

:,101.11) M I . .)):J.k;ES, I0.S 0)~

Ahere N: t~he axeragee o( zne i~iin Finite -lement £

t~nr cuaitions 1 1;. i321_ a-nd i 2: r :te nuMer;cal
= satements d eterminec t Gae.ite -:emwnt.

re~eetxh.The nodal domAin ittegratten m-ode: ot
eeLuatuon 1-t 41i an touIiiefli statement :or tmtec :nree

NODAL DOMiAIN INTEGRATION NL\IERICAL m ouets 2onsiderita ;*r Y = 1 1,c respee::'.ek
MIODEL The v-direc::on idxeeion ierm L p" %onmer~cal

For conszant adxec:ion-d1iffuston -parameters, ciuatio n -iateinents -r ,en x

1 191 redCuce-s to the inear parmiat d!Tferen:iai equation: A

* .lhere i D-L ,.Ito) are cons'amt throughout £2Pindler and
Gra\' dexelop .I Galerk:n -Fnite element anaiocac for
c~uation 131)1. Also. equation 1 10) is readii\ ipprommrated AZ z

b:. :he \&ell known Finite difference method". and the
iubdomain version of the Ae:.!hted residuais method. 1 -361

*-\ compar:son of the Galerkin :Thite Llement ilinear triai
unetioni. 'ite difference. -id uhdomain intearation

numnerical tatemcnis to thle nodali domain inicaration A

numerical ztatement nuicatcs :na.t 'ne nodal1 dom-ain L-(-'I - .i'
ntevratton analogue can represent each of the ahoxe

Fcr :he '-dmreccion dmt.usion 'ermiI * AZ
Gaicr'.mn. undomain :nie-cration. and Finite difference --- m-T

uc~~~na~ ttmn .' inear no!. nomiai triai
.nc::,n are _!.t:c'.' i'



Shere cquanormsI 'S)I '31 "(It and I3 - arc: decrnri nd fromn

:mite dill -erence niethod,. respecti~ely The nodal domain - - i,

rIntegrationl model of equation I , an cutii'alent i~t
,tatement for equzit ion~ 3 5 . 1 anI ld :'h Or il I . -i

Finall%. the CaIpacitance itime dcrivati'el term -

nituncricai stutemeno, ire:

_jh I voi, 1 a70 2.71 /10" - /if);- 9 where thle Galerkin finite ziement, nodal domain

Integr-ation. and Finite differ-ence rnethod,, are ei'~er -.N

AX AZ 13 4 =23 respecti.eiv Eqtuation '-7, car. be direc:1'%
I,6 4W. I0Compared to thie Gaierkin 'itie ctient %!eLilt, .n Pindcr

and Gra\ '.Tioic I%

31- , -9(l ~ Other constant .alucs of qi n .quation -:m reprceen
other iumer:cal ao* prox:mnations, For exampie. r~ = i
represents an approximation Iniised on the subdomain

-3 -): - -o3;e -/00 method of' .~h e .e;duaks for a second orde
pol~nomial tria; functtorv. Audizionally. b,. use of* the

t7 AXA.Z f Iunction d.efinitions ol eqUations I2-1 and ir25i. a ariabie Py

tr iIV between subdomains ior finite -Icment matric.-si and % it
,respect to ,imne can be obtained.

AX 12- CON CLULSIONS
- I -iii ,9O.,The nodal domain !nteo.ration numerical approach has

been used to determine a nurnericai .naio,.ue .%nmcn

IIII --ip)I I ,)t)~, -incorporates t he Galcrk In finite clement. sado ma In..,nd
inteeirated f-inite dLttttere-nce methods ais spec;ai z.Ises.71e

vWt I I,- -- I-/b, 4') resulting niumer ical statement :nvokes, the sami
computational req uiremenits ais does the Gaierktn :'mt

where -quations 1391.i-W0l and (-i I are 4etermined trom eiemeni procedue Thus, a COMputeCr proeram ma. -
zhe Galerktn fi'nite element. subdomain :ntezration. and prepared ba,)sed on the nodail domain :ntezration
finite difference methods. respectiselx. The nodai domain numer:cal .tpproximation wkhici inherentl% contains :ne
intezration model of equation i42) Is an equisalent Galerkin init, element. 5ubdomain integration. and ;in;:.e
statement !or tquations t.9). t40) and 1-1; ) "or Ii=.3x. diiTerence numerical aporoxtmnations :or mne zonsierec.

The remainingi :-dtrection terms can be determined class )f Par:iai ditferent:ai -quir~ons.
similar zo the above. The resultiniz nodal domain kKO EGM.s
Integration numerical szatemnent for equation '0) on AC O'%L GE ET
Fiv. :1is ziven by: This research %~as iuppor-ted 'b the LS Arm\ Researcn:

Offic- IGrant No. DAAG_'97-,-C-00 01.
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Nodal Domain Integration Model of Unsaturated Two-Dimensional
Soil-Water Flow:

Development

T. V. HROMADKA II, G. L. GUYMON, AND G. C. PARDOEN

Department of Ciil Engineering, UntersuY of California, Irvine, California 927l

The nodal domain integration method s applied to a two-dimensional unsaturated soil water flow
problem where the solution domain is discretized into irregular nangular elements and the state vanable
is approxitmated by a spatial linear trial function within each tanguiar element. The resulting element
matrices incorporate the well-known Galerkin finite element. subdomain, and integrated finite difference
numerical statements as special cases of the nodal domain integration numerical statement.

INTRODUCTION GOVERNING EQUATIONS

Numerical solutions of two-dimensional nonlinear partial Two-dimensional unsaturated Darcian soil water flow in a
differential equations such as those that occur in the theory of nondeformable homogeneous porous media is assumed de-
unsaturated ground water flow are generally limited to solu- scribed by the partial differential equation
Lion by the finite difference or finite element methods. Finite
difference approximations. such as those described by Spald- a K az A K yiA_ O) S P (1
ing [ 1972], can be derived for rectangular and also for irregu- a x aK, ay at
lar two-dimensional domains. Finite element methods [Pinder
and Gray, 1977] can also be applied to irregular two-dimen- K - K,(x, y, ., t) (2)
sional domains. Both methods are often compared to each
sohr fomricl B oth methodsarer dftecopae to ueh where K, are anisotropic hydraulic conductivity values in theorty fHalhie, 19781. (x, y) directions, respectively, o is the total hydraulic energy

Recently, Hromadka and Guymon [1980a, b, c] have devel- head (o = Y), -. is the soil water pore pressure head. and 0

oped a new numerical approach called the nodal domain in- is the volumetric water content. In kl), water content is as-

tegration method, which has been applied to one-dimensional sumed to be a single valued function of soil water pore pres-

linear and nonlinear problems. From this numerical model, sure according to the usual soil drying curve with hystensis ef-

the finite difference, subdomain, and Calerkin finite element fects negicted. Thus

methods are included in a single numerical statement. 8(.') , < 0
In this paper, the nodal domain integration method is ap- (3)

plied to the two-dimensional triangular finite element. As spe-
cial cases. the Galerkin finite element, subdomain, and finite where 0, is assumed constant. A volumetric water content to
difference numerical models are determined by the appropri- pore pressure gradient is defined by
ate specification of a single parameter in the resulting nodal
domain integration numerical statement. Thus all three nu- 0 < 0
merical approaches are .- ciuded in one numerical statement (4)
similar to the usual Galerkin finite element matrix system. 0 ,. 0

The purpose of this paper is twofold. The first objective is to

present a basic description of the nodal domain integration
procedure as applied to the class of partial differential equa- For the above assumptions. (1) is rewritten as

tions generally encountered in the theory of unsaturated a " 8o- a r 8o- ao
groundwater flow. Detailed mathematical derivations and ap- Ox K,, + - K,- (X Y)E)
plications of this numerical approach for a one-dimensional - ax- - at

problem are contained in other papers [Hromadka and Guyv-
mon, 1980b, c]. The theoretical foundations of this numerical
method are based on the well-known subdomain technique o NODAL DOMAIN DISCRETIZATION OF SOLLTON DOMAIN

the finite element weighted residuals approach. The second Consider the partial differential operation
objective is to develop a numerical statement which represents .A(o) - " X. , e . - 2 - 2 J F (6)

4 the finite element Galerkin statement. subdomain numerical
statement, finite difference integrated control volume state- with boundary condition types of Dirichlet or Neumann spec-
menit, and the nodal domain integration statement by the ifled on boundar. F. An m-nodal point distribution can be
specification of a single parameter in the resulting triangle ele- defined in ,2 with arbitrary densit'. Figure 1) such that an ap-
ment matrtx system. proximation o for o is deftined n .2 by

t, ~ N (.X. Y)o ix.Y Ci1
Copyright t 1981 by the Amencan Geophysical Union,

Paper number W08 10. -125
(fA3-l39/8l/001W-0810S0 I.C0

' r. . . . .. ,
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A second cover of P is defined by the finite element methoo
with

U(IS)

where 1, is the closure of finite element domain el, and its
boundary r,

Let S, be the set of nodal points defined by

S= , In R,- (0) (16)

Then a set of nodal domains 2, is, defined for each finite ele-
ment domain n2. by

. . (17)

The subdomain method of weighted residuals as expressed
by (13) can be rewritten in terms of the subdomain cover of 2
by

Fig. I. Distribution of nodal points in two-dimersional domain n
with boundary r'. L (A (0 ) - w d "  V(P) - :) dA (IS)

where NVx, y) are linearly independent global shape functions With respect to the finite element discretization of n.
and o, are assumed values of the state variable p at nodal
point j. In (7) it is assumed that J(A(O)- 1) dA , (A(0)- f) dA (19)

lint (P lirn m = (x, y) e 0 (8) where for each finite element domain 2,

The nodal domain integration approach uses the topology / (A() - f) d. - (A10)- )dA ES. (10)
of sets resulting from the discretization procedure associated .1", 4 1A

with the well known finite element and integrated finite differ- From the above subset definitions and set covers of 17, appli-
ence methods. Generally, the global domain P is discretized cation of the usual subdomain method to the zoverning par-
into finite elements or control volumes and subdomains, de- tial differential operation of (6) is accomplished by an in-
pending on whether the finite element or integrated finite dif- tegration of the governing equations over the nodal domains
ference approach is used. These two discretizations share a interior of each finite element, resulting in a finite element
common nodal domain discretization of ., consequently, the matr system similar to that determined by the Galerkm 6-
resulting numerical approximations form the various numert- nite element method. The spatial definition of each nodal do-
cal methods which can ne defined by a single unifying analog, main 2. depends on the definition of both the finite element
In the following a subdomain R, and a finite element 2, a dis- and subdomain covers of 2 and t therefore somewhat arbi-
cretization of the global domain 2. is defined. From these two trary. A convenient criterion is to define the nodal domains
set covers of-2 a unifying nodal domain cover of 0 is defined, such that the resulting finite e!ement matrLx system is symme-
A closed connected spatial subset R, is defined for each nodal tric. This symmetry property is used for the definition of finite
point j such that element nodal domains in the following model development

= R, (9) of two-dimensional unsaturated soil water flow.

NODAL DOMAIN INTEGRATION MODEL
with supplementary conditions of The operator relationship for the two-dimensional unsatu.

(x, yj) E R, (x, y) C Rk j-k (10) rated soil water flow model of (5) is

R,=RjUB, (1) A(O)-, - - - K - -.- (21)
where (x,, y,) are the spatial coordinates of node j and B. is the ax !- a L

boundary of R,. It is assumed that every subdomain is disjoint Substituting (21) into (20) gives the finite element matrix sys-
except along shared boundaries, i.e.. ten for n, (Figure 3)

R, fi A, B, r) B, 12

The subdomain method of the finite element weighted residu- ax ax ay L . a
als approach approximates (6) by solving the mn equations S S, (22)

f(A(-0) - .dA - 0 (13) Expanding (22) gives

where {f (K -- d,! Kn-V ~ d,
w/, (x. y)1R

0. (x Y) EER
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ethod 3 could be made for many problems. This conclusion is valid
for both first- and second-order polynomial trial functions
where the inite element discretization is composed of nodal

(15) .domains satisfying the matrix symmetry criterion.
rd its e For the assumed triangular finite element discretization of

2, a definition of nodal domains ., is required in order to
, evaluate the f,(O , t) functions. Using matrix symmetry as a

6- criterion, element nodal domains are defined by the inter-
(section of triangle finite element medians (Figure 4) partition-

ele- 1 ing the triangle into three equal areas. The definition of i,(.,,
Fig. 2. Subdomain R, as the union of all nodal domains associated t) used for each nodal domain 2, is

(17) to nodal pointj. .r (m(') / + _ -., k) S A '
,

;sed where the first term of (23) cancels due to flux contributions 2-+l,(t) 3

.ff2 from neighboring finite elements (Figure 2) or satisfies zero- where A(" is the area of triangle ,. In order to provide ele-
flux natural boundary conditions on r and where (n, s) are ment matrix symmetry,
normal and tangential vector components on 8, r., and r,.

18) The fnite element discretization of 2 is assumed to be corn- 1,1(0, ) - f(t), )0 (/, k) E S. (29)
posed of triangles with three vertex-located nodal points asso- where
ciated to each finite element domain P, (Figure 3).

Integration of the governing flow equation on each 2, in- 7((t) - t S (30)

9) volves the definition and integration of nonlinear parameters 3
K, and 8*. Hromadka and Guymon [1980c] expand the non-
linear parameters by Taylor series and integrate the expanded For finite element domain ), the above gives the element ca-

infinite series expression resulting in an equivalent numerical pacitance PF" matrix approximation

approximation as a function of the assumed trial function -(t I I
nodal point values. Another approach to handling the nonlin- 8"(e)A"
eatity problem is to approximately linearize the governing P'(3()] 31
flow equation by assuming the nonlinear parameters to be + 1 (t)

uniform in the finite element [Myers, 19711 for small durations L-

of time,.1j. Some methods 6f determining quasiconstant val- For c(i) - 1, the element conduction matrix K' for C, is de-
ues for nonlinear parameters are examined for the one-dimen- termined from (24) and (26). From (26) the state variable flux
sional unsaturated soil water ,ow problem by Hromadka and term ooldn is approximated on (T, - F ,r f) by assuming 0
Guymon [1980a]. Using quasiconstant values of (K, 0*', "(e)) to be described in S, by a linear trial function.
for the nonlinear parameters of the governing flow equation In order to evaluate the spatially integrated flux terms of
for a small time step 1i simpliies the finite element matrix (26) for each nodal domain of a triangular finite element, the
system of (23) to triangle geometry is defined by a system of vectors as shown

in Figure 5. For the assumed linear trial function variation of

, K,, ' (24) the state variable 6 in the finite element triangle, the spatially
rf I d integrated flux term contribution to nodal domain 2, is geo-

0 5 1 S It j 6 S. metrically determined by Figure 6. Flux must contribute to 2,
through the boundaries of 0, and can be calculated by the

The nodal domain integration method solves (24) for each S, flux vector through state variable 0 values ol (at node I) and

by defining functions for a At timestep: 0' as shown in the fgure where

0' - - (0d, + 4di) (32)
d A -, d ik CS,} 25)

The integration of the spatial boundary of 2, normal to the

L -r-F'. (80n ds ' a q -t r,- r.( d'rd S j6 S, (26) considered flux vector is L/2 as shown in Figure 6. From

where ,.(O, t) is a function of time and finite element domain
2, associated nodal points; correction factor c,:) is a function
of time; and ; is a linear trial function for o in !2. The above
function definitions are extensions of a similar set of function
definitions determined for a one-dimensional soil water flow
problem [Hromadka and Guymon. 19811. In the study of one-
dimensional problems it was concluded that the ",(, t) func-
ions had a far greater effect on model accuracy than did the

c (t) functions and that the simplifying definition

C(t) - I (27) Fig. 3. Finite element 2, with three vertex-located nodal points.

' " , I _ -- - - a . ... .. . . . ..
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Darcy's i.aw, the efflux for a linear polynomial function ap-
proximation is

- X,'[ +(d/L) + r,(d2IL) - O, (33)

h

and the integrated efflux (discharge) contribution from 1 is

-K(') [O-dL + ,d2L - L'tOd (34)

2dL

which is obtained by multiplying L/2 with (33). From Figure
5 the geometric constants in (34) are

L' - Fu,2 - xi
2 

+ Y' (35)

dL-- 71IF2 - xlx, yI3y23 (36)

d-L - - ,F- -(x, 2x3 + y,.yz) (37)

where xz - x3 - x2. Using matrix notation, (34) may be writ-
ten as follows:

4X [x:3 + y23
2), -(x,3x 23 + Yi,2y), (XIX2 Y,1YI) 4

08)

Combining the finite element nodal domain equations, the Fig. 5. Vector description of triangle fnite element geolie:ry.
element conduction matrix K" for P2, is

4A'
)  

SIMILARITY OF NODAL DoMAIN INTEGRA7ION MODEL
TO OTHER NUMERICAL MODELS

(x2 + y2)3 -(x13x,2 + YIXY23), (Xl.X! - YILY,) " I n this section the finite element subdoman and Galerkin
(symmetric) (x13' + Y,3), -(XIZx3 + Y12uY) techniques of the weighted residuals method [Pinder and

(x12 ' + Y12 ) J! Gray, 19771 and the integrated finite difference method as de-
veloped by Spalding (19721 will be applied to the assumed !in-

(39) earized soil water ,low equation. The models derived from
The approximation of 124) by the nodal domain integration these numerical approaches will be compared to the nodal do-
element matrix system for f2, is main integration model and an appropriate f(z) determined

such that the element matrix system of (40) also represents
+ Plll(t)] , - (0) j 6 S. (40) these other various modeling approaches.

where , and O, are the vector of nodal point values and time
derivative of nodal point values associated to finite element Integrated Finite Difference Method
domain . ,. By using a control volume defined by the union of all nodal

domains associated to a particular nodal point iFigure 2). the

integrated finite difference approach can be derived, The con-
trol volume CV is defined by

c V, - U, tl)

The integrated influx to the control volume along the bound-
ary is the sum of influx contributions from each interior nodal
domain f2. The nodal domain P. efflux contribution from CV
(by means of the boundary r,) is determined from 1 38). The
total integrated efflux from CV, would be row i of the assem-
bled global conduction matrix derived by the usual sum of
element conduction matrices cf 39).

The integrated finite difference model assumes that o is
constant-valued in CV. Consequently,

eb dA = q, dA (42)Fig. 4. Finite element partitioned ino nodal domains. Lv,

"Ir W'
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Therefore the element capacitance matrx P'I-('I includes a
subdomain model

L2 )A 722 7 77
-' '( " 7 22 7 (48)

'7 108 7 7 22

! The integrated efflux from subdomain R. through boundary B.

is given by the fih row of the assembled global conduction
/ matrix. Therefore a subdomais model for the lineairized soil
/ water flow problem is

L

/ Galerkin Method of Weighted Residuais

The Galerkin finite element approach applied to the linear-
ized soil water flow problem for tnanguLar elements and a Lin-
ear trial function [Myers. 19711 is included in the nodal do-

main integration model by
(K111, + 1F"[21 - (0}) j E S. (50)

Nodal Domain Integration Method

Fig. 6. Geometric solution of flux distribution (for nodal domain 2) From the above the nodal domain integration model in-

for assumed :incar trial function distribution of state variable. cludes the integrated finite difference, subdomain. and Galer-
kin finite element models for constant values of :() - (2. 22/

Holding b constant in each (2. gives 7, oo). Consequently, a computer model based on the nodal
domain integration element matrix systems also includes the

0 dA . 0f d4 - 0, T(43) above numerical models by the specication of a single con-
1, 3sant for (t). These results can be compared to the one-di-

The element capacitance matrix of (31) includes the in-
tegrated finite difference statement of (43) by

8. (eLA' 0 (4
Lim Pll[Lt)ol- - 0 1 0)

'"L0 0 J

Therefore the integrated finite difference model for the linear-
ized soil water flow problem is

lin (K''0, + P'1 f(t)j 4,- (0)) j E S, (45)

Subdomain Method of Weighted Residuals

A subdomam model for the assumed linearized soil water
flow problem can be derived from the nodal domain in. *

tegration model by prescribing the trial function to be linear
in each finite element domain n. Using a linear trial function

in C2, allows a direct integration of in each 2, (Figure 7).
Therefore a subdomain approximation in n, is /

A- + 22 7 2 + 01 (46)

By comparison to the integrated finite difference model.
Fig. Linearly distributed state variable values in nodal domain

R. M CV, (C) panton .,.
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Correction to 'Nodal Domain Integration Model of Unsaturated
Two-Dimensional Soil-Water Flow: Development'

In the paper 'Nodal Domain Integration Model of Unsaturated Two-Dimensional Soi-
Water Flow: Development' by T. V. Hromadka 11. G. L. Guymon. and G. C. Pardoen
[Water Resources Research. 17(5). 1425-1431, 19811, Figures 2. 3, and 4 have been
switched and should appear as shown here.
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e
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Fig. Subdomain R. as the union of all nodal domains associated Fig. 3 Finite element n, with three vertex-:ocated nodal points.
to nodal point,

Fig. 4. Finite element parttitoned into nodal domains.
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ABSTRACT simulated frost heave. Comparison of these results
with two detailed field cases indicates a close com-

A dererministic model of frost heave based upon panson with beta distribution parameters
simultaneous analysis of coupled hear and moisture
transport is cascaded with . probabilistic model of
parameter variations. The multiparameter, deter- INTRODUCTION
minisric model is based upon submodeis of moisture
transport, heat transport. and lumped isothermal Attempts to develop mathematical models of frost
freezing processe-t The probabilistic mode) is based heave have centered on continuum-deterministic
upon Rosenblueth's method which only requires approaches which are sometimes referred to as con.
knowledge of parameter means and their coefficients zeptual or physics based approaches. Guymon et al.
of variation. The deterministic model is relatively (1980) and Hopke (1980) review these efforts.
insensitive to thermal parameter variations because Generally. mathema'tical models have included simul-
the phase change process dominates the thermal taneous heat and moisture transport in a one-dimen-
regime of a freezing moist soiL The model is sensitive sional ,column. While there is almost total agreement
to hydraulic parameters which control the rate that these two processes must somehow be included
mobile liquid water is drawn into the free:ing soil in any model of frost heave, there is considerable
region. Four hydraulic parameters were varied within uncertainty and disagreement on the ice segregation
reported and assumed levels of parameter variation processes itself. The processes occurring in the
for tvo soils; a frost-susceptible silt and a marginally freezing zone are, unfortunately, poorly understood.
frost-susceptible dirty gravel for which laboratory There also are somewi:at divergent objectives in devel.

* data on parameters and frost heave were available. oping these models as explicitly or implicitly ;viewed
The resulting frost heave variations were fit to a beta by the various authors, and these differences in objec.
distribution and confidence limits of at least 95% tives have led to differences in approaches. One
were predicted within two sigma bounds. The coeff - purpose of !his paper is to present a more systematic
cient of variation of unfrozen hydraulic conductivity basis for viewing or judging the frost heave modein2
primarilv determines the coefficient of variation of exercise.

016S-23:X1310000-0000S02.50 ,: 1981 Elsevic: Sci-ten€tic Puoiishinj Company
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Guymon et al. (1981) have questioned the funda- inherent discrete nature of porous media. To Jo this.
mental concept of using deterministic models because a new probabilistic approach will be presented which
of uncertainty concerning model parameters and avoids the commonly used and sometimes expensive
modeling concepts of the ice segregation process. Monte Carlo method. Although a particular math.
They suggest that probabilistic concepts should be ematical model will be used (Guymon et al., 19S0)
coupled with deterministic approaches. to develop a probabilistic-deterministic model, the

Chamberlain (1980) has recently conducted theory developed here is generally appiicable to deter-
comprehensive studies of field frost heave for a small ministic models proposed by others.
section of roadway i Hanover, NH, with sandy silts
as the base material. The variations of frost heave
were carefully measured at 455 discrete points and SYSTEMS CONCEPTS
were fitted to a beta-probabiity distribution, sug-
gesting that frost heave can be evaluated as a Figure I is an approach to viewing the modeling
probabilistic process. Chamberlain observed a coeffi- process. The prototype system S (e.g. a laboratory
cient of variation of about 72% and a maximum and soil column) is subject to excitations, x (or inputs)
minimum frost heave of about 3 and 2 standard which are spatially and temporarily distributed.
deviations, respectively. The maximum mean frost Spatially and temporally distributed outputs are
heave he observed was 4.2 cm and frost penetra- observed. Inputs or boundary conditions may be
tion was 90 cm. Numerous "undisturbed" sam- subfreezing temperatures, water table location, and
ples collected at this site for determining hydraulic surface surcharge toverburden). Outputs may be frost
parameters should be useful in defining the sta- heave, y. or soil pore pressure. temperatures, or ice
tistical properties of these parameters which may content. Because it is usually impossible to measure
in turn be related to the observed frost heave varia- x exactly, subsystem X indicates a model process :o
tions. We have made similar measurements at 39 determine an index, x', of x which has some error.

discrete points on a taxiway at the Albany County In our case we are Zeneraily lumping x in space but
Airport in Albany, NY. A maximum mean heave are preserving, to the extent possible. any low-fre-

of 1.65 cm was observed on 1l February 1980 quency dynamic charactenstics of x. Since our ceter-

when frost had penetrated less than 50 cm into the ministic model ,M is based upon the continuum as-
silty-sand sub-base material. A maximum 130 coef- sumption, certain parameters ar:se in the model
ficient of variation for heave was obtained. Ob- derivation which purport to characterize S (e.g.
served maximum and minimum heave values ".3- cm thermal conductivity o: hydrauiic conducuVIty).
and 0.9 cm are equivalent to approximately plus and Suosystem P indicates this modeling or sampling pro-

minus two standard deviations. Cores of frozen cess which yields imperfectly known parameters, p:.

ground where ice lensing has occurred also suggest a Model outputs, y'. will therefore be imprecise but
process exhibiting random features. Ice lenses will may be compared to imperfect observations of.; for
occur in a seemingly random pattern in a core only
a few cm in diameter. Analysis of such a "one- X (st)
dimensional" core uniformly frozen so that there
would be a generally uniform distribution of ice.
indicated little relation between the frequency of ice
lenses along three vertical transects taken 4 cm apart. m E '

Ice lenses were on the order of 0.4 mm thick. An ice 5 7
lens might occur on one horizontal transect and just
4 cm horizontally to the right or left no ice iens was I P
visible. IX, (0) NI

A central objective of this paper is to develop a - ! (')
probabilistic concept of frost heave which includes rig. 1. A schematic of the modeLing process sho,,ni

the usual deterministic approaches but recognizes the modeling uncertainty

u
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some bounded time period to determine model ancer- effectively integrate all hydraulic. themial and Them-
tainty. e(t), where ical processes taking place in a finite column of soil

t= v'(r) -y(t) (I so that by measuring one output. frost heave, all
e a i yother processes are indirectly sampled. Frost penetra-

We are considering y as lumped in order to make this tion depths can also be accurately measured and they
computation. Modeling uncertainty is arbitrarily provide some indication of parameter vanability

grouped into four general areas: effects.
I. Errors a, due to the choice of M which

includes the choice of a numencai analog.
2. Errors o2 due to spatial and temporal discreti- BRIEF REVIEW OF DETERMINISTIC MODEL

zation and averaging.
3. Errors t3 due to boundary conditions (i.e. Guymon et al. (1981) descrtbe the zeterrurusuc

choice of r and due to choice of intial condi- model, and these details will not be repeated here.
tions. Only a general summary of the model will be

4. Errors a. due to the selection of Pi; i.e. choice presented.
ofP. The model is applicable to a saturated or insat-

The total model uncertainty is some function of the a, orated, one-dimensional, verticai, soil column which

errors is subjected to time-dependent variations in ;pper
and lower boundary temperature and pore water
pressure conditions. The upper boundary -ondit:on

where the ai errors may be interrelated and e may be is assumed to be a no-moisture flux condition if the

non-stationary. Because of approximations necessar- soil surface is frozen. Additonaily, a surface sur-
ily incorporated in the model there will obviously be hiarge or overburden condition :s accommodated -y
some error or uncertainty in model predictions, the model. Major assumptions emplo.ed .n !he mode!
Furthermore, the complex and nonlinear nature of are:
the model requires comparison to prototype situa- I. Unsaturated moisture flow theory applies and
tions to evaluate its precision. Darcy's law is valid in the unfrozen zone and

An investigation of errors associated with the the f7reezing fringe.

choice of numerical methods ie.z. finite difference 2. Moisture movement is by hquid "ilms drtven by
and finite element methods) and spatial and temporal the total hydraulic head energy gradient.
discretization is the subject of a future paper. Bound- 3. Moisture movement in :rozen zones is nevu-
ary condition effects will also be investigated in a gable.
future paper. 4. The well known heat equation, including a

The major thrust of this paper will concentrate on sensible heat advecion ,erm. applies to "he
parameter errors associated with an assumed uniform entire soil profile.
soi profile. It is well known (Harr. 1977: Nielsen et 5 The unfrozen zone !s nondeformable and :ne

al.. 1973; Warrick and Nielson, 1980) that consider- frozen zone is only deformable due t, ice !.-rs
able variation is observed in Field sois that are within 2rowth.

a small eeographical area and may be generally classed n. The ,luid sink due to freezing anc -e attnt
as the same soil. Moreover. most field soil profiles neat process ma\ be decoupled :nto an iso-
are layered (non-uniform) althouzh they a-e often thermail approach (i.e. a heat balance process).
simplified to an -average- uniform soi profile for ". !ce seerezation occurs when moisture drawn
analysis. This usually unknown vanabilit, coupled into the freezing zone exceeds the sod porosity
with sampling and measuring errors is significant, minus an unfrozen water content factor. cor-
Frost heave is an ideal process to study b. probabil- retted fcr ,'ciumetr:c ice exoansion.
istic methods since it is sensitive 'o mnor v.r.at:ons R Hysteresis :s not present and a"l 'unctions are
in soil properies and environmental conditions. sincie valued and piecc-.5se zcntnuous.
Moreover, frost heave or ,ce segregation zrocesses Overrurcen and surcharge effects are include,
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by adding these pressures to pore water pres- " " r

sures at ice segregation fronts only. " ,.

10. Salt transport effects are negligible-, i.e. the
freezing point depression of soil water is con-
stant, and the unfrozen moisture content at a
given temperature is constant. .e

11. Constant parameters are invariant with respect T

to time; i.e. they do not change in response to

freeze-thaw cycles.
The model is based upon simultaneous solution of 2 +

partial differential equations of heat and moisture . ,
flux in the unfrozen zone wherein it is assumed un-

saturated flow is modeled by unsaturated flow uM'Qoe,
theory ,

3 KH(afax)i 30, P,, 38i• : ,(3)
ax at Pi at

_______ 0 T.

and the well known sensible heat conduction-
advection equation Fig. 2. Illustration of deterirunristic model resuts at a z:ven

time level ifrom Guymon ei ai. 1981).
atKT(aT/3x)] aT aT ow a61

K C. v : Cm - L, 4)
ax ax at Pi dt content factor, 3n, and soil porosity. 9 o , are shown.

where The primary variables and T are ,ompute, :om

t = time and 0, segregated ice) are computed. From :his

latter quantity, lumped heave is computed as s.own
0 = total head - x i where 1= pore pres- i .sure head) Fi..

0, = volumetric unfrozen water content
8 i = volumetric ice content TABLE I

PwPi = density of water and ice respectively
K H = K() = hydraulic conductivity Soil parameters required for the 1eterminis.:c model

T = temperature Parameter Description
KT = thermal conductivity of soil-water-ice

mixture n.A w  Characterize soil water versus pore pressure
L2 = volumetric latent heat of fusion for bulk relationship for unfrozen soil

water K(v) Unfrozen hydraulic conduc:uviry versus pore
Cw = volumetric heat capacity of water pressure relationship

Cm = volumetric heat capacity of soil-water-ice E Parameter to correct K(,i for ice in freezing
mixture zone i as funct:on of 9,, ice :onent)

The moisture sink and latent heat components of Porosity
eqns. (3) and (4) are decoupled and are soived using
an isothermal approximation (Hromadka et al., Lttrozet' water :ontinl ator
1981). These components only exist in freezing or C, Volumetric heat caoaciry of soil

thawing zones of the soil profile. K,  Thermal conductivity if soil
Figure 2 illustrates the computation process at a Sod density

specific time !eve. An overburden pressure (as head r posru cepression at o aer
of water), s,., is shown. Also the unfrozen water
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Numerical solution is by the nodal domain integra- parameter. Values were randomly generated from an
tion method (Hromadka and Guyman. 1981) which assumed probability distribution and were appiied to
requires a spatial discretization of the order of 1 cm. a deterministic model. Typically. most investigations
The time domain solution is by the Crank-Nicolson of this nature use a large number of runs. i.e. 500 or
method which requires temporal discretization on . more. Because of the apparent need for many Monte

order of 0.5 h and a parameter update frequency on Carlo runs, this type of stochastic analysis can be
the order of 1.0 h. Equations are temporarily de- expensive, particularly if the variance is non-
coupled during discrete time periods and parameters stationary for the type of dynamic problems being
are assumed constant within each discrete spatial considered and if the vanance should be significantiy

solution domain. different for different soil types.
The model is a multiparameter model and is highly A alternative- approach to the Monte Carlo

nonlincar. Table I lists the sod parameters required method is proposed that is based upon Rosenblueth's
by the model. The heat and fluid transport processes (1973) method, but because this method is not wide-
are coupled through the latent heat process and the ly known in the open literature, a heuristic deriva-
parameters that must be employed in the derivations tion of the method will be presented for the case

of eqns. (3) and (4). Fortunately, soil systems are of one random variable. Suppose
usually highly damped, permitting reasonable approx-
imations without employing costly iteration tech- Y = f(x) (5)
niques. The model is efficient and can be solved on where f(x) is an arbitrary, continuously differentiable

the t'unic!ass computers usmg FORTR-kN IV frequency distribution of the random variable x. The
language. usual procedure for determining the expectance or

mean and the second moment or variance of v is

PROBABILJTY MODEL to expand y around x (the mean of x_ using a
Taylor's series (Harr. 977).

Freeze (i 1975) and others have investigated :he Aternatively. one may use Rosenoiueth's method

combination of stochastic and deterministic models, which is analogous to determining the recu:red sirmple
In particular, Freeze considered the problem of support forces for a statically stabie wetghtless -leam

groundwater flow mi a non-uniform one-dimensional with an arbitrary load (Fig. 3). Now suppose fix) has

homogeneous medium. On the basis of his study, been normaleed so :hat the *otaj load equals unity,

Freeze had "doubts atout the presumed accuracy i.e.
of the deterministic zonceptual models that are so L
widely used in groundwater hydroiogy." If he had I f(x)dX (6)

doubts about a similar but simpler system. -4e must d
0

confess considerabie pessimsm about deterministic
models of the more complex ice segregatton proces-

ses. Only a few parameters were of concern to Freeze
1975), but we are considering the 10 parameters L
shown in Table I. Values of the heat capac ty,
hermal conductivity, density and latent heat f(x)

.apacity of water and ice were obtained from

;tandard tabies.
Freeze's ( 1975) stochastic anaiysis was based upon

F , the well known Monte Carlo technique (Hart 1977)
which requires an assumption of the stastcal I X f rm

distribution of the stochastic variables. Freeze

assumed porosity was normally distributed and Y,
saturated hydraulic conductivity was log-ncrmally
distributed, and used 500 Monte Carlo runs for each Fig 3. Schematic iustrating Rosenblueth's method.
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Also, suppose the mean value of x and its zoefficient where for the moment it is assumed the p, are unccr-
of variation are known for V discrete values of x. related. Similar to the heunstic oroof above for one
where these statistical properties are defined in the variate. Rosenblueth deduced the general relatonship
usual manner

E ) x = ( a E[(, I = y . ,,, 'v . ,,r ' +

.. . ( ' . Ifv V!1

1 .V where there are m ,arameters to De considered. anc
Vx= E(x:) - [Ei )] = . x , x) (7b) .V is the exponent (moment) of v. The notation

0Y -. m indicates the use of all sicn permutations of
where , is the variance of x. The coefficient of Y,
vartation is given by Y S PM: S P -

CV = S.x,.. (8) where pi is the mean of the :th parameter ind S,: :
the standard deviation of the parameter. The sub-

where Sx is the standard deviation and is equal to the script sign is determined by the sign of Sp. The mean
positive square root of the variance. Adopting the and variance of are computed :n the :suai :asr.cn
notation vG E(y') f

y. = fii[0) = E 11,):]-[E )]: ,
= f(G-sx),(9)

Now suppose some or ail or the o: are :orretazeal.
static equilibrium of the beam shown n F;. 3 will Rosenbiueth's method can ce ex.ended isir, !.-.e
be achieved 7f covariance (coy) staris'tc [Hart .- )J as :ojo's;

- . -v. covtpr ,Pu: v :" " (l~~(IOa) , : hg =  -'
- * uluar = _____sp SPI?

and where i is the covariance measure and the sunscrt.:s

denote there are 'n random variables (parametersi
SY= v . (l0b) that are correlated a pair at a :ne. Define a q-fur.

tiun such that there wil be M of these funczons -iven

This can be heuristically proven by noting that by

f(x) -an be expanded in Taylor's series (Harr. 19-7) M gh;
and the mean and variance calculated by qii = I - g :

• (.) 5i" i)SX (I la) h.1

S:t = XJS li - )Q g ;W

The validity of eqns. (10a) and (.0b) can be demon- 9 1 gi<,h
* strazed by assuming any arbitrary differentiabie .unc- where the mi. ', are all the permutazions o" r..e

uon f(x). usin eqn. 9 in eqns. (lOa) and (lObI, andi
* showing the esult equal to eqns. (1la) and (HIlb. signs ot the standard devuatton c: each parameter

Isua' :s a unction where each sign is attached to the substri. T'-,!
The simulated frost heave. y'.are sea cnei as

many parameters. p, including the input conditions
x i.e. .

1(: n V
' I= ,p . p . n,x') " : £ y. = .- - IC. .,,Iv.. .



and the first and second moments are comnputed as in where to find the a and parameters one rieed;
eqns. ( 15) and 116). Equation ( 19) reduces to eqn. know Y. SY.. and a and b. the lower and upper buuriu
( 13) in the event all o are zero (iCe. the P, are all un- of the distribution. The * orameters y and S,. _-e

correlated and q = I ). generated by Rosenblueth's method. The j anic b
Rosenblueth's method is a powerful tool that is parameters may be estimated by data sucr. as

ideally suited to the type of problem being con- Chamberlain (1980) has developed. He found tat
sidered. No prior assumptions are required concerning a =y-2S, and b = + 3S, for one field stuic-
the probability distribution Of the parameter Once a beta distribution is determined. contiaerice
vwattabes. Only an -st'matt of parameter mean and limits and other desired statisticai ' r:,pert:es i
coefficient of variation are necessary. This method '')anbe established (Harr, 19-7).
requires only that the functional relaiionship between Questions yet to be resolved include the zues-,ion
y' and x' need be specified. i.e. the deterministic Of statonar-ty, or in other words, how will the
model. The method is 2eneral, however, and is appli- statistical properties of f(y) vary w-ith time' Thle
c:able to any detrrmin.- tic mnodel. Instead of the second question conce~ns the nature of f' v) -o r
many costly simuiartions requited by the commnonly various soils. Can a single beta-disinbution oe :ounc
employed Monte Carlo method, only f"' simnulations that iS appicable :to a Class Of Soils. Such as ',e SO-
are req'uired asingz the present mondifiIcation of Rosen- cald"rstssetbl ol"
blueth :s method. ,'rs-scpilsos"

Given a measure ot' narameter vanarxtv :he first
and Second moitients of predicted :rost 'neave c-an be APPLICATION OF MODEL
readily computed. giving useful staut~sical information
to establish a 3ang=e of oessible frost heave rather than The mode was applied to a set at laboratory
a single deterministic value. Wh:ie higher momrenits data obtained from a verticxl soil coiumn ecuip;oed
can '-e ootained to give some :notcation of Skewness witni remoerature and water levei cntrol and in stru -
and :;eakedniess, this :-iormation .s norot g reat. ig- muto to measuve soil ,em"eravj-es and :ore
rur-icance to the present )b'ect~ve. 'water pressures (descn-bed by Ber2 er al.. 79SC

The capability .)f extending knowledge by sup- Ineersoll1 and Berg, j98 I . Two different uir:,orm
posing we know nothing about -he d.tstn-button of soils were- placed :n t.he column to ;bai o.Danson

r05t h-eave "oilows frm Chebeshev's mreouality data: a well k.Inown ros sucoi oil. Fairban.-<a
silt, and a weakly tro.st-suscevtt.bie zi" rave.. Wles,

P IS .-~SY]~I- O L-banon g-ravel. Guvmnon et al. (I08: --eore n
- ,1 comparisons zo( simulated frost -ea- e and -measLutec

For xampe. f tw stndar deianois re ue d laboratory frost heave ,or b:oth :estraied jnc- tt-
Forexaple f wo tanarddevatins re sed restrained cases using Fairbanks sitl amnong ci:e7

h=-), -he crobability th4at ,v is bounded '.y = hS. Is soils.
Rreater than or !c Ual to 757 . Now if it !s assumedY is~ The simrulation orocedure conisists oi r'

svmnettcalvd~srtbte. Guss neuaitymaybe hydraulic parameters using -rmolded samPles -f i!

applie same soil employed i the frOst aea. e co Iu:-n
~--- ~ ~ ~ - (21) Porositv and density are derermine,_ --sing samot

9h- tecniniques. A modified Temoe cell. as descrted 'n%
Inizersoll and Berg 11981 ), was used to determ.e ne

.vhichi says for h='_ thiere is a 2reater or equal soil characteristic dr~ing curve and the unsa.'trate
probability of S9cc that v is so bounded. Finaly, hydraulic conductivity relationship. An ave7aCe criar-
eiven additional information the distribution of v~ acteristic zreot two tests on Fibnssl h%-

-an )me turther narrowed. A vetsatile .istr-Jburion to in Fig. 4 toeethcc with the paramnete7S Used to
assume is the beta distribution i Harr, i 97-d): describe this curve in ihe mnodel wh. ere

& Yitb -i 9.)

Ii .4,~ 1
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Zco 2 solid line fits data obtained from the modjied TemPe
ceU and the broken line fits data obtained from a
volumetric pressure plate extractor. The deterministic

ooo -, \model uses unfrozen hydraulic conductivity data as a
\\\\, ~discrete table where intermediate values are deter-

C8o0 A\ .0 o,4 -so mined by linear interpolation. The partly frozen sod

n - 1,,4 hydraulic conductivity correction factor, E, where

6 0\o K(,Oi) = K() I-0 E  (:4)

- I- was determined by calibration such that a deter-
500 ' '\0 .ministic simulation of frost heave closely approx-

g 400- i 338 imated measured frost heave in the aboratory

0.867 'freezing column. Other parameters in Table 1 such as

20 _ ,- 'z the. thermal parameters, were assumed. Tabie 2lists
the parameters used in the "best" deterministic

9\X . simulation of measured frost heave for both
o ,o) o a o.a oR 4 Fairbanks slt and West Lebanon gravel. It is assumed

that these parameters represent the mean parameterVoiume.tric Woter Content c¢mi/:~mt values for the sol in the laboratory freezing column.
Fig. 4. Soil-water characteristic for Fairbanks silt (average of Boundary and initial conditions applied to he
two tests).

laboratory column were approximated as closely as

These parameters fit the actual curve with less than a possible in the deterministic model simuiaticns.
:0.03 error. Unfrozen hydraulic conductivity versus Because there is inherently some uncertainty con-

pore water pressure, K(Q), for a sample of Fairbanks ceming boundary conditions, a prec.se simulation was
silt during a drying cycle, is shown in Fig. 5. The not expected or attempted.

SPa

T - TAELE 2

Mean soil parameters used in model simulations

Parame'er Soil

Fairbanks silt W. Lebanon gravel

- 7 w 0.0004 " 0.119
17 /n1.14 0-50a

_ K(,v=0) 0.04 :m h' asd 0.42cm h, a.,-;c" /_ E b o0 b

0. 150, 0.082
8, 0.425 a 0.27 a

05 1.6 a 1.9 9 ag~~T 0"- -01 ~ "oc
Ks 17 cal cm" C' h-1c 17 cal cm-' C- h-

CS  0.3 cal r-'C
-  0.3 cal cmn-C' c

* c 8cc 620 C zo 0 aMeasured in laboratory.bDetermmed by model calibration.
P,e dv.e- "e~s cr :.1) Assumed.

g. Unfrozen hydraulic .. -iuct vsty for Fairbanks silt dSee Fig. 5 for complete relationship.
solid line ierrvei ,, modai:ed tempe ceil. broken line eC.om0iete relationship not shown herein.

derived from volumetric pressure plate extractor). 'Average ot t.o laboratory tests.
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TABLE 3

Comparison o measured unrestrained and. simulated frost heave vary ng sod parameters for Fairbanks silt fen

Day Measured Best Tf
= -0.005 0.82 K, 1.33 CS  1.3 K.,) 1.15 On  1.!3 0. 1.1 E

simulation

5 1.6 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.6 1.6 1.5 1.5
0 2.3 2.6 2.6 2.6 2.? 2.8 2.8 2.7 2.6

15 3.9 3.5 3.5 3.6 3.6 3.7 3.7 3.7 3.5
20 4.4 4.4 4.4 4.4 4.4 4.6 4.6 4.6 4.3
25 5.0 5.1 5.1 5.2 5.2 5.3 5.3 5.4 5.0
30 5.6 5.7 5.8 5.9 5.8 6.0 6.0 6.1 5.7

Table 3 compares simulated and measured un- variation effect on the charactenstic curve. Numerous

restrained cumulative frost heave for the Fairbanks measurements we have made on sdts and similar soils
silt case. To evaluate the effect of a single-parameter suggest that hysteresis effects would be adequately
variation while holding all other parameters at their bounded by such an approach. We believe there is
assumed mean value, seven additional simulations are now no reason to explicity include hysteresis in any
shown in Table 3. Although a substantial variation in soil phenomena related nodel. This process can be
K s shows some sensitivity, it was assumed that adequately dealt with by :ncorporation of a probabd-

thermal parameters would have a minor effect on istic model.
frost heave simulation results for Fairbanks silt under The so-called "unfrozen water -ontent 1actor
the conditions of the laboratory tests. The reason for controls the available space for pore ice to develop
this is that phase change processes overshadow before ice segregation occurs. In the deterministic
sensible heat processes in a freezing soil. Although model, this parameter also determines the un-
not shown, parameter variations for Fairbanks silt restrained pore water pressure at the bottom of the
have an insienificant effect on simulated frost frozen zone (Fig. 2), thereby determining the
penetration which very closely approximated hydraulic gradient and the rate water is drawn into
measured frost penetration. Frost heave showed the freezing zone. The balance between the rate of
marked sensitivity to hydraulic parameter variations, heat extraction and water importation to this zone is
Consequently, these parameters were selected for a the controlling factor in the ice segregation pro-
more detailed analysis using Rosenblueth's method. cesses as the deterministic model is conceived. For
The most sensitive parameters are porosity, unfrozen this reason, the hydraulic conducivity of the soil
water content factor, and unfrozen hydraulic con- system is obviously an important, if not the most
ductivity. significant, parameter, although it is difficult to

Varying porosity within reasonable bounds affects measure accurately for unsaturated ,fne-gratned soils

the results by modifying the mass accumulation term and is subject to considerable uncertainty. Very little
in the moisture transport equation (3) by modifying work has been done on measurng hydraulic conduc-
the available pore space in the soil for ice to develop tivity for partly frozen soiis in the range o tempera-
without ice segregation occurring, and by modifying tures found in field soils under winter conditions.

the soil-water characteristics (eqn. (23)). Varying The "best" simulation results for measured frost
porosity can also account for hysteresis (Fig. 4) heave of West Lebanon gravel are shown in Figs. 6
which is not considered in the deterministic model. and 7. The laboratory results for a slightly restrained

To include this phenomenon would necessitate the soil (i.e. 0.5 lbf/int or 3.45 kPa surcharge) were used
incorporation of memory into the model, significant- for parameter calibration isee Table 2); :he results are
!y increasing the computation effort and probably shown in Fig. 6. A restrained (i.e. 5.0 lbf'in, or 34.5

not markedly improving the computation precision or k.Pa surcharge) laborator, case with identical boundary
certainty. Figure 4 shows a plus and minus 13.3% conditions to the slightiy restrained case was
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which we are concerned. Obviously density variations
e A are highly important since porosity and the hydraulic

I 'J aed ------ parameters are closely correlated to density.
2- ! Freeze (1975) reviews some references :hat deal

with porosity and hydraulic conductivity variations
S ' ,eand Hart (1977) reviews some of the available litera-

2 60

Tme Ways ture on these and other soil parameter statistics.
Warrick and Nielson (1980) review their own data .s

well as those of others for soil density. water content.
particle Size, and hydraulic conductivity vanariuns.
Schultze (197.) obtained a coefficient of variation
for porosity of silt of 13.3% while Nielsen et al.
11973) obtained an average coefficient of variation of
10.0% for a clay-loam soil. They also obtained a
coefficient of variation for the same soil for sod-
water characteristics that ranged from 10% at low
tensions to about 2% at moderate tensions (i.e.

T 200 cm of water). We know of no similar data for -he
Fig. 6. Observed and simulated frost heave and frost penetra- unfrozen water content factor: however, we assume
tion f'or West Lebanon gravel with a 0.5 Ibfiin' (3.45 kPa) sur- a similar range of behavior as for porosity. A coeffi-
charge. cient of variation of 15-% is probably adequate to

describe most frost susceptible soils. Nielsen et al.
simulated without adjusting parameters. As can be (1973) performed extensive analysis on :he variability
seen from Fig. 7., he results are satisfactory. of unsaturated hvdraulic conductivity for czay-loam

The effect of :oil density variations was not soil. They report a coefficient of variation that ranes
studied because this oarameter has a minor effect on from 100 to 450% for field variations. Laboratory
overburden pressures for shallow freezing cases with measured vanations for the same soil might be on the

lower end of this range (i.e. 100%). Very little work
has been done on determining partially frozen soil
hydraulic conductivity, let alone determining
measurement or sampling errors and field variability.
It is probably safe to assume considerably more
variability for frozen soil than for an unfrozen soil.

For lack of more definitive data, we assume a coef-
1 2 4 6 9 0 ficient of variation of 500%,, for frozen soil hyidraulic

conductivity. If the E-factor varies by 10'.. about a
500% coefficient of variation in frozen soil hydraulic

S conductivity is obtained when we couple the E.
factor variation to the unfrozen hvdrauiic conduct:v-

-,ity variation.

-Uthough there may be some autocorre!at:cn
,'. between hydraulic parameters, the correlation coeffi.

cient was taken :o be zero (i.e. p = 0, eqn. i-)).
Limited attempts to correlate parameters showed a
very weak correlation between porosity and hydraulic
conductivity: however. sufficientidata were not avail-

Fig. 7. Observed and simulated frost heave and 'lost penetra- o draw defi nitve s u i n s.

tion for West Lebanon ravel with a 5.0 Ibfiin2 (34.5 kPa) able to draw definitive conclusions.
surcharge. Eauations 13)-(16) were used as previousi\

, 4 .. -, - . - - ... " - I
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described to generate the mean and variance of ity. Although we have not attempted longer siniula-
simulated heave due to parameter variation. Four tions using Rosenblueth's method. it is reasonable to
parameters were used in the procedure where m = 4 expect a stationary coefficient of variaton. Based
in eqn.(13) and upon Field data obtained by Chamberlain (1980).
0 = 1 " C we have assumed a beta-distribution lower bound of-, ( C)0 three standard deviations (Chamberlain actually ob-

8, 1 t ±C , r() tained two) and an upper bound of four standard

K = 1 - CV)K() () deviations. The a and 3 parameters of the beta-
E = (1 CV'E distribution are derived after Harr (1977) and are

I - listed for each simulation day tabulated.
where the bar denotes the assumed mean value used As can be seen. a approximately equals a constant
in the "best" calibration simulation. All other param- 3.2, and 0 about equals a constant 4.8 in the last
eters were held constant. two-thirds of the simulation. The probability con-

Boundary conditions measured in the laboratory Fidence limits are also shown in Table 4" for two
were closely approximated in the simulations. standard deviations. The results are slightly skewed

Boundary condition errors were effectively elim- since we deliberately choose a slightly skewed
mated by using the same boundary and initial condi- distribution (Harr. 1977). Other confidence bounds
tions for each separate simulation. However. because can be easily obtained by integrating eqn. (22 be-
there are boundary condition errors we can only tween any desired limits.

comment on variations around a mean and cannot Additional simulations were performed for un-

comment on simulation error (eqn. (I )), resulting restrained Fairbanks silt and slightly restrained and
from parameter variability, restrained West Lebanon gravel. A summary of the

Table 4 presents results for a 30-day simulation normalized results is shown in Table 5. The results

assuming parameter coefficients of vanation for shown in Table 4 are normalized and repeated in

80, 8,. E. and Kf ') of 13.3, 15, 10. arid 30%. respec. Table 5 on the first line. Similar to the results shown
tively, and using parameters for unrestrained Fair- in Table 4, the coefficient of variation of simulated
banks silt. As can be seen the mean frost heave using rost heave becomes essentav, stationar after the

Rosenblueth's method closely approximates the :irst five days. As can be seen from Table . there :s

"best" simulation shown in Table 3. The coefficient considerable vanation in the coefficient of variation
of variation of simulated frost heave deried from depending on the soil simulated. the magnitude of
employing Rosenblueth's method is essentiallv sta- parameter variations, and the surcharge condition.

tionary after some possible initial numerical ins:abil- Nevertheless, the a and 3 parameters of the beta-

TABLE 4

Simulated frost heave for unrestrained Fairbanks silt using Rosenblueth's method and varying 0, t 1 3.37, On 1514. E- 103.
and K(, ) i 30c

Day Mean Standard Coefficientof a=Y-3S, b='4Sy a PIYCYV2Sv Ply >Y-2S,'
cumulative deviation variation
frost heave
(cm)

5 1.5 0.16 11 1.0 2.1 3.55 4.47 0.96 0.97
10 2.6 0.24 9 1.9 3.6 3.85 5.93 0.97 0.99
15 3.5 0.31 9 2.6 4.- 3.24 4t65 0.96 0.98
20 4.3 0.38 9 3.2 5.8 3.24 4.78 0.97 0.99
25 5.1 0.44 9 3.8 6.9 3.24 4.87 0.96 0.98
30 5.8 '3.51 9 4.3 7.3 3.29 4.72 0.96 0.98

- . .
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TABLE S

Simulated frost heave statistics using Rosenblueth's method and an assumed beta-distribution for unrestrained Faubanks silt and
unrestrained and restrained West Lebanon gravel

Soil Parameter coefficient Normalized simulated O/y bly a A Py -2Sy 4y.V * 2SyIl

of variation frost heave

a , On E K(,o) CV%) Min Max

Fairbanks silt 13.3 15 10 30 9 0.86 1.12 0.74 1.34 3.3 4.8 96

Fairbanks silt 20 20 20 so 17 0.76 1.24 0.48 1.66 3.6 5.5 97

Fairbanks silt 13.3 15 10 100 95 0.05 2.10 -1.84 a 4.79 3.7 5.3 97

W. Lebanon
gravel - 0.5 psi
surcharge 13.3 15 10 30 20 0.67 1.33 0.39 1.81 3.7 5.3 97

W. Lebanon
gravel - 5.0 psi
surcharge 13.3 15 10 30 107 0 2.91 -2.21a 5.28 3.4 5.2 97

W. Lebanon
gravel - 0.5 psi
srcharge 13.3 15 10 100 103 0 2.45 -2.09 a  5.12 3.4 4.9 97

aA minus value used !o derive beta distr:bution parameters.

distribution are quite similar, suggesting a universal "hat confidence linits are slightly skewed. To derive
frequency distribution is applicable to the model we a meaningful beta-distribution it was necessary to
are employing. An a of about 3.5 and a 3 of about assume a lower limit a that was ne2ative in several
5.0 will generally reproduce the same coefficient of cases. Obviously, the lowest possible value of frost
variation tabulated, using the correct a and b limits, heave must be zero.
with only a minor difference in results. The last Although :he results are not presented here.,
coiumn of Table 5 lists the smallest percent probabil- parameter variations were found to have little direct
ity that the computed heave will lie within two effect upon simulated frost penetration. The reason
standard deviations of the mean. Recall from Table 4 for this is that latent heat effects dominate the

thermal process and we assume that the thermal coef-
TABLE 6 ficient of phase change is a constant and equal to the

value for bulk water. The computation of frost pene-
Comparison of simulated heave for non-uniform and uniform tration is influenced by the amount of frost heave
soil profiles with average parameters derived from non- estimated. Thus, an error in computed frost heave
nform profile will influence the estimate of frost penetraton.

Day Cumulative frost heave (cm) A non-uniform soil profile situation was examined
to demonstrate the feasibility of modeling a 'ayered

Uniform proftle Non-uniform profile soil profile as an averaged uniform profile. Because

S 2.0 2.1 we have not conducted laboratory studies of rcn-
10 3.1 3.2 uniform, layered, soil profiles, we assumed a situation
IS 3.9 3.9 similar to the case represented in Table 4. Slightly
:0 ..4 4.4 different boundary conditions were used since the
25 4.8 4.8 computer :ode "or the layered case uses a somewhat
30 5.0 5.0 different bounda' condition simulator. First it was

. ...... __ _____-___ S r - " ' T: "
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assumed that the soil profile irom surface down should be viewed as a specil case since West Lebanon

was a 5 cm layer of sandy soil, a 5 cm layer of silty gravel is marginally frost-susceptible and a 5.0 lbf/in
soil, a 5 cm layer of clayey silt soil, and finally surcharge is about the critical pressure to restrain
a 30 cm layer of silty soil. Representative hydraulic frost heave completely. In this situation frost heave is
parameters were applied and frost heave simulated for much more sensitive to parameter variations than
30 days of real time. The resulting heave was com- when the system is only moderately restrained.
pared to a similar simulation using exactly the same It appears that a conservative universal approach
boundary conditions but assuming a uniform soil to defining the coefficient of variation of simulated
profile with hydraulic parameters about equal to the deterministic heave would be to use an assumed coef-
average of those used in the layer simulation. The ficient of vanation for hydraulic conductivity, use an
results- of both simulations are shown in Table 6. In assumed number of standard deviations of variatton
view of the often used approximations to represent a to compute the lower beta-distribution bound, use
prototype soil profile (i.e. simplify a layered soil by the definition of mean and variance of the beta-dis-
assuming a homogeneous uniform soil profile), the tribution as defined by Harr (1977). and compute the
results of Table 6 can be viewed with some optimism. coefficient of variation of frost heave assuming
The simulated frost depth at the end of the simula- a = 3.5 and 3 = 5.0. One could safely be assured that
tion was more than 17 cm below the original ground computed heave would lie within two standard
surface so that freezing had completely penetrated deviations with. a 95% probability. Such a computa-
through the first three layers of the soil profile. tion would not apply to a critically restrained soil.
Both results are almost identical and the non-uniform Comparing the simulation results to Chamberlain's
variation is certainly well- within the confidence (1980) data and the -Abany County Airport data we
limits shown for the uniform soil parameter variabil- have collected shows some stnking similarities. If
it, studies, one assumes -3 and +4 standard deviations for the

beta distribution minimum and maximum, as was
assumed for simulated heave, similar a and param-

DISCUSSION eters for the beta-distribution are obtauied. For
Chamberlain's data. a = 3.6 and 3 = 5.2 were obtained

A powerful general tool is offered to evaluate the and for the -Ubany County Airport data. o = 3.3 and
effects of parameter variability upon deterministic 3 = 5.4 were obtained. This similarity to :he
computations of any process in which parameters simulated frost heave results suggests a strong justifi-
have a known variation. The method was appiied to cation for our results and our contention that deter-
the frost heave simulation or analysis problem. ministic solutions alone are not adequate. A probabil-

It was shown that thermal parameter variations istic model coupled with a determiniszic model is
had a less important effect upon simulated frost required. Furthermore, the results strongly suggest
heave than hydraulic parameters. The reason for this that the deterministic approach advocated is valid.
is that thermal processes are dominated by the phase
change process.

Table 5 indicates that the most important param- ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
eter variation is hydraulic conductivity. For gravels.
the coefficient of variation of frost heave will about This work was partly supported by an U.S. Army
equal the coefficient of variation of unfrozen Research Office grant to the University of California,
hydraulic conductivity. For silts, the coefficient of Irvine (Grant No. DAAG24-79-C-0O80). The Federal
variation for simulated frost heave will be less than Highw-ay Administration, Federal Aviation Adminis-
half of that for gravels at smaller variations of un- tration and U.S. Army. Corps of Engineers jointly
saturated hydraulic conductivity and is about the funded research work at USACRREL. The first
same as for gravels at larger variations of unsaturated author was on leave at USACRREL during the
hydraulic conductivity. The results obtained for West 1980-81 academic year when this paper was pre-
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SUMMARY

A unifying numerical method is developed for solution of frost heave

in a vertical freezing column of soil. Within one general computer code

a single unifying parameter can be preselected to employ the commonly used

Galerkin finite element, subdomain weighted residual, or finite difference

methods as well as several other methods developed from the Alternation

Theorem. Comparing resvlcs from the various numerical zechniques in the

computation of frost heave to measured frost heave in a laboratory column

indicates there is little advantage of one numerical technique over another.

One numerical technique, the subdomaln methid, was used to investigate dis-

cretization errors. The model is relatively insensitive to spacial discreciza-

tion but is significantly sensitive to.temporal discretization. The primary

reason for this is that an updating procedure, rather than a more accurate

iterative procedure, is used to evaluate nonlinear parameters that arise in

the moisture transport and heat transport equations.

I Assistant Research Engineer/Lecturer, University of California, Irvine

2 Associate Professor, University of California, Irvine

3 Research Civil Engineer, U. S. Army Cold Regions Research and Engineering
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INTRODUCTION

Guymon ec al (1980) and Hopke (1980) review much of the recen: efforts

to develop comprehensive mathematical models of frost heave. These models

can generally be classed as conceptual (or deterministic) models which are

developed from physics based knowledge or assumptions. Generally, most model-

ing efforts include a simultaneous computation of heat and moisture transport

in a freezing soir. Models, however, differ significantly in the manner latent

heat effects are estimated and in the manner ice segretation is assumed to occur.

The more advanced efforts to model frost heave have demonstrated that numerical

modeling is a feasible tool for analysis of frost heave.

This paper will examine the choice of a numerical analog of the conce:ual

physics based equations used in a particular model; i.e., the model investigated

by Guvmon et al (1980) will be used as a test case. in order to systema:icallv

carry out this purpose, a unifying numerical analog is developed so that appro-

priace comparisons between numerical methods can be mace using ien:ical com-

outer code. 3ecause most models presented in the literature assume the same

flow equations, the results presented here are general! , applicable. The un-

ying numerical method that will be used is the ncdail domain intezration methc

which represents the subdo.in integration method and the com.monc aloerkin

:inite element and finite difference methods by the specification of a single

constant parameter in the resulting spatial discretization matri: system.

:he nodal domain integration method has been developed for linearized one-

dimensional transport equations (Hromadka and Guymon, 1981) and has been

extended to two-dimensions using linear trial functions (Hromadka et al, 1981).

These references include evaluation of numerical errors when comparing to exact

solutions. Hromadka and Guymon (1980) examine some effects of 1inearizing

ncnlinear euations. In this paper, the nodal domain integration method is

applied to a non-linear coupled heat and moisture transport prcoblem. T

application of nodal domain integration to such ;rcblems is a new contr::ution.
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Furthermore, the application of numerical solution techniques to the frost heave

problem is a rather new endeavor and one aspect of the problem, the choice of

numerical technique, deserves examination.

Previously, Guymon et al (1981) discussed model errors and examined in

detail errors associated with parameters of a deterministic model of frost heave.

Four arbitrary groups of errors were identified:

1. Model errors including numerical analog errors.

2. Spatial and temporal discretization errors.

3. Boundary and initial condition errors.

4. Parameter errors.

Numerical analog errors may be investigated in simple cases by linearizing

a problem and comparing a numerical solution to an analytic or so-called "exact"

solution. In the case of our multiparameter model, it is highly nonlinear and

'-eat and moisture transport are coupled through the parameters arising from tne

conceptual assumptions employed. Furthermore, several ancillary equations are

used to estimate parameters and processes involved. The only realistic way of

evaluating errors is to compare model output with prototype output. This

approach is highly effective in this case where lumped frost heave represents

or integrates all the complicated processes occurring in a freezing soil. A

set of data obtained in the laboratory for Fairbanks silt is used for comparison

with numerical solutions.

A particular deterministic model of one-dimensional frost heave in a

vertical saturated or partly-saturated soil column is used herein (Guymon at al,

1980). Details of this model will not be repeated here. The modeling concept

is shown in Table 1. Symbols used in this table are define.d under "Notation."

Moisture flow in a partly-saturated column toward a freezing frost is assumed

to obey continuity and Darcy's law. Sensible heat flow in both the frozen and

znforzen zones is estimated. Complicated processes in the :reezing zone are

:-mped into an assumed isothermal free-ing process. This orocess controls -he

n 7



rate and magnitude of frost heave in the model and integrates all other model

processes.

NUMERICAL MODELING APPROACH

In this section, the nodal domain integration numerical method is briefly

reviewed for the reader's convenience. By using the subdomain version of the

weighted residuals method defined on subsets of a finite element discrecizacion

(nodal domains) an element matrix system is derived similar to the lement

matrix system dereloped for a Galerkin finite element analog. The nodal domain

integration element matrix system is found to be a function of a single para-

meter where the Galerkin finite element, subdomain integration, and finite dif-

ference methods are represented as special cases. Consequently, the developmen:

of a numerical model based on the nodal domain integration method also results

in a numerical model based on the more popular Galerkin finite element, sub-

domain integration, and finite diference methods.

A(C) = f; , ~2 'r

with boundary condition types of Dirichlet or Neumann specified on

boundary A. , n-nodal point distribution can be defined on . wi;h

arbitrary density(Fig. 1) such that an approximation C for C is defined

in fbv

^ nC= [ xC ;x (2)
j .[ j



where N.(x) are the usual linearly independent global shape functions (Zie-iewicz,]

1977) and C, are values of the state variable, C, at nodal points j.

in Eq. it is assumed that

Iim C =Ul C - C, x2
(3)

n-O max x

A cover of is defined by
n

= U R. (4)

j.1

where a closed connected subset R. is defined for each nodal point suc :'-
J

x. R., x.. , e, ,J K -0k

and
.. R. U B.

wh'ere x. 4s the spatial coordinate of node j, and B. is the boundary: of

sutionain R.. It is also assumed that

R. '.I" = 3. 3, (7)
3 3 -<

The subdcmain version of the finite element method of wei
-hte residuals

apprcximnates Eq. 1 on Q by solving the n equations

(A(C - d = (,

22

where
1, x R.

W= (9)
2 'o, x R.

A second cover of C is given by the usual finite element discratization

*- ' .~ (lCI;

whiere. is he closure of finite element and i,_-: boundary"

w,,e.e ..- ,7



A set of nodal domains s defined for each finite elemen .. by
J

e . e
.e R., jC S (12

where S is the set of nodal point numbers defined by

S { _e2 ~}(7

That is, S is the nodal Doint numbers associated with The bomalne • e

.ntegraticn numerical model of Eq. 8 can be rewritten in the ter77.s of the

subdcmain cover of 2 by

(A(C) -f) '-.x (A (C) - f) dx (13)
.,3 R .

J

With respect f o he finite element discreization a:

(A (C) - f) 'A ( (C) - f) d-
R. R. U e

i _e

where far each finite elemen-t domain ,

Yrcom Eq. 15, t he s ubdor-ai_4n -met had o f wei 3h tad reasiduaIs Cote =i n 0S an

element matrix system for each finite element 2: Cby cth1 i: rzt 'ion o'

the governing equation on each member of, the nodal domrain cover -e.

soatial definition of each nodal domain 2_ epnso thdoii..

both the finite element and subdomain discretization ofi n1 i;-r~r

somewThat arbitrarv. A convenient criterion is to def:.ne ta-e nodal

sich :at :e resucing finite element matrix svstem i s- dr.:.z.

ee.menc aircyert-: is used for the deflnit ae  se in,,r aO'.cr

4- h t e elnemode deveicomentn c etiza.icn a, n i.tcv.-
some;ha aritray. covenent ritrio is .o efie -he ndald~m -n



diffusion :,e process. Extension of the one-dimensional nocal domain inte-

gration procecure zc =o-dimensional problems are :onrained in e ,Hnomka al,

1981).

The government heat and soil water flow equations can be written in :he

coerator ro 1ationshap

A (C) - f =--k, -, - tk C1 - k- x E (16)
;x- x- x x t

wnere all tarameters are assumed to be continuous in ., and

w'here for .he heat flow process k, = thermal conductivity; k, C j

k= C ; and C = :emoerature, T. For the soil water 4_ow P.cuation k =v
m

- arekz 0 ; k,=- and C = The ice content terms of both flow processes are

not needed in Eq. 16 due to the isother-mal phase change approximation used

by Cuymon et al (i980). Therefcre, Eq. 15 is solved for heat and soi4 watr :ow

processes during a small tLmeste It; then, the omputed values of unfrozen

water content, ice conteant and temperature are recaloc-lated to aczoo-modame

sotne=-mal phase change of available soil water. Substitutin :he opera:or

relations-ip of Ec. '6 Lnto the integra-'ion statemen: of :q. 15 gives an

elemenm. matrix system Or finite element e

k -c K-) dx' = " j £ S "2 3.e - . 1 .t ;e

Expanding q. 17 gives the element matrix components for the cc:

vection, and mass terms of the operator relaticnship

4k-' - k C),-.k Ck." : =X. X e :

e, - -e -e -e- -e
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The first matrix term of Eq. 18 cancels due to flux contributions from neidh-

boring finite elements or satisfies zero flux (Dirichlet) boundary conditions

on r. In order to develop the element matrices for .e from Eq. 18, a defini-

tion of a subdomain and finite element discretization of domain 2 is required.

A cover of spatial domain 2 is given by the set of n closed connected

subdomains R. defined by

Sxj 0 = < x < (xl+x 2)/2}

R2  [XI (xI+ x 2 )/2< x <(x 2 + x 3)/2} (19)

R xl (x '+ x )/2 < x < x L}

where x is the spatial coordinate associated to nodal point value C.. In

Eq. 19, C. represents nodal point values of temperature and total hydraulic.3

head for the heat and soil water flow equations, respectively. In the

following, the definition of the subdomain discretization of -iven in Ec. 9

will be shown to result in symmetrical element conduction and element mass

matrices.

The finite element discretization of domain Q is assumed to be composed

of one-dimensional elements defined by

21 (xix 1x:5 x x}

22 (x1X2 & x x 3 }  (20)

(n-I {ln-l S x < xa

The nodal domain cover of global domain 2 is defined by the intersection of

the finite element and subdomain covers of 2 (Fig. 2)

(x1x < x x /i

2 xix/2 + x ) x2 (21

nn-- Txl (x n + X < X

n "n---I n n'

--OEM E ........ '21.-



For the assumed finite element discretization of 2, the element matrix system

for the finite element e is given from Eq. 18 as

k-{ Ck Cl u fk 3 d 4 , j C S e (22)
re ne efl refre re_ e-r' S1e at
.j . j iri j

where for an interior finite element (e $ l,n-1), S - (e,e+l}. Thus, Eq. 22 can

be rewritten for an interior 1e and an assumed linear trial function, C, on .Qe

(k-) (k2.)l )/ 1 k -dx
ax (Xe+ Xe+l)/2 (xe + Xe+l)/2 e t

e (23)
-(k )- (k, [ k,- -dx

L x (Xe+ Xe+l)' Ix2 (X+ xe+)/21 L f e dx

where the second term of Eq. 22 cancels due to neighboring finite elements.

Hromadka and Guymon (1981) show that for a first order polynomi.al trial function

Z for the state variable C in each finite element, and for the assumed defini-

tions of the subdomain and finite element discretization of problem domain n2,

the Galerkin finite element, subdomain integration, and finite difference numerical

analogs can be represented by a single element matrix system similar to Eq. 23

for finite element 12e

k~~~~a -1 CrcZ 1nI
kZ 1. e K (24)

9. 1 L' i lj 2 1 C 1  2(n+l) Ll

where n - (2,3,-) gives the Galerkin finite element, subdomain integration,

and finite difference models, respectively. In Eq. 24, the nonlinear para-

meters (k,, k2 , k 3) are assumed constant for a small duration of time It; Ze
e8

* is the length of finite element ne; and C is the nodal point value. Generally,

convection is assumed to be negligible in Eq. 24 and the k2 parameter is set to

zero. For this study, however, convection is maintained but approximated as a

constant for a small duration of time Lt.

.. ......... . ........ ........ . . .......~~ ..TI Z- -_ Z .= 'i
' ' * "

-



From Eq. 24, a single model can be developed which can represent the Galerkin

finite element, subdomain integration, and finite difference methods for approxi-

mating the governing heat and soil water flow equations. The method of linear-

izing the governing flow equations is to assume all nonlinear parameters to be

constant during a small timestep At. From the above, the element matrix system

used to approximate the governing flow equations in finite element becomes

t = 2(n+1)F ,- [1 i :} ()

w~here i ei are temporally-averaged nodal values during timcstep 2.t. The

Crank-Nicolson time advancement approximation can be used to integrate Eq. 25

with respect to time giving

(H ( ) At c(k+l)Lt = ( ) At k-

F (n +- GCHn) -- G) C t4~ (26)
2 2 -

where C is the vector of nodal point values at time' (k+I).Lt and k.t; is an

assuced constant value for convection in S2e during timestep .Lt; and thc e~lement

matrices are given by

k,
HG ;- 3 C n l (27)

2 2(r+l) L 1

llromadka and Cu)ymon (1981) also examined two methods of approximating a

higher order or more complex family of trial functions by n linear polynomial

trial !unction. One method used the Alternation Theorem- (Chencv, 1966) to

determine an optimum linear polynomial estimate of a hizher order apprroiMdL.r.
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Using an adjusted linear trial function C approximation of a higher order

trial function C approximation of the state variable C in each finite element

*. (Fig. 3), it was shown that the gradient terms due to conduction were given

by Eq. 27, but the integrated mass matrix term was given by Eq. 28 with values

of n depending on the function definition of C. For example, given a sinusoidal

trial function C in each e , an optimum linear approximation C of C in 'e results

in a value of n - 5.9. For a parabola trial function C in e, Eq. 28 is deter-

mined to be given by n - 7 when C is approximated by a linear trial function

in each Ie. Additionally, by assuming C to be given by second order polynomials

in each subdomain R., integration of the governing flow equations result in n - 11.

The various submethods of the nodal domain integration concept (using the

Alternation Theorem) derived to date are listed in Table 2.

A second method of approximating a higher order or more complex family

of trial functions C for the state variable C is by use of correction funccicns

for both the integration and differentiation of.C in each subdomain R.. This

approach was found to give the best numerical accuracy for the problems tested,

and resulted in a numerical statement similar to Eq. 26 but with , a function

of time, and variable between finite elements. This approach is reviewed in

the following:

Let C be a linear approximation function of a higher order approximation

C of C in an interior subdomain R. where the spatial gradients of C on B. are

defined by

*1 ~j (C -C) (C.- C¢)+l ( c .(29)

.2 .2-1-- (9l -° " J

Ij £-
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A spatial gradient adjustment function h(x,t) is defined by

j --/ -- ; O<h<cc

h(x,c) {Ox/ x (30)

1 ; otherwise

It is assumed that

;c ac
k - = ki h- (31)

ax ax

where

r ; , '
4k =k i h- (32);x a x

B. B.

on B,, define

k, h =A(t); k-t<t<(k+1)6t .(33)

such that

A(k .t+C) = ' A (i) (k~t) - ; Oe_ At (34)

i-O

where (i) represents the i-th order temporal partial differential operator.

Then

L A(i)(Mt) - (35)
ax JBO iB1B J a 1



A function n(t) is defined by

Cdx [ c l
1 + 2C: n t) + Cj+l] (36)

2(n(t)+l]

where 1. fZ.1 1, and

- (37)

The value of r-3 in Eq. 36 corresponds to a first order polynomial C function

subdomain approximation for C, whereas r(t) = 2 corresponds to a Galerkin finite

element model, and n,(t) -
= determines a finite difference model.

The C approximator is also defined to have the property

Cdx C dx, I(t) 1-1 (38)

R

Substituting Eqs.35 and 36 iito Eq.22 gives the modeling statement (for convection

8 quasi-constant during timestep -t)

S{ A(')(kAt) -E dF-

at 1=0 1 xP

! 2C n(kAt+t) + C+
k3 (kt+\.t) " (39)

2[n(k t+^.t) + 1]

T (C-+ 2C% ;(kLt) + C'

k(k2n(kt) + l]
4J+
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where C - C (k~t+At); C ! C.(kAt); and where k3 is assumed uniform in R., and
3 33 3

Wi
n(kAt+E) - Z n i (kAt) - ; O. _ t (40)

i-O

Integrating the conduction term in Eq. 39 on n gives

A(( ) (M-t) C i+l

i=0 i!(i+2) AC X. (41)

A i ) (M)(At .) i3 CB e (

C iio (1+2)!

The nodal domain integration element matrix system similar to Eq. 26 is given

by

+ C(k+l)LAt - k~t t(2
(HG c; = (H -C) fC} k a  - t (42)

where

I-. -

(43)

eI

2 (;Z+l) L J

- 2( +l) i

and where n - r('kGt+L), r - n (kt), e ' and is "idpc of

eA



RESULTS

The numerical models of Eqs. 26 and 42 were used to solve the governing
I

heat and soil water flow equations as used in the Guymon et al (1980) frost

heave model. Since the only variation of the numerical model required to

determine a Galerkin finite element, subdomain integration, finite difference,

or nodal domain integration analog is the adjustment of the n term in Eq. 26,

a single computer code may be used. As a result variability normally inherent

between computer programs is entirely eliminated, giving a precise comparison

of numerical methods. A Fairbanks silt vertical soil freezing column test

as described in Berg et al (1980) is used as the test case for determining

the sensitivity of the frost heave model to the method of numerical simulation.

The laboratory test used is for a soil column freezing case in which frost

penetrated at an approximately uniform rate until a depth of 15 cm was reached

at about 25 days after initiation.oof the test. Frost heave proceeded at a

more or less uniform rate during this rest. During the test all components of

:he system were in a dynamic state.

Using identical problem initial and boundary conditions, a twenty-five

day duration computer simulation was made varying timestep an-J element dis-

cretization magnitudes as well as varying constant values of 7 given in Table 2.

Values of timesteps used in the temporal numerical integration (Crank-Nicolson

time advancement approximation) are 6t = (0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 1.0, 2.0 hours).

Constant finite element sizes used are x e - , 1., 3.0 cm). For

each combination of (Ax,Lt) values, constant value of n(,3,5.9,7,1l,10000)

were tested representing a linear trial function Galerkin finite element, sub-

domain integration, nodal domain integration linear approximation of a sinu-

soidal and parabola trial function, subdomain integration model of parabola

trial function, and finite difference numerical analogs, respectively.

I. - -



Figure 4 shows the results of varying timestep and spatial discretization

using the sudomain method (n-3). Simulated heave is compared to measured heave

for a laboratory column and error in percent is computed by taking the difference

and dividing by measured heave after 25 days. Similar results to Fig. 4 are

obtained for shorter durations of time. As can be seen, there is slight sensi-

tivity to spatial discretization, and marked sensitivity to timestep size for

advancing the solution in time. A timestep of about 0.5 hr. gives the best

result. it is important to note that the method proposed by Guymon et al (1980)

uses a simple update procedure to adjust nonlinear parameters rather than a

possibly more accurate iteration procedure normally employed with nonlinear

equations.

Table 3 compares computed frost heave for a timestep size and update fre-

quency of 2 hours and a spatial uniform discretization of 3 cm. Results shown

in Table 3 are typical of results obtained using choice of different timesteps

and mesh sizes. As can be seen there is initially some sensitivity in the

numerical method; however after 10 days, differences between numerical methods

are slight. Errors associated with the choice of numerical model for the one-

dimensional problem considered here are much less than errors introduced by

parameter uncertainty (Guymon et al 1981) and by boundary condition uncertaint:y.

CONCLUSIONS

A frost heave model is examined in an effort to determine the sensitivity

of predicted frost heave values to the choice of numerical method used to solve

the governing heat and soil water flow equations. A computer code based on the

nodal domain integration method accommodates several other numerical analogs by

the specification of a single constant parameter n in the resulting element

matrix contributions; consequently, sensitivity of the frost heave model to

the method of numerical simulation can be determined by the variation of the

single parameter .

- ~ - - -



From the simulation results, the Guymon, et al frost heave model shows

negligible sensitivity to the numerical approach used to solve the governing

flow equations. Although sensitivity is observed initially for a large time-

step choice, all frost heave evolution curves are found to merge at the end of

the twenty-five day simulation. Since freezing soil problems are generally

subjected to freezing temperatures for durations in excess of :wenty-five days,

it is concluded that negligible sensitivity occurs due to the numerical approach

chosen to model the heat and soil-water flow equations in the considered frost

heave =odel. One numerical method is as good as another. Variations between

the variously proposed models (e.g. as reviewed by Hopke, 1980) will primarily

depend upon efficiency of code and user orientated features; there seems to be

little point in debating the virtues of a particular numerical method. We con-

clude that modeling errors that can be associated with model choice (Eq. 1)

will primarily be related for the choice of governing equations and ancillary

assumptions used in a model. lohether we can definitel-: isolate errors as-

sociated with the choice of such equations and assumptions will depend on our

ability to isolate the other errors we have identified.

The type of model investigated by-Guymon, et a! (1980) shows minor sensi-

tcvity to spatial discretiation while there is significant sensitivit: to

temporal discretization. This is largely due to the nonlinear nature of the

problem we are dealing with and the updating method of adjusting nonlinear

problems. True iterative techniques would probably show less sensitivity

to temporal discretization but would require considerably more solution time.

Our results suggest that solutions are reasonably bounded. Consequently,

the fact that our model does not account for all processes occurring at the

freezing front is not a significant concern from an engineering applicabili:y

criterion. Provided boundedness can be defined, the model can be employed

with a certain level of confidence in the statistical sense.
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NOTATION

The following symbols are used in this paper:

A( ) = partial differential operator

C = volumetric heat capacity of soil-water-ice mixture

C = volumetric heat capacity of waterw

K = Darcy hydraulic conductivity

K1 = Thermal conductivity of soil-water-ice mixture

n = number of nodal points

N ) W - shape function

H = finite element capacitance matrix

G = finite element stiffness matrix

t - time

It = timestep of numerical temporal integration

T = temperature of soil-water-ice mixture

C = state variable, or T

= Darcy flux

x = spatial coordinate

= total hydraulic head, $ = :-x (x measured downwards)

= pore water pressure head

= global domain of definition

iZ = finite element domain

R. = subdomainj
.e = nodal domain

F = boundary of global domain

-e = finite element boundary

Fe = nodal domain boundary

B. = subdomain boundary

= quasi-conscant value of convection term during timesten Lt

-1



x - coordinate downward

t = time

T - temperature

Tf - freezing point depression of water

T - soil surface temperature boundary conditionU

TL - column bottom temperature boundary condition

T - pore water pressure in hydraulic head units

IfL = column bottom pore pressure boundary condition

T 0- surcharge plus overburden pressure expressed as hydraulic head0

e = porosity0

i = volumetric unfrozen water content factor
n

e = volumetric unfrozen water contentU

e. = volumetric ice content1

Pi= density of ice

Pw = density of liquid water

L - latent heat of fusion

= hydraulic conductivity

= thermal conductivity of soil-water-ice mixture

Ki . thermal conductivity of ice

K = thermal conductivity of waterw

K s thermal conductivity of soils

C m volumetric heat capacity of soil-water-ice mixturem

C. - volumeric heat capacity of ice
C

C - volumetric heat capacity of water4 w
SC - volumetric heat capacity of soil

2.- length of finite volume of sol



k - timescep increment number, k Z 0.

k, k2 ' nonlinear operator parameters

4 length of subdomain

1 e length of finite eleTienc
C

C - state variable

C higher order trial function

- linear polynomial trial function

C. = nodal point values of state variable C at node j.

eC* - C. (kAt+-t)

C' C. (kt)
.3 .
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Table 2. Nodal Domain Integration

n-factor Representations

nfactor Numerical Method

2 Gale'rkin finite element (linear trial function)

3 Subdomain (linear trial function)

5.9 Linear trial function approximation of sine function

7 Linear trial function approximation of parabolic
function

11 Subdomain (Second order polynomial trial function)

-(e.g., 10,000) Finite difference

Table 3. Comparison of Results for

Various Numerical Methods

(Times~ep 2 hr,, x -3cmi)

Cumulative Frost Heave for Indicated Dav

n j 5 10 15 20 25

2 .61 2.22 2.85 3,52 4.46

3 .66 2.26 2.88 3.52 4.46

7 .72 2.29 2.90 3.49 4.44

11 .74 2.29 2.90 3.48 4.43

cc .77 2.29 2.90 3.46 4.41

___ll I __________
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TECHNICAL NOTE

A NOTE ON APPROXIMATION
OF ONE-DIMENSIONAL HEAT TRANSFER
WITH AND WITHOUT PHASE CHANGE

T. V. Hromadka H and G. L. Guymon
Department of Civil Engineering, University of California.
Irvine, California 92717

A numerical model is developed for the one-dimensional heat transfer equation with
and without phase change. The numerical model is based on the nodal dimain integra-
don method, which can represent the well-known integratedfinite.differencemerhod,
the subdomain integraion and Galerkin weighted residual methods, and in infinity
of other finite-element lumped-mass models by the single numerical analog. A varable-
order polynomial trial function is used to approximate the temperature within each
finite element. Accurate solutions were obtained for the test problems considered,
and the computer model requirements are small, allowing the numerical model to be
accommodated with a hand-held programmable calculator.

INTRODUCTION

The technique of solving partial differential equations (PDEs) by numerical approx-
imation is becoming increasingly attractive with the greater availability of digital com-
puters such as current mini- and microcomputers. For some specialized problems, numer.-
cal approximation is feasible for even hand-held programmable calculators.

In this paper a numerical model of the well-known one-dimensional parabolic PDE
that mathematically describes heat transfer is developed. The governing PDE is assumed
to be expressed by

a K -C = x a (I)

where 0 is the dependent variable, temperature; x and t are space and time: and K and C
are the thermal conduction and capacitance terms, respectively, both assumed constant
in global domain n. A sophisticated version of Eq. (1) including isothermal phase change
of soil moisture in a freezing soil is also considered in this paper.

A review of the literature showing the current trends in numerical approximation
of moisture phase change problems, such as ,he well-known Stefan problem. is contained
in Lynch and O'Neifl [11 and will not be repeated here. Usually, either the Galerkin
fiite-element method or an integrated finite-difference method is used to numerically
solve the governing PDE. In other papers, soil moisture and heat transport models based
on the control volume or subdomain integration method have been found to produce

Calculator programming was provided by Mr. Bill Buchard. WiUiamson & Schmid. Irvine,
California.

This research was supported by -he U.S. A-my Research Office fgrant DAAG29-"9-C-0080.
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more accurate results than the Galerkin finite-element method (Hromadka and Guymon
[], Narasimhan and Witherspoon [3] Narasimhan et al. [4]. Balga and Pataakar [5] ).
Hromadka and Guymon [2] examine the various numerical approaches and conclude
that for problems where analytical solutions exist, the approximation error is not mini-
mized by any of these approaches. In fact, they show that to minimize the approxima.
tion error, the method of numerical solution must change as the simulation progresses

in modeled time.
Using the nodal domain integration method, Hromadka and Guymon [21 develop

a finite-element matrix system that can represent the Galerkin, subdomain integration,
and integrated finite-difference methods by the specification of a single mass weighting
factor. For a linear trial function estimate within each finite element, the resulting
element matrix systems for each of the above numerical approaches are identical except
for a variation in mass weighting of the element capacitance matrix. Consequently, a
unifying numerical analog is easily developed and is expressed by

'77)= + '( (2)

where At is the finite-element matrix system for the approximation of Eq. (1) in local

element 2 t; 0' and 4, are the element nodal state variable values and time derivative of
nodal state variable values; and S' and P'(7) are element matrices defined by

Se  [ i ](3)

P = ' (7) cl) (4)

where Pe is the length of element .2e and 77 is a mass weighting factor. From Eq. (2), the

Galerkin, subdomain integration, and integrated finite-difference methods are given by
1 - (2, 3, -), respectively.

Thus it is seen that from Eq. (2) an infinite of mass weighting models exist. How-
ever, no single mass weighting model (including Gaerkin. finite difference, and sub-
domain integration) provides the best numerical approximation. The optimum definition
of t7 that minimizes the approximation error is a function of time. such that

A e(,7) = A'[t]()

In this paper a modification of the unifying nodal domain integration model of Eq. (2)
is used to numerically approximate the two-phase Stefan problem as defined for a
freezing soil. The definition of the model mass weighting factor is given by the integration
of a variable-order polynomial trial function within each finite element. Because the
proposed trial function family can approximate both smooth and steep function surfaces,
the number of necessary finite elements is reduced. and this si.nificantly reduces com-
puter memory requirements.

4 - I -I-.-",
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GOVERNING EQUATIONS

A two-phase Stefan moving-boundary problem in a freezing soil is defined by

aT ax aT at ax aTC ta K1  " inR1  C: --=y-ax -- m"iR2  (6)

- where C, and K, are the volumetric heat capacity and thermal conductivity of frozen
soil and C2 and K 2 are the appropriate unfrozen thermal parameters. The problem
domain of definition is divided into the regions R, and R2 by a moving boundary S,
defined by

dS ax Ti axi(

where L is the volumetric latent heat of fusion of the soil water available for freezing.

The one-dimensional freezing soil problem is further defined by the boundary
conditions of a freezing and subfreezing temperature imposed on respective ends of the
problem domain, with the initial condition of the soid-water mixture being specified at
a thawed temperature.

Without phase change, the governing heat equations can be reduced to the well-
known normalized problem with conditions

t(t =0) = 1 0 < 1
(8)

t(x = 0, t > 0) = t(x = I, t > 0) = 0

where t is a normalized variable substitution for the dependent variable temperature.
and the problem domain of definition is redefined as x :0 < x < I ).

Both heat transfer problems described above will be modeled by the numerical
methods presented in the following sections. For the normalized heat transfer problem
with conditions of Eq. (8), symmetry is used to redefine the problem with a zero-flux
(Neumann) boundary condition at the midpoint of the domain, and then one finite
element is used to approximate the temperature profiles as the solution progresses in
time. For the two-phase Stefan problem, specified boundary temperatures (Dirchlet)
at the endpoints of the problem and at the freezing front are used as follows:

T= Tp x=0

T= T x = - TF < O°C < Tu (9)
T = TE" t =O

where the freezing point temperature is 0C. For the phase change problem, two finite
elements are used with nodal points defined at the freezing front and at x = 0. xe),

*, where x0 is arbitrarily large to approximate the second condition stated in Eq. (9).
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The trial functions ' to be used in each local finite element f2' are the two fami-
lies def'ied on ' by

t~~~a- 
"-=1Tv c N

lift Of + ,V 0!, > 0o (10)

where the {Nj., Ati} trial function family depends on whether there is accumulation of
heat within the finite element W2' and the subscripts denote a concave-down or concave-up
function. The definitions of (N., M1} used are

where 9 is a finite-element local coordinate for a two-endpoint-node element with nodes
at ;= (0, 1). The order n of the shape functions is determined by the numerical model
as part of the problem solution. Consequently, knowledge of the nodal values and the
order of the trial function polynomial gives a significantly better estimate of the solution
interior to each finite element than is obtained by the linear trial functions often used.

NUMERICAL METHOD

The local element matrix systems for finite element 2' are given by

S e oK I . P C - 1  ( 1 3 )

where * indicates the evaluation of flux at finite-element boundaries and Z, is chosen
such that P' is symmetric. That is,

f d f V . d

ze

defines Z, for each local finite element W2'.
From Eq. (13),

Z,= n : N, family Z,= I :.t f family (14)
n ++
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where n is the order of the Nj shape function family. For the V, trial functions the van.

able lumped-mass capacitance matrix is given by

P. = l(5)

The conduction matrix is also a function of time and is given by

Kn(n/n + l)n-' i ~
Se = L- (16)

where for nonlinear problems K is the thermal conductivity evaluated at . = Z,-
Examination of the local element matrix systems indicates that a time-dependent

lumped.mass scheme has been developed in which the element conduction and capaci-

tance matrices change as the solution progresses in time. The element matrix variabiitv,
however, needs to be defined so that the matrices can be developed. Initially, the order

of the trial function is specified based on knowledge of the initial conditions of the prob-

lem.
For modeling purposes, an explicit finite-difference approximation :s used to ap-

proximate

( o -a )L =0 (17)

where for the normalized heat transfer problem, Eq. (17) is approximated with

= • (18)

where the superscripts are time step notation. In Eq. (18), ; e is the trial function in

local element e and the second derivative is evaluated based on the most recent as-

sumed order of the trial function. From Eq. (18),

oi* (Z.) = oi(Z) + t Ze (19)

where At is the time step size, which is also determined as part of the problem solution.
To evaluate the time step, the model assumes the usual explicit method stability

criteria. i.e.,
__ _ 1

at , x = min [1'(1 -Z'). teZ'3 (20)~(A):

From Eqs. (19) and (20), 0'*(Z,) is approximated. From Eq. (2), the nodal values 91
are approximated. Updated values of the trial function order n are determined by passing
a trial function through the new 0" values and d'"* (Z,) for each successive time step
advancement.
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MODEL APPLICATIONS

Problems of heat transfer with and without soil water phase change in a freezing
soil were numerically modeled by the proposed methods. To begin the model solution,
an initial condition is defined to closely approximate the actual initial conditions of the
problem. For example, a polynomial trial function of arbitrarily high order (n = 100) was
used for the initial trial function approximation of temperature in the finite element for
the heat transfer problem without phase change. The well-known Crank-Nicolson time
advancement method is used to solve for the time derivative of temperature. The model
determines the time advancement time step size At, subsequent trial function polynomial
orders n, and mass-lumped matrix symmetry local coordinates Ze as part of the model
solution according to the equations given above.

Because of the simple computer coding and minimal requirements for model
variable storage, both test problems were numerically approximated with a programmabie
hand-held calculator. A Texas Instruments 58A calculator was used in this study, but
other programmable calculators are equally suitable for problems of this level of com-
plexity.

Figure 1 shows computed normalized temperature profiles at various unit time
levels along with the analytical solution profiles for the normalized heat transfer problem
without phase change. Approximation profiles were plotted by using the single (mid-
point) nodal temperature values from the finite-element model and incorporating the
approximated polynomial trial function. Figure 2 shows the modeled parameter varia-
tions of n, Ze, and A plotted against the model time step number. From Fig. 2, the
initially high-order polynomial trial function model utilizes a small time step size. As *he
solution progresses in time, the polynomial order approaches the limiting value n = 1.66;
the model time step A and other model parameters also approach limiting values, as
shown in Fig. 2.

For the two-phase Stefan problem, Fig. 3 shows modeled and analytical values of

3 ., .. .6 .S 3 .

Fig. I Analytical solution (dashed line) and approx-
imation results (solid line) for normalized heat trans-
fer problem with a one-finite-element model.

-------------------------------------------------------
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Fig. 2 P1ot of model va iiab:es a, Z., and 5::ai "unction otder n approximation of normalized
heat *ransfer problem.

the freezing front penetration into a sodl column. Values of 0.62 calcm3 for C. 9.6 <

10 - ' calicm-s.°C - ' for K, and 17.68 cal (per cubic centimeter of soil) for L were used.
which are appropriate for a water-saturated, dense sand. The same problem was con-
sidered by Lynch and O'Neill 11 . Figure 3 shows that zood agreement is obtained mn :he

prediction of freezing , ront penetration when the two-element numerical model is used.
Only the initial portion of the numerical model results is shown in Fig. 3 because of the

continued close agreement between approximated and analytical results. The results
from the proposed model closely match the numencal modeling 7esuits from Lynch and
O'Neill. who used a computaronally more elaborate method based on a Gaierkin unite-
element convection-diffusion zype of model '.ith a de;:rmL'.a ne-dimensional and
approximation, which also required 10 Hermitian cubic elemernts in he finize-eemen:
modei.

CONCLUSIONS

A new efficient numerical method has been employed wtth the classical two-Fnase

Stefan problem. The proposed mehod :s basec on the nodai ,'m'n re.ration i'.-anable

• . 7,9.
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Fig. 3 Analytic solution isolid Une) and approximation results
(points) in model of "wo-phase Stefan problem.

lumped-mass finite-element) method, and incorporates a sophisticated variable-order
polynomial trial function within each finite element. Some advantages of -,his family

of "smart" trial functions are as follows:

I. Reduces the need for fine discretization of the one-dimensional domain near

the freezing front.
2. Reduces the need to use a moving-boundary variable finite-element mesh.

3. Reduces the number of finite elements needed to produce similar levels of

approximation accuracy.
4. Provides supplemental trial function information, which can be used to ac-

curately analyze the function surface within large finite elements.

5. Models a sharp function surface or interface with a minimum of finite eements.

Although the test problems presented in this paper are simple, an extension to more
general one-dimensional problems should result in more efficient codes. especially for

problems that involve interface or sharp function surfaces in the solution. Extension of"

the method to multidimensional problems is not obvious and requires further research.
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MASS LUMPING MODELS OF THE

LINEAR DIFFUSION EQUATION

T. V. Hromadka II' and G. L. Guymon:

ABSTRACT

The nodal domain integration method is used to develop a numerical
model of the linear diffusion equation. The nodal domain integration
approach is shown to represent an infinity of finite element mass matrix
lumping schemes including the Galerkin and subdomain integration versions
of the weighted residual method and an integrated finite difference
method. Neumann, Dirichlet and mixed boundary conditions are accommodated
analogous to the Galerkin finite element method. in order to reduce
overall integrated approximation relative error, a mass matrix lumping
formulation is developed which is based on the Crank-Nicolson time
advancement approximation. The optimum mass lumping factors are found to
be strongly related to the model timestep size.

Assistant Research Engineer/Lecturer, Civil Enzineerinz, University of
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INTRODUCTION

Engineers and scientists are increasing their reliance on numerical

methods to approximately solve differential equations of boundary and/or

initial value problems such as occur in the study of transport processes.

Usually, the numerical approaches of finite difference or finite elements

are employed. These techniques discretize an assumed continuum-domain of

definition into finite elements or control volumes, and the governing partial

differential equation (PDE) is approximated in the continuum by trial func-

tions which fully or partially satisfy the ?DE boundary conditions. Choosing

suitable points called "nodes" within the several finite elements or control

volumes, the variable in the PDE is written as a linear combination of speci-

fied interpolation functions and the values of the variable or its various

derivatives ac the nodal points. Using variational or weighted residual

methods, the governing flow process PDE is approximated by a system of linear

equations as functions of nodal ooint values.

There are numerous numerical approaches available; however, usually

either the Galerkin finite element or finite difference methods are used to

solve PDE's such as diffusion problems (Bear, 1979). Aiternative nunerical

approaches have been investigated by serveral workers. Narasimhan (1976,

1978a,b) examined fluid flow in porous media and the diffusion problem by a

control volume approach which is based on a finite difference methcd.

Patankar (1980) also presented a :riangular finite difference contro! volume

model for a heat transfer diffusion problem. Both modelin, efforts can be

expressed in a finite element matrix form such as described in Hromadka et a!.

(1981).

The control volume models are analogous to finite element mass matrix

lumping models such as described by Kikuchi (1974). Tha_ 4S, the control

volume approach essentially resulos in the foruila:icn z-a finte element

--

Ii . . . ... . . . .. .z t_ . .. . .. ' = ,7 : ",
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mass matrix which is lumped or diagonal. Fried and Malkus (1974) use

numerical integration to form mass matrix lumping schemes with the optimal

rate of energy convergence retained. Other formulations include a con-

sistent diagonal mass matrix finite element model (Schreyer, 1978) which

also produces a diagonal mass matrix similar to the lumped class. This

type of formulation is extended to two-dimensional finite elements using

orthogonal base functions (Schreyer, 1979). Another examination of mass

lumped and consistent mass matrices is given by Surana (1981) for the special

problem of a three dimensional structural beam element.

The above mass lumping models and control volume approches can be shown

to be essentially analogous to the basic integrated finite difference method

developed by Spalding (1972) for transport problems. The integrated finite

difference method is oftentimes acclaimed for its ease cf model developmen:

and simple solution cf the integrated version of the governing ?DE (Baliga

and Patankar, 1980). Additionally for many problems, the finite difference

method (often referred to as the control volume approach) may produce "better"

results than the Galerking finite element method (Ramadhyani and Patankar,

1980) although the opposite can be true depending on the class of problem

being solved (Hayhoce, 1978). The subdomain integration method is also

referred to as the control volume approach and can be shown to resul: in

L another mass matrix which is consistent (Zienkiewicz, 1977), but yet is not

diagonal. Thus the modeler is left to choose between several different

numerical modeling methods which are in reality essentially simlar :1 each

other when written in a simple finite elemnent matrix form.

The main objectives of this paper are twofold. First, this paper :ii1

briefly review the development of a one-dimensional nodal domain integration

numerical model of the diffusion problem. :his model develormend is derived

in detail in previous papers (Hromadka and Gu:.tcn, 193la, :9S2"., and on>. the



major steps of the derivation are included in this paper for the reader's

convenience. Extension of the one-dimensional model to a two and three

dimensional formulation follows from the one-dimensional model derivation.

Each of the resulting numerical models are shown to represent the often-

used Galerkin and subdomain integration models and an integrated finite

difference model as well as an infinity of other nodal weighting schemes.

The global matrix systems are shown to satisfy both Dirichlet, Neumann, and

mixed boundary conditions similar to the Galerkin approach.

The second objective of this paper is to determine a nodal weighting

relation which has a high probability of reducing integrated relative error.

The proposed nodal weighting (mass lumping) method was determined by curve-

fitting numerous optimized mass-lumping factors developed by trial and error

in the comparison of approximation results to analytical results for several

classical linear PDE boundary value problems where analytical solutions exist.

Based on the comparison of modeled results and corresponding errors, general

patterns were identified which may lead to the best numerical solution to the

general problem.

The proposed mass lumped scheme is based on the subdomain integration

(control volume) approach as applied to an actual solution trial function

of the governing PDE. The trial function assumed is the principal eigen-

function of the Fourier series expansion solution to a special case of the

diffusion problem which approximates the control volume in the global model.

Since all but one of the eigenfunctions essentially disappear in the solution

of the PDE after a short time, the resulting model solution generally pro-

duces better approximations for the diffusion problem than any cf the more

popuIar domain numerical methods. The diffusion problems ccnsidered are

only for the linear class of PDE. Extension of nonlinear problems is not

straightforward due to the evaluaticn a nonlinear vifusiyi~t at the

-3-
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boundary of the control volume. Further research is required to extend

these methods to nonlinear problems.

All of the above models can be written in terms of a single nodal

domain integration numerical statement for each nodal point value. The

numerical statement is written as a function of a single mass matrix

lumping factor n, and results in a representation of domain models in

finite element matrix form.

DOMAIN APPROXI.MATIONS OF PARABOLIC EQUATIONS

In this section, a brief summary of domain numerical model derivations

is presented for the well known Galerkin finite element and the integrated

finite difference models. Also presented is the subdcmain integration model

derivation. Although the derivations are well known, some particular steps

are presented here in order to determine some of -he many similarities between

the various models. Each numerical model is then written in a finite element

matrix form which indicates the degree of mass lumping each model involves.

All of the models are then combined into one unifying finite element matrix

formulation (or nodal domain integration model) as a function of the degree

of mass matrix diagonalization. The resulting NDI statements represent an

infinity of possible mass matrix lumping models of which the more popular

domain methods are but special cases. in the following section, an improved

nodal weighting scheme is developed which, for the problems tested, reduce

integrated relative error for one-dimensional linear diffusion problems.

The general parabolic equation describing a linear one-dimensfzna.

diffusion process is

- -0 , × 2 (1)

= .:



tT

where t is the volumetric concentration; (x,t) are spatial and temporal

coordinates; a is a diffusivity parameter; and 7' is the problem global

domain with global boundary 7.

The finite element approach (Pinder and Gray, 1977) discretizes the

global domain into the union of finite elements by

, - e (2)

The domain is expressed as the union of domain and boundary

2 2 " (3)

e -e,_ e (4)

where

The ?DE variable is assumed approximated in each eb, a linear trial

function ' defined by

e e
e N__ ..(x) 6

N 2 W

where N.(x) is an assumed linear polynomial shape func:ion of nodal point2
e , -e

and z. is a nodal point value associated to element -e. -e Galerkin
2

weighted residual process approxinates (1) in each.e by setting

;t d 0 , (7)

e

where boundary conditions of Neumann or Dirichlet are assumed on global

boundary r. Integrating (7) by parts gives

* r--~J . ..(d 8

ii d 5d x N. !- x + O -

e I



re
Ui

To conserve mass-flux continuity between n it is assumed that

e ; x (9)

ee r

For a Neumann (natural) boundary condition on global boundary .',

0 (10)
axr

For Neumann or Dirichlet boundary conditions specified on global domain 7,

e
the 1alerkin analog for local element 2 reduces to

2~~~ dNj N..a1kN~Q(1

fe

Ce
S ~ e e -

For the linear trial function in 2

0 d.= e v~~
d '

-y e, e I3.+l (12)

weeyis a local coordinate in e dx; Ze (x e+ - xe)

~~e ~~x~~e and x.e is the spatial coordinate of node e.

Substituting (12) into (11) gives a Galerkin analog for local element

ee (13)0o NN j e, e+i (3
ft ax xdx O

tQ

For , linear, all gradients are constant giving

0 2.. jdO + e fojdP, =e, e+, (14)

;x j e d at-le -



In matrix notation, the linear system of equations approximating the

governing PDE in local element 2e is

S~ ~ ~~~3 (-P()d e_, dN te d1 (5O -eo af dx Q e

where

e (16)

and ;e eTe

Stzbdomain Integration

The subdomain integration method discretizes the global domain .2 into

subdomains (control volumes) where

.1 = U R. (18)J

Generally, the subdomains are defined such that R. is somewhat centered

about nodal point j and

Xe £ R. (19)J

xk j Rip k#j (20)

R.OR. = n r (21)

R, E R U r (22)

For the one-dimensional parabolic PDE problem, . is discretized into

subdomains which overlap contiguous finite elements from midelement to

midelement.

-7-----.-. ..- *-,-



The subdomain integration weighted residual approach averages the approxi-

mation error in estimating the governing PDE in R by the fot-ulation

J{ s W~d E 0~ ~ (23)
;x

z

where boundary conditions of Neumann or Dirichlet are specified on global

boundary r. From the discretization of Q,

J- jdw.d = -nd (24)
j

R

where

I, i, x£R.x E
1' (25)

[ 0, otherwise

Thus,

3- - jw.dq " j (26)

Q x atR. ;2 t

The subdomain and finite element discretization of P. can be re--ri:ten in
e

terms of a nodal domain Qj discretization of ! by

e -- P. e R (27)

A one-dimensional discretization of global domain C by each of the three

approaches are shown in Fig. 1. Fror. the defntion of the noda. dcmain,

e

a subdomain R. would be the union of each that is

R= U ne(28)



I!

and the finite element Q e is given by

S1 . Qe . Se (29)

C

where S is the set of nodal point numbers associated to finite element 0e

S { ej : e. # { 0 } (30)

Consequently, a finite element matrix system can be determined for a sub-

domain integration model by no-.ng that

ao~- - d12 - cc - dQ (31)
x= 2 t fe x 2  at

In terms of finite element e,

a2 a, 320
- -df= We - d, (32)

e x at ax2  at

Integrating (32) by parts gives

(33)

eat

where S e  (e, e+i); and re is the boundary of nodal dcmain . .

Similar to the Galerkin approach, flux continuizy is assumed between "inice

elements and Neumann or Dirichlet boundary conditions are assumed on global

boundary r giving

-1- - (34)
e ;x r'e  e 9x

-9-
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__________I iiiIl I.!ii !I I JI ! I..

Thus, the subdomain integration analog in local element e reduces to

e[ - - d - J - Ja - dQ, j=(e,e+i) (35)

ax at ;X re-- e e at
j j J

where the = notation in (35) implies an equality due to (34).

ee
For (c,¢) , ( e e) n eduring a small interval of time &t,

-- a - d12 j- -- - a j e dQ, j=(e,e+i) (36)

e(x2  e tt
axn

giving the element matrix system

e e e e 1 - e3 Ce,
e a =- C a j=(e,e+!) (37)

. tee -e -e t e
J J

where Se is as defined in (16), and

pe[3] = -(38)
8 3]

Zntegrated Finite Difference

The integrated finite difference approach is analogous to the subdomain

integration apprcach for a linear trial function e in each element

i e except that

e d- d.Q (39)

-10-



Consequently, the element matrix system for solution of the governing ?DE

in ie is

See- + * z --- ae 1 d Q jESe (40)

J]

where Se is defined by (16), and

e ee- *

P = - (41)
- 2 0 1~(1

Nod-Z, Dorin Inrtegration

For the one-d:Lmensional parabolic FDE, the three domain numerical approaches

derived above can be represented by a single element matrix s.stem (Hromadka

and Guymon, 1980)

I _1C

e - I (1.2)

S a

where is an element mass lumping factor and determines the alerkin, Sub-C

domain integration, and integrated finite difference domain analcgs 4cr

S= (2,3,=),
e

-or the linear trial function in an irregular triangle and tetra-

hedron finite elements, the appropriate element matrix systems for two and

three dimensional linear d.iffusicn problems are readily determined

(Hromadka, at al 1981b). i. the :ac-dimns::nal triangle element

system, Fig. 2, the two-dimensional element matrix s'sten is

seee ] "e _ 0 (.3)
S e- + [ a ae

e

-'er the subscript ncr-n:on iza.s a :wc-limen:;:;"-a ri:: s'Sem, and

___________________________- _____-



where Sis a Galerkin approximation for the diffusion component in element

and

a e Ae e . 2
pe, e

e e. 2

where Ae area of triangle element, and where = z'7, l ves :n*e
e

Galerkin, subdomain integration, and integrated finite 4if rence ln: s

As in the one-dimensional problem, Dirichlet: and emn:niin

are accomm'odated analogous to the Ga2.erl,,in metho.d.

For the three-dimensional tetrahedron element, :-..21te a:ocr:a:e

element capacitance matrix is givien by

-3 ~ el
42r +3 e .

e -

where V =volume of the tetrahedron element-, and wheree

gives thne Galarkin, subdomain integration, and integrated fiaite c-4::erence

analogs. The element diffusion component is given the Lus-ual GSalerki

approximation in element

D2TROVED MA-SS YAkTRIX LUMPING FACTOR

In the Drevious section, a ND:7 model -'s developed for several o.f th'e

commcon finite element configurations. T'he NDI statement. is found :L, rerr7esent

several numerical aporoaches by the variation of -a mass lumpi.n~ fector.

Numerous =ass lumping factors can be determined denenc~ng on the a Drcac.

used to appro Ximate the PDE. Zienkiewicz (1977) discusses mass uin

sy;stems and also includes discontinuous trial function aozroximat:ins n

each. c'nite eeamezt.



A brief examination of scabilitv and convergence zonsideraticnz tor the

:amily of domain models is given in Appendix A. From Appendix A it is concluded

chat if a Galerkin analog (-=2) and an. integrated finice difference analog (~

are stable and convergent, then so i the entire range of mass lumped -matrix

tinite element models (2r,<-) .

Approximating complex finite element trial functions with a lower order trial

function -enerates a comol0ete spectrum of possible domain finite element models

which can be included into the variable mass I-Imped fcrmulation. For example,

two common approximation norms used in developing such lower order trial func-

tion models are the relative error and inner-product norms. Both of these

aPc-roximation norms can be used to formulate numnercus sp~ecialized mass lumped

finize e..ement: models based on some assumed function zonfigurazion, within ea-..

element. Su~ch zonsiderations suggvest t.*at an infinicv of possible Ionain

numerica.i models may be produced, each model perhaps providing the "best" ap-

oroX_ _a4 0 7 to a aricular ?:)E or a spec-;ii class o oiindary value zroblers

n romad'ta and Guvmnon (1981a) develcoed a v,;ariable mass-lumoez' matrix moda l

wni-ch allowed a vrariation of :.he mass lumping: factor with- respect to time and

bet-ween finite elements. 'However this variable -scheme involves frecuent goa

matrx rgenration, which results in a relatively h-izh increase in couat-oa

etoort over a constan.t --factor model. Consecuentlv, with an inf inite number o

~otencial constanc:- domain models to choose from, the selection of :he constant

mass-lu;mping factor -which h-as th hges robabiit-'y of producing th-e best

numeri'cal approximation for diffusion oroblems is nee---.

This is the main objective of the paper: to develop such a constant-

* ~actor which has the hhetprobability,-- of rEducing ralattive proiaonerror.

-.t can be easily; s=on tha: any -ractor m odel orovid;es a "boest"acr:imto

o:r some rezion ot a problem domain or fcr some :or::ion of the simulatiozn. -or

example, Fi.*; shows the relative error -cm varcus 7.odEISne inc~



approximation of a classical linear diffusion problem. It can also be shown

that these approximations fail or succeed to be the "best" depending on the

problem being considered.

In this paper, the approach used to determine an optimum mass weighting

factor for the one-dimensional .TUI model of (42) is based on the Fourier series

expansion of an assumed boundary value problem in each control volume of the

global domain. For a finite interval R. (control volume), the usual processesJ

of normalization reduces the governing ?DE to the solution of an equivalent PDE

on a normalized unit interval

=- , E [O,!] (-46)
3x 2  1t

where , is a normalized variable for the ?DE state variable, and (x,-) is now

defined as normalized space and time. it is assumed in (46) that

-(x--O) = - (:=.5) =  
, and -(x=l) = where are the usual nodal values.

The 'Di model is based on the well .- wn Crank-Nicolscn :i.-.e advance-

ment procedure to approximace the time derivative of (46). The nodal equation

'or solution of S- is therefore

L~~ -'jl z

J (47)

- 2.. 2+ . + !=i + 
"  .. _

K j L J-.l ] j+ ,-lIji j - l:

where the normalized length, iR - i is the timestep number; and' is

constant during normalized timestep _t. Equation (47) evaluates al modeled

flux terms at the midtimestep. -or c t-er ime derivative a po::ima t cn,

such as for-ward or backward step differencing, a similar ?DE finite difference

A1



statement can be developed. An exact solution of the governing PDE at this

midtimestep is

S (: 2-:j + j ),sin -xe
$(x- 2- - j-1 - j j+l )

(48)

+ (; x+(j+1 + 'j-1) x + ei l

where is normalized ti e measured from the midtimestep; and where

1 +i
= -- (t '. i. "). Equation (48) is a solution to the governing ?DE. If it

- 2 2

is assumed that all effects of a moving boundary value at x=(O,1) are

equivalent to holding 6 constant at the midtimestep boundary values, cen

(48) represents an exact solution to the assumed boundary value problem.

The exact Fourier series expansion solution to the proposed boundary

value problem, (4.8), is a good approx-4mation for diffusion problems wnere the

initial condizion is a sinusoidal curie. Additionally, (4S) is the orincipal

eigenfunctin of the boundary value problem since the remaining series te.erms

quicklv reduce to zero (Myers, 1971).

holding the boundary values of - constant at the midti-estev allows a

simplification of the NDI nodal ecuatlon to

7 _ l + :j . ,2r_,. ]-i 9)
1_ __ 1R (7 .-- 1

Since (A S) is assumed exact,

2 +- -,-I;
i . -I(50)

;- i j-1 -j !'

7 - -- t/

- -



Substituting (50) into (49) and simplifying gives the NDI mass lumping factor

• 4 t (. ( -lit)
. i+e- 4At (l+e

where the normalized timestep At is related to the global model timestep it by

At = (52)41IR j 1'

Normally At is assumed constant for the entire numerical simulation and a.

single ni is determined for each finite element. Should -t vary, then new

n. values may be required according to (51).
3

From (51), the mass lumping factor varies by

$ 8/(.z-8) a.( t) < (53)

Equation (51) can be derived by a similar argument applied to other ncrmalized

boundary value oroblems. Inclusion of a time variable (linear ooynomial

varia:7n) boundary condition adds additional terms t the numerator and

denominator cf (51), but adds little to change n for small li values.

Although (51)is a function of the model timestep size, a mass lumped model

using the Z.('t) function would be constant with respect to n . unless the
2 2

iLmestep size is changed during the problem simulation.

Comparison of the proposed .(-t) mass lumped model to other values of

mass lumping (e.g. Galerkin, subdomain integration, finite difference) models

in the solution of classical boundary value linear diffusion oroblems w4

not be presented due to the unavoidable biased selection procedure.

That is,it is perhaps more meaningful to express the success of a numerical

me:hod in :erms of a arobabi!it as determined from numercus simula:ions,

rather than demonstrating the success of the metnod :or a single problem.

-:6-



A general overview of using the n ('t) model can be suxmmarized based on

the comparison of over 300 computer simulations of several one-dimensional

linear diffusion problems using various timescep and element size combina-

tions, as well as different types of boundary conditions (Mcknor:er and

Sunada, 1977). In diffusion problems where the state variable varies rapidl'

or where a sharp profile exists, a standard lumped mass finite difference

analog produces the best results. For slower variations in the state

variable and for smoother profiles, the proposed r.. (It) model generally

gave the best results. For the fast nodal variation problems, the basic

assumptions in deriving the n.(,t) model fail in that the exact solutionJ

includes several eigenfunctions beyond the principal eigenfunczion used in

the r.(2t) model. For the slower nodal variation problems, the Four.erJ

series of eigenfunctions essentially reduces to the principal eigenfunc:ion

which is modeled by the assumed boundary value problem in ealn zontrol volume.

Figure 5 shows a plot of the experimentail; determined "robail:y of

the 2.('t) model producing the minimum integrated relative error in the

solution of several linear diffusion problems. The azcurac-: of the -it)

model was found to decrease as the normalized :imestep increases; :his obser-

vation may be explained by the inaccurate boundary conditions assumed for each

control volume problem. i:t should be noted that although the q.Glt) model -as
j

not consistently the best model, in the problems examined wn-ere -(,t) was no:

the optimum mass lumping factor the resulting model error was generally less

than from either the Galerkin finite element or the integrated fin4 e d erence

models.

The conseauences of the above results is that use of the proposed -j(It)

-actor should result in a linear diffusion mass matrix lumped finite element

model which has a significantly higher occurrance of being the zest numerical

mcdel. This is important due to the uncertainty -f I numeriza



model in the approximation of a PDE where the exact solution is unknown. Once a

computer code is prepared based on the NDI variable lumped mass matrix system,

it is relatively easy to simulate the particular PDE by each of the more popular

domain methods and also by the nj( t) approach. Such a comparison should aid the

analyst in determining a more appropriate discretization of the domain or an

adjustment of the timestep in order to reduce the discrepancy between the

various mass lumped models and ultimately increase the level of confidence in

the final approximation results.

CONCLUSIONS

The major conclusions from this research are the following:

1. A unifying numerical model can be developed for many finite element con-

figurations including the one-dimensional, triangle, and tetrahedron,

finite elements. The unifying model is based on the straight forward

nodal domain integration method. The resulting model is found to have

the capability of representing the Galerkin finite element, subdomain

integration, and integrated finite difference methods by :he specification

of a single mass matrix lumping factor, 7.

2. The global matrix system composed of the sum of all NDI elements aczom-

modates Dirichlet, Neumann, and mixed boundary conditions.

3. An infinity of possible domain numerical methods are possible. Two methods

of developing various mass lumping models are based on the well known re-

lative error and inner-product norms as applied to polynomial trial functions.

These models can all be represented by the NDI model for specific values of 7.

4. A computer code based on the Galerkin finite element nethcd can easily% be

modified to allow a variable mass lumped matrix system and, conse-ueacly,

represent an integrated finite difference, subdcmain integra:ion, and an

infinity of other domain methods.

-18-



. An improved mass lumping factor exists which apparently minimizes approximation

error more often than any other domain method. The probability of :he proposed

optimum mass lumping system being the best numerical method is approximately 85

percent for small normalized timestep sizes. The improved method is developed

based on a linear trial function model and a Crank-Nicolson time advancement

approximation. Extension to higher order polynomial trial functions and other

time advancement approximations should follow similarly. Although only the one-

dimensional problem is considered extension of the approach to multidimensicnal

oroblems is straightforward.

APPENYDIX A: STABILITY & CONVERGENCE CONSIDERATIONS

Definition: The governing partial differential equation is defined by

the description variable 0 as

= ; x (A-1)

where ¢ - 0 is the problem being studied, and initial and

boundary conditions are assumed specified according to

(46) and (-7).

Definition: The { 5, P(,)} matrices are defined as follows:

- 1]s =  (A-2)
~ 8 __

P(n) (A-3)

Definition: The matrix system operation A(n, €) is defined by

A(n, ) P(n) + S (A-4)
~ - At 2

-where k are vectors of nodal values at time k. A(r,, t)

describes a Galerkin, subdomain and finite difference

-i9-



1

approximation for n - (2,3,-) respectively, for the

approximation of D in Q.

Theorum: If A(2) and A(-) are convergent algorithms zo ¢, then 2(n)

is convergent to € for n>2.

Proof: From the definition of P(n)

3 ,2
P (n) P (2) + P(~ (A-5)

Or

P(n) S aIP(2) + aP(=); al+a,=l (A-6)

Therefore

A(T) - ajA(2) + a2A(-) (A-7)

and

lir A(N) = a, lir A(2) + a. lir A(-) (A-8)

St-O At-O At-0O

where A(2) and A(-) are Galerkin and finite difference approximations.

Thus

lir A(n) = a0 + a20 = (A-9)

Theorum: Consider the approximation A(n) 0 where n is constant in P.

Then A(N) is stable.

Proof: Rewrite A(j)=0 as

(a ?(2) + a P(-) + A s i;+I=Ia P(2) + a P(_- ) T (A-10),- 2 7 -

or in global matrix notation

Gol+l' H
i

b -20-



For e constant in , a P(2) determines a tridiagonal .ratr4x

Ia

a 1(2 -a 1 e -21
a M a 1 4 1

6 0 1 4 1
................ (A-12)

1 4 1
0 1 2_

and

1 -1
At At -1 2 -1
T - 0 -1 2 -1

(A-13)

-1 2 -1
-1 1

Likewise,

aa(- 0 2 0

azP( 2 = 0  0  2 0

-At
For (,e)

+ ~ a -YL+F(T+ + 2 2 ) -y -
G = ral Y 2a, a,-- -t  ( -I + a + y) yT[j (-5

6 2 (T-'~~y

-21-
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and

a, a2  y a Y

a Y

(A-16)
........ ,e............................

L

For the specified boundary conditions of : O(x=O,L;t>o)-O, the

(G,H) matrix system becomes a regular tridiagonal matrix system.

To show stability, the largest eigenvalue of

G-H (A-17)

must be less than 1.

For the G matrix,

2 a + a + () + 2 a Y ) c (A- 1)
G 2 16 Vc N-1

where N+I nodal points are designated between x=O and x=L.

Then

1 a,- 2 Y-y)Si,_ 2(N-1) (A-19)

For the H matrix

x 1 a, + a2 -Y+ (a y)cos , 1  (A-20)

or

(- - + Y 2 sin2 ) (A-21)

-22-
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and

a, a2  a y

a Y( + 2 a +a,_y) Y + )..

(A-16)

For the specified boundary conditions of : S(x=O,L;t>o)=O, the

(G,H) matrix system becomes a regular tridiagona matrix system.

To show stability, the largest eigenvalue of

G- H (A-17)

must be less than I.

For the G matrix,
z

2 a Y (-)
"C ' (1-1 2Y 6 2o~

where N+l nodal points are designated between x=0 and x=L.

Then

.=1 - 2 -Y) sl 2 (N-) (A-19)

For the H matrix

X -a, + a2-Y+ -+ -Y os (A-20)

or

2 si2n 'Tr (A 2 1)

•~~~ 2 (14-1). ,."m
II



Thus

1-2 (, ) sin? (C.)

1+ 3 +y)si

where CL (STr)/2(N-l)

From the above

G- 1 ,is < I for all y if a,> 0.

Theorum: A(rj) is stable for any distribution of n>l in .

Proof: This proof will be developed for a nodal point (subdomain)

approximation of €. For any row p of A(J), the following linear

equation is determined for solution of nodal value t

pr (T) + -t S.q+I =t (A-23)

2 T - -

where p designates nodal values contributing to row p of A(2).

For row D

P (n) 2i -; (A-24+)

and
1 r

-t 12 +- (A-25)
Thus, P-: a give

Thus, the above gives

4 ___ A



Thus

1-2 H*)sin 2 (a)
'G-H ! 2  .a , S=1,2 ... 2- (A-22)

where a = (STr)/2QN-1)

From the above

G - 'H I is < 1 for all Y if al > 0.

Theorum: A(,n) is stable for any distribution of >l in

Proof: This proof will be developed for a nodal point (subdomain)

approximation of . For any row p of A(r,), the following linear

equation is determined for so.lution of nodal value :
p

P(r,) + ,_t sq+-- (P(n) -
s q  (A-3)

where p designates nodal values contributing to row p of A(r).

For row p

2+++l) (A-24)

and

- (A-25)

Thus, the above gives
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(A-26)

1t +2p i-

Let = (n+l)At/i2

and define an error at node p and tine q by a Fourier distribution

term

E iS e (A-27)

p~q

e j- 2 re

+ e. L~i3(p-)h +1+2 ~2 i~ph~q+:i(p+l)h.q+li

j = (A-? 3)

7 i(- )hr.. iph~, i(p+-h-'q<

le' _ e



ieph~q
Dividing thru by e ;gives

Se±h +2l+e ihe-ih -2-*e

(A-29)

[e-i~h+2 ish] + I [e±5ih 2+e i~hl

But cosSh = (e'~ e )/'~,2 ; thus

(2cos~h + 2n] - -E2cos~h - 2) = 2cos 'h + 27] -'-42cos~h-2] (A-30)

giving

(cosSh+n!) - U(l - cos~h) (-1
(cos$h+n) + i.(l + cos~h)

Stability7 recuires Ir <1

where in the above, E(+)t
Z2

and 8 is a value of S N-=
n Nh ,hL

Thus,

(cosah+r) - 2,psin2 .,-

(cosah+7-,) +2,..sin~. r(IS 3)

The condition iV < 1 requires

(cos3h +n) - 2,.sin2 -Ln)l < I (cos~h+-,) + 2; sin:(-) (A.-33)

But for cosSI'+n>O, r is greater or ecual tc one uihcauses the

NOM algorithm to be stable.
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I4
APPLICATION OF A BOUNDARY I':TEGP.AL

EQUATION TO PREDICTION OF FREEZING

FRONTS IN SOIL

T. V. Hromadka II and G. L. Guymon
Civil Engineering,

University of California, Irvine, CA 92717

ABSTRACT

A boundary integral equation formulation based on the complex Cauchy
integral theorem is applied to two-dimensional soil-water phase change
problems encountered in algid soils. The model assumes that potential
theory applies in the estimation of heat flux along a freezing front of
differential thickness and that quasi-steady-state temperatures occur along
the problem domain boundary. Application of the boundary integral form.ula-
tion to two-dimensional problems results in predicted locations of the
freezing front which are highly accurate. Although the proposed formulation
is based on the Cauchy integral theorem, similar models may be developed
based on other forms of integration equation methods.
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INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this paper is to apply well known poten1all :ne,,rv to

* the solution of soil-water freezin or :hawing problems wherin :he temperature

is a harmonic function. For problems where phase change latent heat effects

dominate the heat transport process, the heat balance equations may be

approximated by the Laplace equations coupled with the boundary conditions

modified to include the effects of phase change. To do this, tne dynamic

component of the classical heat transport equation is assumed neglible

compared to the latent heat term when freezing or thawing a soil-region.

Moreover, it is necessary to assume an isotrophic, homogeneous solution

domain. However, by means of a suitable coordinate transformation ror

relatively geometrically simple regions, anisotropic or even heterogenious

domains may be transformed into a region in which potential :heory may. aopl y.

As a result, boundary integral equation techniques may be applied which, for

cne test oroblems considered, s"z"ificant l reduce ccmuter storace and

execution times when compared :o classical domain methods. Generally, in

:reezing problems we are interested primarily in the location of the freezing

:ront and in the estimation or 'eat flux values normal to the freezing front.

Boundarv integral equation methods (B.I.E.M.) focuses on chase two types of

problems directly. Additionally, the B.I.E.M. based models can significantly

recuce :he computational effort involved in producing mesh aenerations and

maniulations, besides allowing very small mesh relocation except along a

, mcving freezing front boundary. In this paper, we will de'eJ1 a model cased

cn a sconistizaticn of a boundary integral equation method utilizing Cauchy's

inteoral :heorem for analytic functions as presented by Hunt and Isaacs (19 1),

Ind show results that support its use in geothermal problems involvinz :reezinc

or :having that are associated with geotechnical problems =['tal to areas

where n:ere is significant nenetraticn of :he freezinz isctner=.



II

The application of potential theory is illustrated b. ,on idir.2 e

flow problem defined on a connected domain with an exterior bcndar. ces-

cribed by a simple closed contour 7 The heat flux across a surface :ccazed

in the interior of 2 is given by

where is the temperature-pccentia!, and K is :he thernal conductivi: "iz

is assumed isotropic and ccnstant in

.or two-diensional problems the heat flux may be represented by zomzex

variable nota:ion as

Q =Qx iQv -K-- iK- i
x 'Q

where i =

-or an arbitrary simple closed contour C interior of

t ds = z Q, ds 0

where Q and 0 are outward nornal and tangential components of ze *-eat- n

flux on C and stead-, state conditions are assumed in 2 with no thermal scurzes

or sinks. Equaticn (3) defines : as harmonic, satisfying :he aLace e

i. 11-he narmcnic znugate ", exists in and is related tc b,: the

h . ecuations (De.=nan, 19t) The complex temperature ;'z, is

-eained bv

= -(x , -) - .....



where (x,y) - k represents ccnstant heat flux lines and :(~)=k'" 0 " 0

represents an isothermal potential where ' is constant along each potential.

Classes of problems which can be described in terms of a complex function

such as (4) include ideal fluid flow, heat flow, electrostatics and porous

media flow in isotropic, homogeneous domains. For approximate solutions,

domain numerical approximations are generally employed such as the finite

element, finite difference, or nodal domain integration methods. For homo-

genecus problems, boundary integral equation methods are reported superior

to the domain numerical methods (Liggett, 1977; Liggett and Liu, 1979; Lennon,

et al, 19S0).

7n this paper, a boundary integral method is used to solve for the tempera-

ture distribution on the prcblem boundary - where two types cf boundary condi-

tions are approximated simultaneous>, on

(x,y) = ¢o(x,y), (x,y) £ .

(x,x,y) -

0

and isothermal phase change is defined on - such that

ds
L - = -Q ()

dt I I

where the subscript i is a su.m ation indice, and where s and 0n. are normal

spatial and heat flux terms, respectively.

Equation 6 indicates that the rate of boundary movement (freezing frrn:)

4ue tc isothermal phase change is directly related to the net heat efflux cn

the boundary of 7 . Additionally, the sum of normal heat flux terms along

is defined in algebraic sign actoraing to the freezing/thawing direction.

7n eq. (6), the volumetric !atent ofeat fsn fcr 4s usEf

-were the --ass of problems to be studied is the predzc n o: the treecint

-A



front location within a homogeneous isotropic (or regional homogeneous isotropic)

freezing/thawing soil where soil-water transport is assumed negligible. From

eq. (6), the freezing front contour 7 is redefined in (x,y) coordinates after

each time advancement. An approach used to calculate new -3 (x,y) coordinates

is to displace the nodal points (located at the midpoint of each boundary element)

normal to the heat flux direction such that the total 7, movement balances the

total. heat efflux integrated with respect to time along 73 The normal heat flux

values are talculated along by the Cauchy-.iemann relations for anal-tic

(ccomplex variable) functions. For the examples considered, results indicate :hat

the nodal x-coordinates vary considerably less -*an .he y-coordinates and :hat

carefully defined subregions of two-diensional problems may' be compared to

one-dimensional model results to heck modelim2 accuracv.

The approach used t, -e':elop a two-dimensional soil-water freezi ai

model is to amorox ate a two-dLcensional dynamic temperature field with a time-

stepped steady state :emera:ure distribution in - means of a comole:.: boundary

integral formulation. In so4-Kater ohase :.an.e zroblems rlatent 'eaC

effects dominate tie transient heat evolutiOLI, a cuasi-stead: sta:e c:ne :ro-em

-an be fornulated for many real world sit'ations where a stead: sta-e n-ea :

estimation is a gcod approximation for the time-averazed dynamic neat flux aue.

Such an approach includes the advantage :f a precisely defined freezing

front location in a two-dimensional domain - without the use of finite element

deforming grid method (such as used in Ly-nch and C'Neill, 19S1) or a mul=i-

dimensional finite element model. Consequentl - , the proposed model ma, be ideal

:or many homogeneous soil freezing/thawing problems in geooechni-al e..

where computer capability is limited, such as can be obtained on nresent -ay

nicrocomputers.



FOPMULAT I ON

A discussion of the current trends in cold-resions thermal numerical

models is contained in Guymon at al (1980) and a review of current boundary

integral methodologies is contained in Hunt and Isaacs (1981). The general

trend in algid-soil numerical models is to use domain methods to approxi-

mate :he dvramic heat flow equation and to include a soil-water phase change

model incorporating an isothermal or apparent heat capacity approximation.

These domain numerical models allow the ease of solving for problems which

have a spectrum of dissimilar materials and anisotropy. However for problems

which are homogeneous, a 3. .E.M. formulation may be used to estimate the heat

flux values within the problem, resulting in a numerical model hich, for the

test proolems considered, is a fraction of the size of the domain model.

Hcwever, because the B.IE.Y.. model develoos a full,, poulated N order matrix

tor a N; nodal coin: discretization, the global model size can cuickl. exzeed a

domain model's requirements -when a fine mesh is used on the problem ocunar:.

HEORY

igure i shows an assumed trocem to be studied whioh zonsists of a

roadway em*an.-oent. A constant temperature is specified for and with

the sides of the roadway emban;=ent pr:blem being s-ecified with values of

1and .. cr a boundary integral feunann boundary condi-

tions can be used on the left and riht sides rather :han determining , and

:or an ecu:walent ad Any of the usual boundary. .intezral aorazhes

-an ce used :or this oroblem; a complex :orm.ulacion is usec in this study cue

to - e ease 4n contour int-erati on which results from ":e well k, auvs

inte:;raL :neorem.



Assuming the freezing front location to be defined at some t:me t , -ne
0

dynamic heat evolution problem is approximated by solving the Laplace relations

(Fig. 1) to estimate the mean heat flu:: values along the freezing front location

during a large timestep, it. For example, in the problems studied, timesteps

of one-week are used with good results. From the estimated heat flux values,

the change in the freezing front is calculated from eaq. 6. That is, a method

to calculate the change in the freezing front coordinates is to calculate the

change in the nodal point coordinates in the direction of net normal 'ea: flux.

For nodal points located at the midpoint of boundary elements 1Brebbia, 1?73),

the determination of new coordinates at the freezing front may be estimated

by a simple balance between the volume of soil frozen, and the time-integrated

heat evolved. Due to the model's basic assumption of pnase change effects

coninating the entire heat transport process the freezing front evolut:on is

slow, and the sim.ple freezing front evolution mcdel described above

was :ound to be adequate for the problems tested. The new freezing front

location at time zt - is then used to obtain a better estimate or averaze
0

neat avoiution *alance using heat fluc appro 4 -ations for tine t Alt'2.
0

To solve the Laplace equations, r(z) is solved on the boundary cf each

subproblem to dete_-r_.ine simultanecus heat fux values at each nodal ocint

al=- the freezing front. From Cauchv' s theorem,

rl~ (z) dz

2-i ( z )
0

Z(: . and z i3 in the interior of I :nmegratizn ;s

4 performed in the usual counterclockwise fashicn on boundary

-f ef-r.i :i_-: :fhe zcrn :ur intega-raI

=( d - (z) -c'z

(z - z Z :1
07



where .. is the ccntour be-tween nodes z, and .Fr onS j+l '

P ( dz

(9)
- (z - Z.)
* 2

where P is the Cauchy Principal Value, and is the interior angle between

line segments '. and (Fig.2). On the boundary 7 .of each subprcblem,] ,j- 1 j j + l ( i

either '(z.) or ,(z.) is defined at each boundary nodal point z. E.

Zonse-uetlly from ec. (9), N equations result for the n unknown variables for

a N-nodal point discratizacion of 7. The integrations on . are apprcxLmated

by means of combining eqs. 8 and 9.

The numerical integrations from solving eqs. 8 and 9 are arrived a:

by assuming 7(z) to be piecewise linear between nodal points, that is

-j+l "jJ l - z

where i'(z) is the aoproximation of r(z) on and - :s a nodal point• ,j !+ ,

value at node z..

The numerical integrations result in a complex i for a ion

which is given in Hunt and :saacs (1981) and is summarized in the follcing:

dz ~ -- ; -1 j n -i(z z
0 (z z) j+l -a~ ,- *Z K

:zr z. £. - or boundarv nodal zoints zj 1 0



,(z) dz z -z z -z j=. o Ii ni

t (z - z ) z - z Iz
0 L_ j+ l  Z, Zoj ,j+ (12)

- -
z j+l - z. - z

The contour integrations result in the ecuation system

I r(z) dz
j+l j Lj+1 ' ik~j,j+l : (z - z.)

=jk,k. (13)
Zn zi ._! -  I

. Z.

The full system is written in matrix form

where K is a fullv pooulated matril of known coefficients fron ec. 13 a.c

i:, 2) is the array of (., .) values of the complex temperature seat

flux values can be estimated by determining a - interior of 2 and calculat-ing
00

the normal temperature gradient values using each C'o C) value alcng the

freezing front, 3 or directly from the Cauchy-Riemann equations.

Since the problem domain is assumed homogeneous and isotropic, paraneter

es:-ta:ions are not recuired on a control volume basis because t e sci_-

mixzure is assumed -icher entirely 4roz=n ('ith some pr dedr-n=ind unfr-zen

.,ater content ofoaal o: :hese oro! Am freezing temperatures) or -hawed on

either size of the freezing front, 73. in comparison to a finite element

fi;:ed grid model, thermal parameters are constantly changing as the zznzrol

volume ice zontent values change with time, necessarily causing frequent

Icmain -met.cd global matrix regenerations due to the linearizu: afrr:.-ia-

zicns of m.he ,--r-... nonlinear heat flo-" ecuatiorn.



For an anisotropic homogeneous problem, the above methodology can be

utilized by simply rescaling the global problem to accor.odate the ratio of

horizontal-to-vertical thermal conductivity values (Myers, 1971), and solving

the modified problem in the new (x,y) space.

For nonhomogeneous problems, complexities arise in an effort to simnul-

taneously solve for the unknowns of .j shared on the boundaries of homogeneous

regions. The resulting extra manipulations oftentimes overshadow the benefits

of the proposed geothermal model, especially when comparing :he effort required

for problem data-input preparation between a domain method formulatitn and the

boundary integral formulation. Additionally, in the approximation of heat

evolution in a nonhomogeneous problem several nodal points are required interior

of 2 along the boundaries of the defined homogeneous regions, resulting in a

significant increase in computational effort due to the fully oooua=Ed matrix

requirements of a boundary integral formulation.

For computational efficiency and model ccr.parison purooses, a 5. .E.'.

numerical model (Brebbia, 7-9B) was also used for the apprc:imation of nodal

temneratures and heat flux values on the freezing front boundarv. Eoth the

complex temperature formulation and the "boundary element method" were applied

to identical nodal placements and definitions for each test proolam studied.

Comparison of computational results indicate that either aporoach produces similar

values of heat flux on the freezing front boundary and, therefore, predict nearly

identical freezing front locations. An advantage of'the ccplex temperature

formulaticon is the relative straightforward contour integrations summed anz the

ocundary -. An advantage of the boundary element formulat'on is the direct com-

putation of heat flux values along the freezing front nodal points.

10



APPLICATIONS

The boundary integral equation method (B.I.E.M.) geothermal model was

applied to the roadway embancnent problem schematically defined in Fi. l.

The first problem studied assumed that a constant -10C temperature is uniformly

imposed along the top surface of the domain with the rest of the domain initially

set at +0.!C; that is,

= -100C

= +O.1°C

, = Linear variation from U' to 7

For the subproblem 72 T, = 0, a frozen thermal conductivity value of ice is used

whereas an unfrozen thermal conductivity of water is used for subproblem 7-7. = D.

The freezing front 7 is initially assumed at a location of 50 cm below the zoo

ground surface. Figure 3 shows several plots of predicted freezing trcnt 1oca-

tions from the geothermal model.

To test the accuracy of the model, three quasi one-dimensicnal prcoems -,ere

identified (labeled A-A, 3-3, C-C) in the two-dimensional problem domain of Fig. 3,

and the one-dimensional analytical solutions compared to the :vo-dimensional zeo-

hermal model results. The geothermal model was found to give good results (-i. 4)

when compared to the well known one-dimensional semi-infinite Stefan problem

solution.

To examine the effects of model timestep size, the geozheral model was

tested for variations in the prediction of the freezing front location as a func-

tion of the length of the timestep size. The variation in results are sh¢n, in

Fig. 4 which indicates that the geothermal model results :a: in less

:*an 2-aerzen: between :imestep sizes of 6-hours and I-week.

11



Due to the small computer memory requirements for matrix solution and the

relatively simple coding necessary for the B.I.E.M. or boundary element (B..E.M.)

approaches, the freezing front locations plotted in Fig. 3 were obtained from

a well known 64 K byte microcomputer capability (FORTPAN language). Consequently,

sophisticated two-dimensional problems may be analyzed economically by currently

available low-cost "household" digital computers.

As a second example problem, the effects of a buried pipeline maintained

at subfreezing temperatures was studied. in this problem the freezing front

model used in the first example problem was utilized along with a radially defined

freezing front from the buried pipeline (Fig. 5).

Three subproblem domains were defined in order to estimate a net efflux of

heat along eazh freezing front. To verify the model approximations, one-dimen-

sional problem solutions were compared to both the horizontal-plane freezing front

and the radial freezing front problems. The problem simulation time was for a

o-month duration and required less than 10 CPU seccns on a Data Genera Eclipse

mini-ccmputer s.'stem (using a model timesceo size or one-week). M-odel accuraz'-

was found to be in error less than 2-percent from the one-dimensional Stefan

problem ana!Ftical solutions. In a 6-"K byte (FORRA) microcomputer system,

computer requirements cost approximatel- 2 CU minutes for :he same 6-mon:h

si.uiation. From Fig. 5, it can be noted that a peat layer is approximated by

rescaling the global model and neglecting horizontal heat flux effects and

assuming only a vertical freezing front penetration in the peat (the modeled

results verified this assumpticn) Heat flux was assumed to be zero cm r.e

left and right sides of the global problem dmain. Computer solution of the

steady state heat flux problems were obtained by the 3.l.F.M. (Brebbia) in

order to direct!- obtain heat flux values along the radial freezing :ront.

...
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COUCLUS IONS

A soil-water freezing geothermal model is developed which is based on

a complex variable boundary integral equation method using Cauchy's theorem.

The geothermal nodel provides good results in the prediction of soil-water

freezing fronts in two-dimensional problems. Since the latent heat effects

of soil-water phase change are assumed to dominate the total heat evolution

budget, quasi steady-state temperature distributions may be used to

estimate total net heat flux values along the soil-water freezing fronts. The

computer coding requirements are small, enabling the model to be accommodated

on currently available home microcomputers for many two-dimensional freezing/

thawing soil problems.
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TO-DIMENSIONAL MODEL OF COUPLED HEAT AND

MOISTURE TRANSPORT IN FROST HEAVING SOILS

G. L. Guymon and T. V. Hromadka II

Civil Engineering

University of California, Irvine, CA, 92717, USA

INTRODUCTION

Numerical modeling of coupled heat and moisture transport in freezing

and thawing soils has been the subject of a number of investigations

generally beginning in the -id-1970's (Harlan, 1974 and Gu,,mon and Luthin,

1975). Modeling efforts reported in the open literature primarily deal with

one-dimensional heat and moisture transport. These models and numerial

models of frost heave are reviewed by Guy-on, et a! (1980) andcpKe (:980)

among others. While one-dimensional models of soil freezing or thawing are

adequate for a large number of applications, at least two-dimensional1 models

are required for many problems, e.g. buried pipelines, roadway berm roolems,

and embankments on permafrost.

Several well known two-dimensional geothermal models apolicable to

freezinz or thawing soils have 'cen developed, e.g. the Exxon EPR model.

.nese models are proprietary and are generally not reported in the open

literature. For many applications, it is permissible to assume that soil

moisture Is iocDile, allowing one the luxury of dealing with heat tranport

and moisture phase change alone. On the other hand, a great many soil freez-

ing problems may involve unsteady moisture transport, which may modify the

thermal regime of the soil over a long period of time, or may be substantially

derendent cn moisture transport as is the case when frost heave is occurring.
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The purpose of this paper is to present a dynamic two-dimensional numerical

model of coupled heat and moisture transport which is generally applicable to

freezing and thawing soils. The model includes the ability to estimate frost

heave and thaw consolidation for simple but useful geometries. Some of the

problems associated with such modeling exercises are reviewed.

THEORY

The theory of heat transport in freezing soils and their thermal pro-

perties have been the subject of investigation since before the turn of the

century, e.g. Stefan (1891). Recent definitive works on this topic are

Lunardini (1981) and Farouki (1981). As a result, the deterministic equations

of heat transport in moist soils are well established; i.e., in two-dimensions

__ ! ., T ] - T ; T ; e 2 .i ; T

T- = C --- L --- + C v -+ Cv -
xL -y -- wy w9x w

L I y wy

where x and y = cartesian coordinates, t = time, T = soil-water-air-ice

mixture temperature, e. = volume of of ice oer unit total volume of soil,

= thermal conductivity of soil-water-air-ice mixture, Cm = volumetric heat

capacity of soil-water-air-ice mixture, L = volumetric latent heat of fusion

of bulk water, = K = density of ice and water, respectively, C =
1 w

volumetric heat capacity of water, and v and v = the x and y velocity flux
x y

components. Obviously, the density parameters are relatively precisely tempera-

ture and salinity can be assumed to be constant fo;" dilute solutions with tem-

perazures less than -20°C (Anderson, et a!, 1973). The latent heat term only

contributes to (1) when soil regions are undergoing freezing or thawing. The

remaining parameters, K and Cm, are functicns of the volumetric proportions of

each material constituent and soil structure, among other factors. There is some



variation in computed parameters depending upon the method of measurement

or computation. DeVries (1966) method of estimating these parameters is

often used, e.g. for C

m
C C. e. (2)

where C. - volumetric heat capacity of jth constituent and e. volumetricJ

fraction of jth constituent. A similar equation is used with and without

a particle contact function for thermal conductivity. Equation (1) is

nonlinear since the ' and C parameters depend upon the amount of ice and
"T m

water coexistant in a freezing and thawing soil. Additionally, (1) is

coupled to equations describing the moisture state of a soil and soil freezing

characteristic relationships such as discussed by Anderson, et al (1973).

Similarly the theory of water movement in unfrozen isothermal soils is

well advanced; e.g. Bear (1979). A deterministic equation for moisture

transport in nondeformable saturated or unsaturated porous media is

+ (3)

where = total hydraulic head, K. = extended Darcy hydraulic conductivity,

eu  volumetric water content, and S = moisture sink. in unsaturated

soils K. is a function of negative pore water pressures (soil water tension)

and hence (3) is nonlinear. Depending on the orientation of the x and y

coordinates, the temporal term in (3) may be zero or a function of the total

saturated thickness multiplied by a storage coefficient. The moisture sink

3



term for a freezing soil accounts for the conversion of liquid water to ice;

i.e.

O. e.
S -L (4)

OW  3t

One must consider three general regions in a freezing or thawing soil to

apply (3). The unfrozen zone, which for instance may be between an advancing

freezing front and a water table, will be adequately described by (3) assuming

moisture movement is by connected liquid water films (in this case S = 0). In

the freezing zone, a zone of finite width depending on material type and perhaps

other factors, (3) may apply and S # 0. A major difficulty in applying (3) in a

freezing region is determining the hydraulic conductivity parameter. Nakano

et al, (1982) has demonstrated that the presence of ice in soil pores signifi-

cantly effects the transport of water in soils. The hydraulic ccnductivity of

partially frozen soil is much less than for unfrozen soil. Jame (1978) and

Taylor and Luthin (1978) using data developed by Jame, indicated that unfrozen

hydraulic conductivity had to be reduced in a freezing zone in order to adequately

model the thermal and soil moisture regime of freezing horizontal zolumns. They

assumed a ohenomenological relationship of the form

-E~i

K K 0 1(5)

where K = freezing soil hydraulic conductivity, KH = unfrozen soil hydraulic

conductivity, 6. = volumetric ice content, and E = a calibration factor such

that EE. O. For folly frozen soil, it is generally believed that unfrozen water, 1

may move as liquid water films primarily in response to hydraulic gradients.

In this case it may be assumed that S = 0. Whether this flow may be represented

by Darcy's law is not established nor are there definitive data available on

frozen soil hydraulic conductivity.

4



Because unsaturated soils are a common freezing and thawing problem,

some means of relating unfrozen water content and total hydraulic head or

pore pressure is required. This is accomplished by developing the usual soil

moisture characteristics which for clays and silts is hysteretic. For couve-

nience, it is usually desirable for modeling purposes to assume that this re-

lationship is single valued, removing the problem of incorporating memory in

models. Further, it is convenient to express this experimental relationship as

some form of mathematical function. While numerous such relationships have been

proposed, we have found that Gardner's (1958) relationship fits many soils we

are interested in, i.e. the so-called frost susceptible soils. Water content

is related to pore pressure as follows:

6

e 0 _ 6)
Alujn+l

where a = porosity, u = pore water pressure (expressed as hydraulic head) and
0

A and n = regression fit coefficients which depend on soil type, density, and

other factors.

Thermodynamic processes occurring in freezing zones, employing static

thermodynamic theory, are relatively well developed. Applications to dynamic

states are not as well known with the result that agreement is not widespread

on how freezing zone processes should be modeled. In the event ice segregation

occurs lenses of ice form deforming the soil surface approxi=ately an equal

amount (frost heave), and a dynamic process is involved between the rate latent

heat is extracted and the rate moisture is supplied to the freezing zone. The

micro-processes in this zone determine ice and pore water pressures and hence

the ability to for= segregated distinct ice lenses. Early attempts to relate

these pressures resulted in the so-called capillary model, for example see

?enner (1957) and Everett (1961). Changes in freezing temperature and pore

water pressures have been evaluated using the Claperon equation, for instance

5



see Williams (1967). While both of these concepts are well established, there

No is a wide variation in how these concepts are utilized in frost heave models.

The principal difficulty is relating estimated pore water pressures to ice

pressures which may be assumed to equal the overburden stress and surcharg2

loading (Williams, 1967). Further, one needs a relationship between ice lens

formation and the development of heave forces for many practical geotechnical

problems. Surcharge loading is analogous to the formation of heave

forces. If one were only interested in total unrestrained frost heave for

relatively shallow freezing, a simple model of heat evolution and moisture

transport might suffice; for example see Outcalt, (1980) and Arakawa (1966)

for such models.

As a result of uncertainty concerning physical and thermodynamic mechanisms

in freezing zones, and perhaps more significantly the uncertainty as how to

incorporate what is known about these processes into complicated numerical

models, deterministic numerical models are incomplete. While such incomplete-

ness adds a degree of discomfort to a numerical modeling approach from the

standpoint of confidence in the model results, there is still the need to develop

such models to aid in geotechnical design studies.

6
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MODEL DEVELOPMENT

While certain soil freezing and thawing processes are well understood,

others are not. Furthermore, there is considerable choice in modeling the

well established physics based equations presented in the previous section

and the incorporation of ancillary relationships describing parameters and

processes. The best approach to formulating a comprehensive model utilizing

the present knowledge of the several individual processes is unclear (Morgenstern,

personal communication). The problem is further compounded by the coupled nature

of soil f:eezing process and the nonlinearity of the equations that purportedly

describe these processes. These uncertainties lead to considerable difficulty

in the choice of the several approximation models to solve the overall system

problem. Current numerical techniques require some form of decoupling of pro-

cesses and linearization in order to obtain a solution. Consequently, the

development of a model is necessarily somewhat complicated.

A conceptual engineering approach is to use available well established

physics-based equations to model the processes that are perceived to be

adequately defined. This includes heat transport in frozen and unfrozen zones

and moisture transport in unfrozen zones. For processes not well understood,

such as occur in freezing zones, one may use lumped phenomenological approaches.

As a result of these two modeling approaches a deterministic multiparameter

model will result which will require phenomenological parameters that can only

be determined by model calibration. As a consequence, verification of the

model may be somewhat compromised. Depending upon how such a model is formu-

lated it may be modified as future research refines the phenomenological

assumptions.

An economical way of proceeding with this task is to first develop a one-

dimensional model to test and refine modeling concepts. This phase of the

7



research has essentially been completed. Since 1979 the U.S.Army, Cold Regions

* Research and Engineering Laboratory (Guymon et al, 1982) has been developing

a model of frost heave, thaw consolidation and thaw weakening, applicable to

roadways and airfields. A major objective of this model is that it be

ultimately user oriented, available to geotechnical engineers, and that it

generally require parameters that are economically obtainable in standard geo-

technical laboratories. Development of this model has been reported upon as

follows. Guvmon, et al (1980) and Berg, et al (1980) represented the concepts

of a modeling approach and presented early verification and sensitivity results.

Subsequently, Guymon, et al (1981a) presented additional verification results,

and Hromadka, et a! (1982) presented a detailed evaluation of model sensitivity

to the choice of numerical analog. Guymon, et al (1981b) evaluate parameter

sensitivity and develop a probabilistic model which is cascaded with the deter-

ministic one-dimensional model. Finally, Guymon, et a! (1982) are preparing

a detailed report of exhaustive laboratory and field verification results :;f

the one-dimensional deterministic model. Any additional improvements i~n model-

ing frost heave will require different modeling strategies and better knowledge

of the physics of dynamic ice segregation processes and moisture transport in

frozen soil.

Assuming the one-dimensional modeling strategy is reasonable,

the next step is the development of a two-dimensional model. Because the

above cited references explain modeling concepts in detail, only a brief

discussion of the two-dimensional model will be presented below. Model

assumptions are as follows:

1. Moisture flow occurs in unfrozen zones by liquid water film

driven by hydraulic gradients and may be estimated by Darcy's law.

2. Moisture flow in frozen zones is negligible.

3. Sensible heat transport in all zones is governed by the heat

transport equation.



4. Phase change effects may be decoupled from the govern transport

equations and approximated as an isothermal freezing process.

5. Unfrozen zones are nondeformable, and in freezing zones or frozen

zones, deformation is due to ice segregation or lens thawing only.

6. Soil water pore pressures in freezing zones are governed by an

unfrozen water content factor determined from soil freezing

characteristics.

7. Hystereses is not present.

8. Salt exclusion processes are negligible.

9. Constant parameters (e.g. porosity) remain constant with respect to

time; i.e. freeze-thaw cycles do not modify parameters.

10. Freezing and thawing processes in a two-dimensional medium occur

in such a way so that there are no internal shear or stress forces

developed between different zones.

The equations for the two-dimensional model are summarized in Table i.

The moisture flow equation is solved using total head at the state variable

rather than using pore water ;ressure as is customary in much of the literature.

The motivation for using energy head is that the numerical analog "stiffness"

matrix will be symmetrical, reducing computer memory requirements. The con-

vective terms of the heat transport equation

3T T

C w v x - v y
ox 9

are approximated as a space-time average from a previous solution timestep so

that these terms may be included in the numerical analog load vector term.

9
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Thus, the numerical analog "stiffnass" matrix will be symmetrical, reducing

computer memory storage requirements. One of the objectives is to avoid the

need of mainframe computers and develop a code that will run on the now wide-

spread mini-class computers.

Latent heat terms are typically handled by the so-called apparent heat

capacity approach (Luikov, 1966). While there are no apparent theoretical

problems in using this approach for models that incorporate heat transfer alone,

romadka, et al (1981) show -hat for coupled problems, the use of the apparent

heat capacity concept may lead to inconsistent models with undesirable restraints

on parameters. Also, the use of the apparent heat capacity concept appears to

restrict numerical solutions to using undesirably small timesteps and spatial

discretization. For these reasons, an isothermal approach is used to approxi-

mate phase change effects (Hromadka, et al, 1981). The algorithm is based on

a simple control volume approach. A volume of freezing soil is not allowed

to reach a subfreezing temperature until the latent heat of fusion of all available

water for freezing in a control volume of soil is exhausted. However, if hnis

procedure is used for a large region of soil, it is difficult to determine the

location of the freezing or thawing isotherm. Because there is a large differ-

ence in mechanical strength properties between frozen and unfrozen soil, the

locations of the freezing isotherm is important and the freezing or thawing

isotherm must be relatively precisely defined. This is done by using a pseudo

apparent heat capacity approach. The numerical analog mass matrix diagonal

terms are weighted so that phase change effects are lumped at nodal points

whose associated control volumes are undergoing soil water phase change.

4.
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A number of ancillary relationships are required in order to solve the two

transport equations. DeVries (1966) relationship (2) is used to compute the

heat capacity and thermal conductivity of the soil-water-air-ice mixture.

Solution of (3) requires that the relationship between pore water pressure

and water content be known where the temporal term is replaced by

3eu

au t

The partial, 9 /au, is determined from Gardner's (1958) relationship (6).U

Additionally, this same relationship is used to relate hydraulic conductivity

to Dore water pressure; i.e.

K
(u) 0 (um +l)

where K = saturated hydraulic conductivity (pereabiiiy) and k and M are

parameters for a given soil. Hydraulic conductivizy in freezing zones is

estimated by the phenomenological relationship, (5).

Pore water pressures at freezing frlncs, wh.ch largely determine the

hydraulic gradient toward a freezing front, a:e rzned by

u = u(e n) (8)

where i = a constant unfrozen water content factor. Although (8) is dependent

on temperature (Anderson, et a!, 1973) and perhaps pressure, a constant value

is used in the current version of the model.

Pore eressures, particularly at freezing fronts, may be modified by total

stresses, :, and by excess pore pressures, u , if consolidation occurs.

Total stresses are the sum of overburden and surcharge stresses. Excess pore

pressures may be modeled by Terzagi's consolidation theory. Only total stresses



are considered, and these are only considered if ice segregation is occurring

in a freezing zone. If ice segregazion is nct occurring, the total stress is

assumed tc be supported by the soil matrix. If ice segregation is occurring

then negative pore water pressures given by (8) are modified by adding over-

burden and surcharge pressures u (expressed as equivalent hydraulic head), to

(8) ; i.e.,

Uf = u(S ) + u (9)

where uf is the pressure at the ice lens-water interface. :he water film on

the ice lens is presumed to support the total overburden and surcharge

weight. Wnhile excass pore pressures, u , may be added to (9), we have

found that these pressures are very small for frost susceptible silts and sand 7

silts and may conveniently be neglected. Equation (9) simulates the physical

processes that are assumed to occur at ice segregation fronts. Overburden

and surcharge stresses reduce negative pore water pressures given by (8), and

thus reduce hydraulic gradients and moisture flow toward ice segregation

fronts.

Auxiliary equations are required for boundary and initial conditions in

crier to solve the problem. Required initial conditions are soil-water tenperatures,

ice content, and pore water pressures. While any type of boundary conditions may

be incorporated (e.g. a soil surface heat budget simulator) we have generally

used a functional relationship for soil surface temperatures based upon the

U.S.Army, Corps of Engineers n-factor approach (Berg, 197.). For pore pressure

boundary conditions, the model assumes no moisture flux at frozen boundaries

and uses a specified time-varying pore water pressure at other boundaries.

Parameters required in the multi-parameter model are summarized in :able 2.

Other required parameters such as the latent heat of fusion of water, heat

capacities of ice and water, and density, of water are taken from standard

..erodynamiz tables.

13



Table 2. Parameters required for the two-dimensional

frost heave model

Parameter Description

n,A characterize volumetric water content versus pore
water pressure relationship for unfrozen soil

K saturated hydraulic ccnductivity for unfrozen soil
S

mA K  characterize soil pore water pressure versus hydraulic
conductivity relationship for unsaturated unfrozen
soil

corrects unfrozen unsaturated hydraulic conduccivity

for hydraulic conductivity in partial frozen soil in
freezing zone (a calibration factor)

soil porosity
C

ounfrozen water content factor in freezing or frozen soil
(minimum soil water content assumed to coexist with ice)

K thermal conductivity of soils

0density of soil5

T, freezing point depression of soil waterZ
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NUMERICAL AN4ALOG

* The nodal'domain integration method is used to solve the heat and moisture

transport equations given in Table 1. This method has been presented in detail

by Rromadka et al (1981) and elsewhere and will only be briefly reviewed here.

* In order to develop a two-dimensional model which can be accommodated on

mini-class computers and be used in studies cost effectively, extensive research

in numerical methodology was undertaken. The main goal of this portion of re-

search was to develop a numerical algorithm which produced a minimal level of

relative error in approximation, and yet required a minimum computational

ef fort. Due to the location of the freezing front being of primary interest in

the total modeling approach, accurate calculation of temperature, soil water

content, and other vari.ables are required. As a result, the nodal domain

integration approach was developed which adequately approximates the governing

transport equations without the need of expensive expanding mesh algorithms or

global system mesh regeneration requirements. In order to reduce computational

requirements, numerical approximation simplifications are employed whenever

possible.

* The solution domain is discretized into finite elements, similar to the

finite element procedure. For this model, we use triangular elements where

the state variable is represented by linear trial functions.- Depending upon

how one defines a subdomain of integration for the partial differential operator,

various numerical analogs may be developed; e.g. Galerkin finite element analog.

Hromadka et al, (1981) show that an infinity of numerical analogs exist where

the uncoupled linearized heat transport or moisture transport equations, given

in Table 1, may be represented by the element matrix equation of the form

j+ P (n) ( 0) (10)

where (10) is for the moisture transport equation and
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where K! - a symmetric banded conduction matrix identical to the usual stiffness

matrix for linear trial function triangular elements (Zienkiewicz, 1977), P () =

a symmetric banded capacitance matrix as a function of a mass weighting factor n,

j- a vector of unknown state variables at nodal points, and j = a vector

of the time derivative of the unknown state variables. Matrix Pe(n) is given by

(ae /;u)eAe Fn
P i~n) -n(i

C, - 3(n +2) K 1 j
e, e

1

where e = a particular triangular element and Ae  the element area. When ' - 2,

the usual Galerkin finite element formulation is obtained for a linear trial

function approximation. When n - 22/7 (approximately 7), a subdomain integration

formulation is obtained. When l-', an integrated finite difference formulation

is obtained. Hromadka and Guymon (1982) show that n may be a function of time

and that the best choice of a n depends upon the nature of the problem studied.

For example, where sharp wetting fronts may occur in a porous media seepage

problem, the integrated finite difference formulation generally results in less

relative error than the Galerkin finite element formulation.

The derivation of (10) requires that parameters be held constant in each

subdomain or element; however, parameters may vary from subdomain to subdomain.

Additionally, each nonlinear partial differential equation is linearized where

parameters are held constant for a small time interval. This procedure is in

lieu of an iterative scheme to account for nonlinear parameters. This procedure

is often valid for soil problems since the soil water phase change effects result

in a damped system of partial differential equations.

For the entire solution domain, matrix (10) is assembled in an appropriate

manner (Zienkiewicz, 1977) to form the system matrix equation

1
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ID
K+ P (n) -F~ (12)

where K and P(n) are square banded symmetric positive definite matrices, and

are, respectively, unknown nodal state variable and their temporal derivative,

* and F is a vector of known boundary conditions.

Solution of (12) is by a fully implicit approach which is required to solve

problems where a free water surface exists within the solution domain (Neuman,

1973); i.e. (12) becomes

(K + P(n)/At) - P O/At = F + A t 13)+P~)/=)j _ j 13

where At = an appropriate timestep interval.

The solution procedure for both uncoupled equations of state (given in

Table 1) is to use (13) to solve for the state variables and T. At specified

intervals ft*, where At*ZAt, all nonlinear parameters are recomputed, using the

necessary ancillary relationships discussed previously, and the system matrices

are "updated." Ice contents and secondary variables are computed at this time.

Latent heat effects and total lumped ice segregation quantities are evaluated at

each At timestep. Boundary condition information is updated at each At* interval.

The numerical model, FROSTZB, is coded in FORTRAN IV for use on mini-class

computers. The model includes a front-end humanized, interactive data prepara-

tion program, PROTOO, and a color graphics output program, ROAD. The model is

coded in a modular form allowing easy modifications to a general class of

problems. This version is for an arbitrary cross-section and does not permit

the calculation of frost heave. A second version (D) is for a roadway embank-

ment and permits frost heave calculations. FROST2D includes a mesh generator

in order to keep track of differential frost heave at the roadway and embankment

surface. All versions are capable of dealing with a layered soil profile.
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MODEL VERIFICATION

Verification of a complex model, such as is presented above, is probably

never complete. Each different application suggests some form of fine tuning

of concepts or procedures imbedded in the model. In the case of the model

developed here there are a number of submodels that require verification as

well as the overall model system.

Guymon et al (1981) arbitrarily group frost heave modeling errors or

uncertainty into four general categories:

1. Errors due to the choice of a model including the choice of a

numberical analog

2. Errors due to spatial and temporal discretization and parameter

averaging

3. Errors due to the choice of initial and boundary conditions

4. Errors due to the choice of parameters

The total modeling error is a function of the four general types of errors.

Obviously, analytical solutions for comparison of model results are unavailable.

Because of the nonlinear nature of the coupled problem and the model selected

to represent frost heave, the only available method of verification is com-

paring model results to prototype data which may be a physical laboratory model

or field situation. Even this approach is not entirely perfect because of

uncertainty associated with boundary and initial conditions and parameters that

arise in the model. While most of the parameters imbedded in the model have

some presumed physical meaning and can be evaluated in a laboratory, the

* E-parameter can only be determined by calibration of the model. Sufficient

calibration efforts may suggest a way of predetermining E in the future.

Linearized decoupled problems may be solved analytically to determine

* the accuracy of models. Because spatial and temporal discretiation

interact with model errors, these problems need to be studied at the

18
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same time. Most analytical solutions of freezing soil or bulk water are for

one-dimensional columns. Thus, accuracy of a two-dimensional model may be

studied by solving column problems oriented in the x-direction and then in

the y-direction. This procedure was followed through several tests for both

unsaturated soil moisture transport and heat transport, with and without phase

change. For heat tranport alone, errors in the position of isotherms and

particularly the freezing isotherm were less than 8 percent of relatively

fine spatial discretization and fairly large timesteps. Errors could be

reduced to less than 3 percent for smaller timesteps. Unsaturated soil

moisture transport in a vertical column was evaluated by comparing to Philip's

quasi-analytical solution as discussed in Guymon and Luthin (1974). Close

agreement was obtained depending primarily on how frequent nonlinear hydraulic

conductivity is updated in the model.

Additionally, the two-dimensional model was compared to one-dimensional

model solutions and one-dimensional laboratory soil column tests. The one-

dimensional model has been extensively verified against soil column data and

field data (Guymon et al, 1981a; Guymon et al 1981b; and Guymon et al, 1982).

Figure 1 shows an example comparison for a coupled heat and moisture transport

problem involving Fairbanks silt. In this example, the column top was subjected

to a -5*C temperature at time zero and the column bottom was maintained at the

initial condition temperature of 1C. A water table was maintained at the

column bottom.

The two-dimensional model was tested against a number of isothermal unfrozen

soil dam problems involving unsteady seepage with a free water surface. Figure 2

shows an example comparison of a model solution to experimental data and a solu-

tion of Vauclin et al (1975) for the phreatic surface for an unsteady ditch

- 1 drainage problem. Experimental data and theoretical solutions compared favorably.

19
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Figure 3 shows an example of a damn seepage problem where a dynamic model solu-

tion is compared to Unginchus' (1966) steady state theoretical solution.

Two-dimensional verification of the heat transport model has included

comparison with field data for a freezing and thawing roadway embankment and

a set of thawing data for a laboratory sand tank. In the first case model

solutions were compared to sparces thermistor data for the summer and various

winter times of the year at eight lorations in a roadway. Boundary conditions

were only approximately known and thermal properties of the different embank-

ment materials were approximated from textural classification information.

In all cases, estimated temperatures were within 1*C of measured temperatures.

The position of the freezing isotherm was accurately estimated, errors being

only a fraction of a foot in most cases.

The sand tank model consisted of a 3.92 m wide by 1.28 m deep tank of

sandy silt that is over 4 m long to sirulate two-dimensional thawing around

a buried small diamecer hoc pipe. The embankment is initially frozen from the

surface down by means of cold plates. Sides and bottoms are insulated to

minimize heat loss. The upper boundary condition and pipe temperature boundary

conditions are known. Side and bottom boundary conditions are assumed to be

zero heat flux. Soil thermal parameters and initial soil ice contents were

assumed. Because of symmetry only half the tank was analyzed, where at the pipe

centerline, zero heat flux in the x-direccion was assumed. A comparison of

modeled and measured soil temperatures after one-day of initiating hot fluid

flow in the buried pipe is shown in Figure 4. As time progresses, the solution

at the bottom of the tank deviated somewhat from measured temperatures, pri-

marily because of inaccurate representation of the bottom temperature and heat

flux conditions.
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Verification of th wo-di.mensional model for uncoupled moisture transport

alone or uncoupled heat transport alone has demonstrated that these two im-

portant components of the overall model are accurately modeled. In particular,

the isothermal freezing approach provides a relatively accurate and economical

prediction of freezing and thawing phenomena. Rather large spatial discretization

* may be used. Unfortunately, we do not have a good data set for a two-dimensional

frost heave prototype situation in order to further verify the model. However,

one-dimensional data is available as described by Ingersoll and Berg, (1981).

One-dimensional solutions using the two-dimensional model are identical to

results achieved by the one-dimensional model which can accurately simulate

unrestrained and restrained frost heave.

Evaluation of parameter errors and numerical analog errors have been

extensively dealt-with previously for the one-dimensional model (Guymon et al,

1981 and Hromadka et al, 1982). Similar to the one-dimensional model, the

two-dimensional model is sensitive primarily to hydraulic conductivity parameters.

Some success has been obtained in calibrating the E-parameter using split record

tests. That is, the E-parameter may be calibrated using a one-year sequence

of data, and without modification of parameters, a following one-year sequence

of frost heave data may be reliably evaluated. Thermal parameters may be approxi-

mated without large error in results. This is primarily due to the fact that

latent heat effects largely dominate the thermal regime of a freezing or thawing

soil. It is emphasized that the model has been primarily tested against frost

susceptible silts and dirty gravels. Additionally, the method of dealing with

surcharge and overburden appears to only apply for relatively low overburden

pressures (i.e., u0 < 60 kPa). The model tends to erroneously "cutoff" frost

heave for large u0.
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EXAMPLE APPLICATIONS

The first problem considered is a buried chilled pipeline, 1.2 m in

diameter. The problem domain is 4.3 m by 3.1 m in the horizontal and vertical

dimensions, respectively. The soil is assumed to be a homogeneous Fairbanks

silt with an initial homogeneous temperature of O.5% and pore pressure head

of -70cm. Initial ice content is assumed to be zero throughout the soil region.

The pipeline is assumed to be buried 1.2 m below the ground surface. The ground-

water table effects are modeled by assuming a constant pore-pressure head of

-70 cm 0.6 m below the bottom of the pipe. The solution is assumed to be

symmetrical about the vertical centerline of the pipe. A constant thermal

boundary condition of -2*C and .5C is assumed at the top and bottom of the

study region, respectively. The pipe surface is assumed to remain at a constant

temperature of -.5*C. Overburden effects are not considered, and the total

simulation is for 6 months. Estimated ice contents at the end of a 6-month

period are plotted in Figure 5. Cross-hatched areas indicate regions in which

ice contents exceed the assumed soil porosity and ice-segregation may be

occurring. Dotted areas indicate where ice contents are approaching the

assumed porosity.

Results of the two dimensional model are somewhat verified by assuming a

one-dimensional problem at the vertical soil region furthest from the pipe.

Comparison of one-dimensional model results to the pore pressures and tempera-

tures computed by the two-dimensional version of the model were found to be

in close agreement.

Frost heave is not estimated in this example because of the unknown

effects of overburden and pipe interaction with the freezing soil. Also, the

interaction between soil regions where ice segregation may be taking place and

other soil regions is not known. For complicated geometry such as is considered

in this example, only the heat transport and moisture transport aspects of the
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model are valid. However, the tendency for ice segregation to occur can be

qualitatively evaluated with the model.

A second example considered is a roadway embankment where it is assumed

that soil interaction problems are minor and frost heave may be estimated.

Figure 6 shows the soil solution domain for half of a roadway and the simulated

frost heave at two different overburden values and for various days after

initiation of freezing. Parameters for Fairbanks silt were assumed. A horizontal

water table exists in the embankment as shown. Soil surface temperatures were

assumed to be a constant -20*C and soil bottom temperatures were assumed to be

a constant 1*C. Horizontal transport of moisture or heat at the solution domain

sides was assumed to be zero.

As an approximate check, a one-dimensional solution, using the one-

dimensional model, was compared to two-dimensional solution results at the

roadway centerline and the right side of the solution domain. Centerline

solutions compared very closely while right-side solutions using the one-

dimensinal model were about 0.5 cm of heave greater than estimated with the

two-dimensional model. However, the solutions were tending to converge after

30-days. The reason for this discrepancy may be that relatively large elements

were used in the two-dimensional model.

Although this example is somewhat hypothetical, the results appear to be

* conceptually correct. The water table position strongly influences simulated

* heave. A rather small surcharge restrains frost heave somewhat. At the

roadway edge, frost heave is reduced due to more rapid freezing caused by the

surface geometry. At the embankment toe, frost heave is larger than for other

areas for times up to 15-days because surface geometry results in less heat

extraction.
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DISCUSSION

A two-dimensional model of coupled heat and moisture transport in freezing

or thawing soil is presented. For simple but useful geometries, frost heave or

thaw consolidation may be estimated. The model is based upon well known trans-

port equations to estimate heat and water transport for a soil freezing or

thawing problem. Because the model is based upon incomplete theory for freezing

zones, phenomenological relationships are also employed.

This results in a major limitation of the model since one phenomenological

parameter (E) must be determined from laboratory freezing experiments or field

data on a freezing soil. Guymon et al (1982) found that the E parameter may

be reasonably evaluated for field cases provided a number of freeze-thaw cycles

are included in the data.

Other parameters required for the model such as soil porosity and density

ian be routinely determined in the laboratory. However, hydraulic parameters

such as unsaturated hydraulic conductivity and the unfrozen water content

factor, en, require specialized laboratories to determine them. Although there

are such laboratories, their need is somewhat of a limitation to the routine

employment of the model by the geotechnical cadre. In an effort to minimize

A, this problem the U.S.Army-CRREL is attempting to analyze a large number of

soils with the hope that this data may be of value in estimating sophisticated

parameter without conducting costl.y tests. Some of this data is summarized in

Guymon et al (1982).

The modeling approach used here is useful for problems involving dynamic

* coupled heat and moisture transport in which the primary variables of interest

are soil temperature or water content (or pore water pressures) in frozen or

unfrozen soils. We know of no other such two-dimensional model, reported in

* the open literature. The model is adaptable to a wide variety of problems and

may be used for seepage probl.ems alone or geothermal problems alone.
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For simple but useful geometries, the proposed model may be used to

estimate frost heave or thaw consolidation. Such estimates are only reasonably

valid for geometries that do not involve appreciable inter action between soil

masses where differential heave or thaw may be appreciable.

While we have experimented with different approaches of formulating

numerical algorithms and believe we have assembled a good combination of these

algorithms, we are by no means certain that we have assembled the best

combination. We believe that this question should be the subject of continuing

research.

As pointed out numerous times, the model we have investigated is incom-

plete from the standpoint of the thermodynamics of moisture in freezing zones.

This drawback should not deter investigators in developing models whi.ch might

be quite useful in a number of analysis problems. However, continued research

to better define unknown areas should continue in order to improve analysis

ability.

Finally, Guymon et al (1981) pointed out that purely deterministic models

by themselves may never be adequate for modeling frost heave. Even if we had

reasonably precise knowledge on all thermodynamic and physical processes

involved, parameter uncertainty and perhaps boundary condition uncertainty

requires some form of probabilistic approach. Assuming one reasonably formulates

a deterministic model, as we believe we have done here, further model refinement

may not yield better accuracy because parameter and boundary condition uncertainty

may not permit more precise results. Most porous media flow models require some

r. form of calibration and this is certainly true of the model we have presented

here. Because both the one-dimensional model and two-dimensional model use

identical parameters the one-dimensional model can be used to calibrate

parameters (i.e. the E-factor) for each type of soil encountered in a two-

dimensional problem.
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SELECTED NOTATION

A km -M parameters describing unsaturated hydraulic conductivity

of unfrozen soil

A,,n M parameters describing soil moisture characteristics for

.unfrozen soil

C - volumetric thermal conductivity

C - volumetric heat capacity of water

E Wcalibration parameter

% - hydraulic conductivity for unfrozen soil

K 0 saturated hydraulic conductivity of unfrozen soil

KT -thermal conductivity

L W volumetric latent heat of fusion of soil water

(assumed to equal bulk water)

n = normal coordinate

Wtotal hydraulic head

Pi M density of ice

p density of water

t - time

T Wtemperature

T t freezing point depression of water

ei 1 volumetric ice content of soil

6 M unfrozen water content factor for frozen soil

9 W porosity of soil
0

a M volumetric unfrozen water content of soil
IU

U M pore water pressure expressed as hydraulic head

u 0 overburden pressure expressed a equivalent hydraulic head

v ,vy - velocity flux computed from Darcy's Law

xty a Cartesian coordinates
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LIST OF FIGURES

No. Title

1 Comparison of one- and two-dimensional model solutions

at the end of 18-hours of freezing an initially unfrozen

vertical column of moist soil. Solid line is for 2-D model

solution and dashed line is for 1-D model solution.

2 Free water surface positions 1-hour after lowering ditch

water level for an unfrozen isothermal sandy soil. Finite

element grid is shown and equipotential lines are dashed.
The water surface line is solid for experimental, dot-dashed

for Vauclin et al (1975) solution, and dashed for 2-D model

solution.

3 Simulated transient positions of a water table (solid line)

in an earth dam. Uginchus (1966) steady-state solution of

water table position is shown as dashed lines. The finite

element grid is shown and equipotential lines (dashed) are

shown.

4 Comparison of experimental (solid lines) and simulated (dashed

lines) soil temperatures for soil tank model.

5 Simulated soil ice content after 6-months of freezing from

a buried chilled pipeline. Ice contents are shown by circled

numbers. The finite element grid is shown.

6 Simulated frost heave in a roadway embankment for indicated

days after surface freezing started. Coordinates shown are cm.

The position of the freezing isotherm is shown as a solid line.

The computer generated finite element grid is also shown.

Dashed lines are for a 1.2 kPa surcharge. Solid lines are for

zero surcharge.
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